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FOREWORD

This report describes a study of the Department of Labor's Exemplary Rehabilita-
tion Certificate program. The study was performed during the period April 15-October
15, 1972 tinder a grant from the Department of Labor to the Human Resources Research
Organization (HumRt10). The objectives of the study were to examine the employment
benefits holders of ERCs have actually received, and to analyze the operation of the
program.--

The data collection involved a mail survey of all ERC holders; a mail survey of a
sample of those who inquired about the ERC, but did not apply; interviews with ERC
holders and inquirers, employers, businessmen, representatives of the American Red Cross
and veterans organizations and ERC program administrators; and a study of the records
of the ERE program. Volume I of this report describes the study; Volume II contains the
data collection instruments, verbatim comments, and related materials.

The assistance and cooperation of the Department of Labor was instrumental in the
performance of this research. We are especially indebted to the project monitor, Mr.
Robert E. Manifold, Chief of the Special Employment Problems and Operations Pro-
gramming Staff, and to his assistant, Ms. Helen Thompson, for their support throughout
the project.

The field interviews, with recently discharged men, and the telephone interviews, with
ERC holders, that were performed by our subcontractor, Chilton Research Services, were
an indispensable part of the research effort; our special thanks to Mr. Edward Crow,
Chilton's Director of Economic Studies, for his work as supervisor of their portion of the
study.

We wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance of the National Alliance of Business-
men (NAB); personnel in several cities facilitated our contacts with employers and gave
their critiques of the ERC program.

Above all, we owe a debt of gratitude to the many people who responded to our
questionnaires, and to those who were kind enough to grant us personal interviews. Their
comments and opinions form the core around which this report was written.

The research was performed by HumRRO Division No. 7 (Social Science),
Alexandria, Virginia, Dr. Arthur J. Hoehn, Director. Dr. Thurlow R. Wilson served as
Principal Investigator. Mr. Robert M. Madsen and Mr. John A. Richards were the
principal staff members, with Ms. Sharon Newburg-Rinn and Ms. Susan Robinson pro-
viding research assistance during portions of the study.

The research was conducted under Grant No. 92-51-72-15, from the Manpower
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organization



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

BACKGROUND

The Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate (ERC s program of the U.S. Department of
Labor was established by public law in 1966. This program permits ex-servicemen who
have received a general, yndesirable, bad conduct, or dishonorable discharge to be issued
an ERC if they can establish good conduct for the three years prior to application. The
applicant must have been out of the military service for at least three years, and he must
obtain character references and statements from employers. A check is made with IL cal
police and FBI for any record of arrests and convictions. While the ERC does not change
the character of the military discharge, it is intended to entitle the holder to special
counseling and job development assistance at public employment offices, and the certifi-
cate can be shown to employers to document good conduct. No benefits are given the
holder of the ERC unless he would he entitled to those benefits under his original
discharge. At the time of this writing, about 700 certificates had been issued.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The major objective of the investigation was to examine and analyze the actual
benefits that ERC holders have received in seeking or retaining employment.

APPROACH

Information was obtained from several sources:
(1) Certificate holders. All holders of the certificate were surveyed by mail to

determine how they have used the certificate and what the consequences were. From the
files of applications for ERC, information was tabulated to describe the holder popula-
tion. Depth interviews were conducted with a few holders.

(2) ERC inquirers. A sample of 2,000 of those who requested ERC application
forms were surveyed by mail to find out v:hy they did not apply. Depth interviews were
held with a few inquirers.

(3) Recently discharged servicemen. Personal interviews were conducted with
21 men who had been recently discharged from the Army with other than an honorable
discharge. The interview elicited the reactions of the ex-servicemen to the ERC program
as prospective applicants.

(4) SES personnel. Staff members of six public employment offices which ERC
holders reported visiting were, interviewed to learn what happened when the man showed
his certificate in their office. The SES staff commented on the ERC program.

(5) Employers. Interviews were conducted with 17 employers of men holding
the ERC to determine 'low the certificate entered into the hiring decision. The reactions
of 18 other employers to the certificate were obtained. Discussions were held with the
staffs of the National Alliance of Businessmen in five cities.

(6) Representatives of organizations assisting veterans. Individuals from national
organizations, Whi-crairreed to assist ERC applicants as well as representatives from three
other veterans assistance organizations, were interviewed to learn what role these organi-
zations have played in the ERC program and to get their evaluations of the ERC
program.



(7) ERC program administrators and ERC files. The processing of ERC applica-
tions and requests for information was studied by means of interviews with ERC program
staff members and analysis of ERC files.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR EACH SUBSTUDY

1. Survey of Certificate Holders and Tabulations From ERC Applicant Files
The typical ERC holder served in the Armed Forces during World War II or the

Korean war and left the service with an undesirable discharge. He is in his 30's or 40's,
White, and has no education beyond high school. He was probably married and employed
(most likely as a blue collar worker) when he applied for the ERC.

Many certificate holders read about the ERC in a newspaper or magazine, and
applied in the hope of using the certificate to aid in having their discharge changed. Most
received some assistance in completing the required forms, many from a friend or
relative. Holders usually had no complaints about the application requirements. However,
the majority felt that the benefits should be expanded to include changing the military
discharge. ERC holders frequently commented that the ERC program needs to be
publicized more extensively.

After receiving the certificate, many holders did not use it either at the state
employment office or during job interviews; in fact, over a third of the ERC holders
surveyed had never made any use of the certificate. One holder in nine reports that the
ERC actually helped in getting a job.

2. Survey of ERC Inquirers
The chief reasons for not completing the application were the individual's discovery

that the ERC will not change his military discharge and his unwillingness to bring up the
fact of his "bad" discharge in obtaining statements from employers and people who
know him.

3. Personal Interviews With Recently Discharged Servicemen

The typical person interviewed was a 22-year-old unemployed man. All 21 inter-
viewed had been discharged with a general or other than nonorable discharge. When they
learned that an ERC would not affect their military discharge, most expressed doubts
about the help it would provide. Nevertheless, the majority said that they probably or
definitely would apply for an ERC because it might help them get a job. After the
respondents had read and discussed all the information on the ERC program, they were
given a multiple-choice test. The results of these tests indicated that most of them knew
what the ERC was supposed to do for them, but that they did not have an accurate
grasp of the application procedures and regulations.

4. Interviews With State Employment Service Personnel

The following three major findings emerged from the interviews with SES personnel
in six offices: (a) SES personnel other than the Veterans Representatives were generally
uninformed about the ERC program and marginally equipped to answer a bona fide
question about it; (b) SES personnel receive few inquiries about the ERC and make little
effort to educate the public about the ERC program; (c) the services that SES personnel
give ERC holders are essentially the same services the ERC holders would receive if they
didn't have a certificate.

vi



Finally. although there was disagreement among different SES office personnel
about the employment problem of men with other than h:norable discharges and the
possible offsetting effect of an ERC, tiler- was unanimous agreement among those
interviewed that if the ERG program is to function as originally intended it must he
publicized and supported heavily throughout the SES sytztem.

5. Interviews With Employers
In only one case (of a possible 11) did the employer of an ERC holder state that

the ERC was a decisive factor in hiring the individual. In seven cases, the employer found
the ERC important enough to make a notation in the individual's personnel file or
remember the certificate. These employers, however, were usually uncertain what to
think of the ERC even though their employees had shown it to them.

Most of the 18 other employers (not employers o' ERC holders) said that the ERC
would make no difference or would hurt a man's chances of employment; none had ever
heard of the ERC program before.

In wide -open discussions, staff members of the National Alliance of Businessmen
raised questions about the need for the ERC, the beneficial effects it supposedly has, and
the manner in which one qualifies to receive it. In addition to the negative comments,
however, the interviews gave several interesting possibilities to how the certificate
program might be altered to achieve more results if the certificate is to be kept and have
an impact on the business community.

All three categories of businessmen interviewed were in agreement on the need for
more publicity on the ERC program.

6. Study of Organization Support for the ERC
From interviews conducted with three organizations officially committed to assisting

ERC applicants, it was apparent that they have had little experience with the ERC
program since few people have come to them for help with the ERC. Furthermore, the
supporting organizations are modestly equipped to handle inquiries from people seeking
information about the ERC. It appears that the primary concern of these organizations is
to help someone change the discharge and get Veterans Benefits. If these efforts fail,
then, possibly, the ERC is brought up.

Visits with three other veterans assistance organizations showed that they have had
no experience with the ERC program. They generally held that a potential applicant
needs immediate help and that the ERC cannot give this individual more after three years
than it can give him at the first because the references needed for the certificate are also
required by most employers. The certificate becomes, therefore, an unnecessary middle
step that some officials feel could even prove disadvantageous.

Recommendations from all organizations studied ask for publicity if the program is
to operate at all. While the organizations assisting ERC applicants offer increased partici-
pation in helping the man, the other organizations center on some changes in the
applicition procedure that might aid the applicant.

7. Study of ERC Program Administration
About 700 certificates have been issued by the Department of Labor during the six

years in which the program has been operating. In the last three years, about 70
certificates have been issued per year. In order to process applications and respond to
information requests, half the time of a clerk and half the time of a professional are



required. Of those who are eligible by law to apply for the program and who do submit
complete applications, only about 3% have been denied ERCschiefly for major con-
victions or mental illness. The program is publicized by sending information on the ERC
program to agencies and individuals requesting it.

CONCLUSIONS

Holders of Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates have obtained few benefits in
seeking and retaining employment. Only 11% report that the certificate has helped them
to get jobs.

Several factors explain the small number of holders receiving employment help with
their certificate. Many holders have never had occasion to apply for a job since obtaining
the certificate. Of those who have sought work, many have avoided using the certificate.
Those who do show the certificate will probably find that employers and employment
service personnel do not understand the certificate and that after seeing the certificate
employers tend to become concerned with what created a need for rehabilitation.

We found no evidence that the certificate does in fact entitle the holder to "special
job counseling" and "special job placement assistance" at_public employment offices as
stated in Public Law 89-360. From visits to six employment offices and from other
sources, we concluded that a man visiting an employment office with an ERC will obtain
exactly the same job help he would obtain without the ERC.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The employment impact of the Exemplary Rehabilitation certificate (ERC) program
of the U.S. Department of Labor has been studied by the Human Resources Research
Organization in a six-month project.

The ERC program permits ex-servicemen who have received other than honorable
discharges or a general discharge' to be issued an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate if
they, can establish good conduct for three years after leaving military service. The
certificate is intended to entitle the holder to special assistance from public employment
offices, and it can be shown to employers to document good conduct.

The prime objective of the HumRRO study was to examine the actual benefits
holders of ERCs have received in seeking or retait"-g employment. The major sources of
information for this report are maii surveys with ERC holders and with those who were
sent ERC applications, but did not complete them, as well as the ERC program files. In
order to obtain some further indication of the operation and impact of the ERC
program, a few interviews were conducted with employers of ERC holders, other
employers, employment service personnel in State Employment Service offices that ERC
holders reported visiting, representatives of organizations assisting veterans, men recently
discharged with a general or other than honorable discharge, and ERC program adminis-
trators. (See Appendix A for Public Law 89-690, Awarding Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificates.)

EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATES FOR EX- SERVICEMEN

Established in 1966 by Public Law 89-690, the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate
(ERC) program permits an ex-serviceman who has received an other than honorable
discharge or a general discharge to be issued an ERC if he can establish good conduct for
the previous three years. The applicant must have been out of military service for at least
three years; he must obtain character references and statements from employers; and he
is checked with local police and tip, FBI for arrests and convictions. As of this writing,
about 700 certificates have been issued.

While the ERC does not change tne character of the man's military discharge, the
holder is entitled to special counseling and job development assistance at public employ-
ment offices and he can show the certificate to employers to document good conduct.
No veteran's benefits are given to the holder of the ERC unless he would be entitled to
those benefits under his original discharge.

1 A general discharge is issued under honorable conditions, ses..iiho page 6
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InED FOR AN EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATE

The need for the ERC was described in hearings before the House Special Sub-
committee on Discharge and Dismissals.' Ray H. 3,1c \Ticker, Representative from
Colorado, testified as follows:

"A questionable detachment from our armed services represents a black
cloud which hangs over a man for the rest of his life. He carries a stigma
wherever he goes. People in his community turn their backs upon him as soon as
they find out about that discharge Employers will not trust him. Our Federal
Government will not help him, while it gladly and gratefully aids other veterans.
Even his wife and children know there k shame in his past. Some men success-
fully hide their past from others, yet thy know within themselves that their
record is not something to take pride in.

"This is the plight of a half-million men and women in our country. How
tragic that a man cannot rid himself of this blot, regardless of how admirable a
life he leads. I am not saying dishonorable discharges are handed out unjustly or
indiscriminately. But many times offenders are young and immature men, who
are sorry soon after the offense. Other youths in civilian life or at college are
forgiven deeds which areiess rapidly forgiven in a soldier. No, injustice is not the
point, though we all know unjust decisions occur in military courts as well as in
civilian.

"My point is that a rehabilitated person deserves an opportunity to clear
his record of old stains. A man who has owned up to his past mistakes and
overcomes his weaknesses, deserves a chance to erase this last enduring obstacle
to advancement. An exemplary rehabilitation certificate holds out this hope."

The effect of other than honorable discharges on employers was described by Frank H.
Cassell, Director of U.S. Employment Service in the following statement:

"It is a frequent practice of employers to ask an applicant for a job if he
has served in the armed services and the nature of his discharge. It is also
frequent practicetoo frequent I thinkto reject an individual if he must answer
that he received a discharge from the armed services that is less than honorable.
Often the prospective employer lacks the time or interest to search further, to
determine the reasons for the discharge and what ameliorating factors should
govern his decision.

"Too seldom does an employer ask what prompted the dischargewhether
It was an undesirable discharge, a bad conduct discharge or dishonorable dis-
charge or, more important, what the individual's post-discharge record has been.

"It has been my personal experience to note that once a less than
honorable discharge appears, the employer doesn't make the next telephone call
to find out whether the man has done well after being discharged. There is a
tendency to look at this card on this record and say 'That is it,' and drop it
there.

"I think it is terribly important that this particular bill does make it
possible for an individual to cause the employer to take that additional look that
he should take.

"I think this approach of the bill H.R. 15053 would help correct this
situation. It would provide the individual an opportunity, in a clear and under-
standable manner, to clarify for an employer his character as a prospective
employee."

Fred W. Shields, Attorney at Law, made the following comment in a letter to the
Committee:

"As you know, I have been handling military and naval matters for more
than 30 years and in my practice I am constantly confronted with the effect that
other than honorable discharges have had upon the lives of individuals who have
been given those discharges I do not mean to say that the services were
necessarily wrong in giving other than honorable discharges to many of those
individuals. However, the fact remains that in many of the cases the discharges

I House Committee on Armed Services, 26 July 1966.
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have been issued to persons who were not guilty of offenses involving m"ral
turpitude. More important is the fact that in many, many instances the dis-
charges have been given to individuals whose cases would in civil life have been
handled by a juvenile court. That is to say, that had they been involved in the
same type of diff:alty in civil life there would have been no record of arrest orconviction on their records."

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY. OF THE ERC

Starting in 1957, legislation was introduced by Congressman Doyle to have acertificate issued by the Department of Defense. Several bills passed the House, but werenot considered by the Senate. "The main obstacle to these bills was the Department ofDefense position that it was not able to judge whether a person who had left the servicehad indeed led a life that was exemplary after that separation.' Since the primaryassistance which would be given to these men by the award of a certificate of rehabilita-tion would be in the field of job counseling, the task of examining the applications for acertificate has now been moved over to the Dedartment of Labor."
One version of the bill stated that the Secretary of Labor would accord the holderof the ERC "the same privileges and benefits accorded to-veterans under chapter 41 oftitle 38." This ?rovision drew objections from veterans organizations. A statement fromH.E. Stringer, Director of the American Legion, read in part'

"The American Legion believes that it would be a mistake to create a special
class of rehabilitated, dishonorably discharged individuals and place them in the
same category of those who served their country honorably in time of war
Employers have historically had a favorable image of war veterans as employees.
Studies have shown that war veterans are better educated than non-veterans, due
in part to their service and to the educational provisions of the 'G.I. Bill.' War
veterans generally have established excellent records for high productivity and
good work habits. They represent prime job applicants in a tight labor market.
With this background we believe it would be more advantageous to dishonorably
discharged individuals if they were registered as nonveterans in, the local public

; employment offices where they could be provided special and intensive coun-
selling and individual job development. The United States Employment Serviceand its affiliated State and local employment offices, we believe, can easily
render such service, along with their other special programs for disadvantaged and
rehabilitated individuals."

C.L. Huber on behalf of the Disabled American Veterans stated:
"The DAV recognizes and favors the basic concept of this bill. We cannot,

however, support the nrovisions of Section 1575, which would confer to the
dishonorably disehargi(: the same employnient benefits which the Congress has,
by law, reserved for the honorably discharged veteran.

"We object to the specialized services of the Veterans Employment Repre-
sentatives being extended to the dishonorably discharged and feel that to do so
would place them in direct competition with the veteran who rendered honorable
service to his country in time of war.

"We suggest, therefore, that HR 15053 be amended to provide that personswho have been issued an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate be accorded the
same job counseling and placement services that are accorded to any other
citizen at all United States Employment Service Offices throughout the country."

The version of the bill that was voted into law states that the certificate will allowthe holder "to receive special counseling and job development assistance in the nationalsystem of public employment offices." The legislation was modified to meet the objec-tions of the veterans' organizations.

I Hearing of the Special Subcommittee on Discharges and Dismiss:0%, House Committee on ArmedServices, July 26. 1966.
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The following comments by members of the House Committee on Armed Service&
give evaluations of the final ERC bill and its legislative history:

"The CHAIRMAN [Mr. Rivers). It is a much more modest bill. And it
gives some consideration to a man's having been rehabilitated over the interven-
ing years after his dismissal, and I think it is a step in the right direction."--

"Mr. HARDY. Mr. Chairman, I think it is probably a step in the right
direction, but it does not go far enough. This only provides, apparently, for
counseling and that sort of business and gives them a rehabilitation certificate.

"But I think there are a great many cases in which rehabilitation has been
so completed that actually there ought to be something a little more effective
than this business of providing for counseling by the Department of Labor.

"Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, we are trying to do what we can do with
the consensus. This has been approved by the leading veterans' organizations, the
American Legion and the VFW and others, and they came in with suggestions
that they felt that the previous legislation might be downgrading of the impact
the necessary impact of various types of discharges.

"Of course, we must bear in mind if a man has really had a mistake made
in some way in his previous discharge he can come in and separate and apart
from this legislation entirely change the discharge to show that it should not
have been what it was before;

"This bill as it now stands is something we should be able to pass to the
Senate. We passed a broader type bill through the House several times and it
hasn't passed the Senate. It is my hope this will pass the Senate, because it will
do some good."

"Mr. HARDY. That, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me is the only justification
here. I thought it was a good bill.. We passed it several times ... and frankly, I
would much prefer to have seen us gone that course. If we can't, perhaps this is

the only thing we can do. But I don't think it goes far enough."
"Mr. BENNETT. ... the Senate would have a much easier chance in

defending this bill this year than any other because we got a lot of mail in from
people in the Armed Forces and from veterans very antagonistic to the idea of
the Doyle bill.

"Now I introduced the Doyle bill too with Mr. Boyle, and I favor the
broader approach. But frankly, to pass anything in this session of the Congress in
this field, I think it would have to be limited to this, because this does have a
consensus and it will do some good. It certainly does not go further than it
should.

"The only question sbout it is does it go far enough, and it does do good
and anything else we pass is not going to become law.

"Mr. BRAY. Mr. Chairman, I agree with the chairman and Mr. Bennett. I
was also on the Doyle committee, and I frankly thought the bill that we sent to
the Senate, the Doyle bill, didn't go as far as I would have liked to have seen it.
I personally would like to see a method of reviewing especiallythat is, a more
easy method of reviewing these especially administrative discharges. And I even
proposed that we considcr having the Court for Military Justice to review them.
But we fail to get any Senate action, even consideration, on the Doyle bill, as
Mr. Bennett says.

"This bill is very watered down, but I frankly think it is the best bill we
could get through the Senate at this time. And if we get it through, it is

certainly better than we have ever been able to do before."

REQUIREMENTS FOR OBTAINING AN ERC

To establish good conduct for three years after leaving military service, the applicant
for an ERC is required to do the following:

"(a) Submit the prescribed form to his present employer, if employed, to
be completed with regard to the applicant's general reputation and employment
record, notarized or witnessed and returned by the applicant;

iHoure Committee on Armed Services, 9 August 1966.
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"(b) List the names and addresses of all prior employers for at least 3 years
preceding the date of application;

"(c) Submit on a prescribed form a set of fingerprints to be used for
positive identification purposes;

"(d) List all prior addresses for the preceding 3 years, in order that
certified statements from chief law enforcement officials of towns, cities, or
counties in which the applicant has resided may be received attesting to his
general reputation,, so far as police and court records are concerned;

"(e) Provide notarized or witnessed statements from not less than 5 per
sons, other than relatives, attesting that they have personally known him tot at
least the 3 years preceding the date of application as a person of good reputation
and exemplary conduct, and the extent of personal contact they have had with
him." (Federal Register, Doc 67-5343 Filed May 12, 1967, Regulations Concern-
ing Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates)

A copy of the ERC application forms will be found in Appendix B.

ORGANIZATIONS ASSISTING ERC APPLICANTS

Several national organizations agreed to assist applicants for the certificate in
completing applications and getting statements. The organizations agreed that, if neces-
sary, they would represent the applicant in dealings with the Department of Labor
concerning the certificate. These organizations are listed in the Department of Labor
information sheet for ERC applicants. They are as follows:

American Red Cross
American Veterans of World War ll and Korea
Catholic War Veterans
Disabled American Veterans
Jewish War Veterans of the USA
Veterans of Foreign Wars

The U.S. Veterans Administration and the American Legion were approached, but
declined to be listed as helping organizations for applicants.

MILITARY DISCHARGES

Since 1950, 16.9 million servicemen have been separated from the military services.
Approximately 6.6% or 1.1 million received general and other than honorable discharges.

The nature of military discharges seemes to be poorly understood by the general
public. There is a tendency for people to lump anything that is not a full honorable
discharge into one vague category called "bad" discharges.

Military discharges can be classified into two broad categories, administrative and
punitive. The administrative discharges include honorable, general, and undesirable (or
just "discharge" for officers) discharges. The punitive discharges are bad conduct and
dishonorable discharges for enlisted personnel, and dismissal for officers. Holders of
general, undesirable, bad conduct, and dishonorable discharges may apply for the Depart-
ment of Labor's Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate, as indicated in Public Law 89-690.
Each of these four types of discharge is described below.'

A general discharge is issued to a serviceman if his military record is not sufficiently
meritorious to warrant a full honorable discharge. However, it is important to note that a

I The discharges are described as they apply to enlisted personnel. Information was obtained from
Army Regulation 635.200, Air Force Manual 39.12, Marine Corps Order P1900.16, and Bureau of Naval
Personnel Manual, Article 3850120.
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ger oral discharge is issued under honorable conditions. It is given by administrative action
and may be issued for a variety of reasons including misconduct, culpable failure to
conform to minimum standards for recruit training, poor conduct and efficiency evalua-
tions, and even poor attitude. Under law, a holder of a general discharge is considered to
be a veteran by the U.S. Veterans Administration and is entitled to all privileges and
benefits accorded a veteran with a full honorable discharge.

An undesirable discharge is also an administrative separation, but it is issued under
conditions other than honorable. It may be issued for unfitness, misconduct, homo-
sexuality, or for security reasons. A holder of an undesirable discharge is not automati
tally granted veterans' benefits. The Veterans Administration will review cases
individually upon petition by the holder. If they rule in his favor, he is granted all
privileges and benefits of a veteran.' If they rule against him, he is neither considered to
be a veteran (nonveterans are referred to as ex-servicemen) nor accorded any of the
privileges or benefits of a veteran.

A bad conduct discharge, like an undesirable discharge, is issued under conditions
other than honorable. It can be given only as a direct result of a special or general
court-martial, that is, only if the discharge is imposed by the court. As with the
undesirable discharge, the holder of a bad conduct discharge may petition the Veterans
Administration for veterans' benefits.

A dishonorable discharge is issued under dishonorable conditions. It can be imposed
only as part of an approved sentence of a general court-martial. An individual with a
dishonorable discharge, therefore, must have been convicted of a felony or a serious
military offense by a military court. A holder of a dishonorable discharge is never granted
veteran status. The Veterans Administration will not hear petitions from individuals who
were dishonorably discharged.

Holders of general or undesirable discharges frequently report being treated by
employers as though they had been dishonorably discharged. Some employers make it a
matter of policy (often an unwritten rule) not to accept applicants with less than a full
honorable discharge. The result is that an individual having committed a strictly military
offense or an offense that would, in civilian life, be handled by juvenile authorities, may
be virtually barred from meaningful employment for the rest of his life (see the
comments of Mr. Fred W. Shields on page 3).

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY AND SUBSIDIARY QUESTIONS

The congressional intent in passing Public Law 89-690 was to provide "special
counseling and job development assistance through the national system of public employ-
ment offices" to individuals with other than honorable discharges who could document
exemplary conduct for a period of at least three years. The prime objective of this study
was to examine the actual benefits that holders of the ERC have received in seeking or
retaining employment. To achieve this objective, information was gathered on a number
of questions, which have been divided into primary and secondary groups.

Most of the resources of the project were devoted to the study of the primary group
of questions:

(1) How has possession of an ERC actually benefited ex-servicemen? Employ-
ment benefits? Other benefits?

(2) Why have ERC holders decided not to use the ERC when seeking
employment?

1 It should he noted that the Veteran. Administration's ruling. in no way affect the nature of the
individual's discharge, only his status visiivis the Veterans Administration.
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(3) What effect is the ERC supposed to have on help received at public'
employment offices? What effect does it actually have?

(4) Whitt is tne effect of an ERC on employers? Do employers understand
the ERC?

(5) What difficulties are experienced in obtaining an ERC?
(6) How and under what circumstances did ex-servicemen learn abort the

ERC program?
(7) If the program were to be publicized, what estimated increase might be

anticipated in the number of individuals likely to be served and requesting services?
(8) What kind of organizations support and oppose the ERC program? What

are the reasons for their stand? What kinds of changes in the ERC program do the groups
recommend?

(9) What are the reasons why initial inquirers have not completed applications
for an ERC?

(10) What is the profile of ex-servicemen obtaining and using the certificate?
Questions in the secondary group were as follows:

(11) What is the role of the kind of discharge in the employment process for
various kinds of employers?

(12) How is the ERC program currently administrated?
(13) How well known is the program to USES, Veterans Administration, and

to other agencies and organizations actively concerned with helping ex-servicemen?
(14) What kinds of job assistance and training are available to ex-servicemen

with other than an honorable discharge?
(151 To what extent do applicants have incorrect, unrealistic expectations

concerning procedures for obtaining certificates and the consequences of holding the
certificate?

(16) Should the organizational housing and responsibility for the ERC program
be modified in any way?

(17) Flow is the ERC program viewed by men just coming out of the military
service with lther than honorable discharges?

(18) Do ex-servicemen feel that the program would be more effective if it were
to be handled completely at the local level rather than dealing with Washington, as at
present?



Chapter 2

DATA - GATHERING METHODS

In order to study the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate (ERC) program and its
effect on employment, information and comments were obtained from several sources.
The principal subjects of the study wer: ERC holders, and individuals who were sent
ERC applications, but who did not complete them (referred to in this study as ERC
inquirers). Samples drawn from these two groups were sufficiently large (entire popula-
tion of ERC holders, N - 720. and 1908 ERC inquirers) to allow statistically defensible
statements to be made about their respective populations. Five small-scale satellite studies
were conducted to provide background information and perspective. These studies con-
cerned employers (including some employers of ERC holders), representatives of organiza-
tions that assist veterans, men recently separated from the service with other than
honorable discharges, and ERC program administrators and ERC program files.

The data-gathering plan of each of these substudies is summarized in the first section
of this chapter. In Appendix C, the method of each substudy is presented in detail with
the acttial data-gathering forms available in a subsequent appendix. At the end of the
chapter, the strengths and limitations of the investigative procedures are discussed.

SUMMARY OF DATA-GATHERING PROCEDURES

1. Survey of Certificate Holders and Tabulations From ERC Applicant Files
The 720 holders of the ERC were surveyed by mail to determine how they used the

certificates and the consequences of their using them. To increase the response rate,
telephone interviews were attempted with nonrespondents to the mal survey. In addition,
a Spanish translation of the questionnaire was sent to nonrespondents living in Puerto
Rico. Depth interviews were conducted by the HumRRO project staff with 11 ERC
holders in the Washington, D.C. and Philadelphia areas. (See Appendices D and E for
letters used in arranging interviews and the material used for in-depth interviews.)

From the files of applications for the ERC, information was tabulated to describe
the ERC holder populationtype of discharge, whether employed at time of application,
and occurrence of law violations three years prior to application.

2. Survey of ERC Inquirers
A sample of 1908 individuals who had requested ERC application forms, but did

not apply, were surveyed by mail to find out why they had not applied. Depth interviews
were conducted by the HumRRO project staff with 17 ERC inquirers in the Washington,
D.C. and Philadelphia areas. (See Appendices D and E for letters used in arranging
interviews and the material used for in-depth interviews.)

3. Personal Interviews With Recently Discharged Servicemen
Interviews of approximately 30-minute duration were conducted with 21 servicemen

who were discharged from the Army during 1971 with a general discharge or an other
than honorable discharge. The names and addresses of those to be interviewed were
selected from military files and all respondents were located in Washington, D.C.,
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ruicsgo, Philadelphia, or New York City. In these interviews, the ex-serviceman's knowl-
edge of and reactions to the ERC program were elicited. Chilton Research Services
collected these data for HumRRO, using interviewers who have considerable experience in
carrying out surveys in the low-income neighborhoods where the respondents were
typically located.

4. Interviews With State Employment Service Personnel

The staff (manager, veterans' representative, and counsel rs) were interviewed in six
SES offices located in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, a:1d
Los Angeles. There are offices at which ERC holders reported having visited and s own
their certificates. The point to be established was what note was taken of the certificate
when the man showed it, and what employment services each of these ERC holders
received. The interviews also served to indicate the general level of familiarity that the
employment office staff members had with the ERC program.

5. Interviews With Employers

To determine what effect the ERC actually had on the hiring of a certificate holder,
interviews were held with 17 employers identified by ERC holders. (Eleven of these
interviews were face-to-face interviews in Philadelphia, New York, Detroit, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco, and Los Angeles metropolitan areas. The remainder were conducted
by telephone with employers in other cities.) Comments on the ERC program, including
the probable effect of the ERC on hiring, were obtained in interviews with 18 additional
employers in the cities listed above. In five of these cities, discussions concerning the
ERC program were held with the staff of the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB).

6. Study of Organizational Support for the ERC

Individuals from six national organizations that are sources of actual or potential
support or opposition to the ERC program were interviewed in the Washington, D.C. area
to learn what role, if any, these organizations have played in the ERC program and to
obtain evaluations of the ERC program. The three supporting organizations contacted
American Red Cross, Disabled American Veterans, and Veterans of Foreign Warswere
chosen from among the six organizations that made a commitment to help ERC
applicants. The other interviews were conducted with representatives of the American
Veterans Committee, U.S. Veterans Administration (the VA Benefits Division and a U.S.
Veterans Assistance Center), and National Alliance of Businessmen; individuals in these
organizations generally question the ERC Program.

7. Study of ERC Program Administration

A number of individuals who have been involved in the administration of the ERC
program at the Department of Labor in Washington, D.C. were questioned concerning
processing of applications and requests for information. Further information about the
ERC program administration was obtained from analyses of the ERC files.

PROTECTION OF SUBJECTS OF THIS RESEARCH

To protect the ex-servicemen and others who participated in this study, procedures
were designed to ensure that all participation was based upon informed consent (that
each participant knew what he was agreeing to and freely consented to participate), and
that confidential information was safeguarded..

The information about having an other than honorable discharge is especially
sensitive. Some individuals with other than honorable discharges stated that they had not
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even told members of their families of this fact, and others claimed that they would lose
their jobs if the nature of their discharges were disclosed to their employers. The
following procedures were designed to ensure against improper disclosure of the nature of
the military discharge of our respondents.

(1) Employers of ERC holders were interviewed only after obtaining written
permission from the certificate holder concerned. When writing to these employers to
arrange the interviews, the researchers were careful not to mention the ERC holder by
name. Also, when telephoning to make specific appointments for the interviews, the
researchers made a point of speaking only to the personnel officer or other individual
with primary responsibility for hiring. (It is possible that the ex-serviceman had
mentioned his "bad" discharge only to his employer and not to others at his place of
employment.)

(2) Chilton Research Services set out specific guidelines for maintaining the
confidentiality of the information gathered by their field and telephone interviews, and
their supervisors made sure that these procedures were followed (see Appendix E). Their
interviewers were told not to disclose the purpose of the survey to anyone other than the
respondent himself. The interviewers had a screening procedure to make sure that they
were talking to the designated respondent before disclosing information about the
purpose of the interview.

(3) In the letters and comments reproduced in this report, all information that
could be used to identify an ex-serviceman respondent has been removed or disguised.

Safeguards were also necessary in handling the confidential information in the ERC
applicant files, which include reports from police and FBI. Tabulations based upon the
ERC applicant files were carried out under Department of Labor supervision at the office
where the records are located.

LIMITATIONS AND STRENGTHS OF DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

A major limitation of the study is that for each substudy the selection of cases is
probably biased. For example, in order to interview an employer of a certificate holder it
was first necessary that we obtain permission from the holder. The permission was an
essential safeguard, but resulted in a biased sample of ERC employers, sine those ERC
holders giving permission to visit the employer tended to have had a more favorable
experience with the ERC with their employers than ERC holders in general. (Thirty-four
of the 401 holder respondents gave permission to visit employers, 71% of these people
reported that the ERC helped. compared to 49% reporting this for the total groups
of those using the ERC with employers.) Also, the other employers we interviewed cannot
be claimed to be representative of all employers in large metropolitan areas, because these
employers were affiliated with the National Alliance of Businessmen. Biases are also likely
in the sample of ex-servicemen because of the number of those who couldn't be located.
Finally, the two mail surveys are probably biased because of the number of nonrespondents.

It is reasonable to assume that the biases generally operate to produce comments
and experiences more favorable for the ERC program than if we had been able to obtain
truly representative and unbiased samples. When looking at the results the reader should
bear these suspected biases in mind.

A second important limitation of the data collection procedures is that we were
found to rely on retrospective data in some cases. For example, ERC holders were asked
to recall why they had applied for a certificate. The inaccuracy of retrospective data hits
often been demonstrated; people are likely to recall past beliefs and events in a form
congruent with more recent events and beliefs. For example, we would expect that those
who used the ERC in an employment office would be likely to "recall" that they applies'.
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in order to get help at an employment office. All retrospective findings of this study
should be viewed with such limitations in mind.

The data collection plan has several strengths that should generate confidence in the
major findings: (a) The program was examined from many viewpoints and sources of
data, and the major findings of the study are based on data coming from more than one
source. (b) The data collection instruments were pretested to ensure that the questions
were clear and relevant to those being questioned. (c) A number of measures were taken
to increase the response rate to the mail surveys, such as Spanish language questionnaires
sent to Puerto Rican respondents and telephone follow-ups of all nonrespontients. (d) To
overcome the distortions of memory, employer and employment office records were
consulted whenever possible. (e) For interviews with recently discharged ex-servicemen
with other than hc.:orable discharges, the interviewers used had considerable experience
conducting interviews with inner-city residents and were usually of the same race as the
respondents.

Another strength of the data collection plan is that most of the interviews we of
sufficient length to allow a thorough exploration of the facts, experiences, and opinions
underlying the conclusions. A plan or guide for each kind of interview was developed to
ensure the necessary information and comments were covered. The median times for each
of these kinds of interviews were:

Certificate holders, 1 hour.
En inquirers, 1 hour.
Recently discharged servicemen, 30 minutes.
State Employment Service personnel, 2 hours.
ERC employers, 1 hour.
Other employers, 30 minutes.
National Alliance of Businessmen, 2 hours.
Representatives of organizations, 2 hours.
Program administrators, 1 hour.
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of analyses of the data collected in each of the
substudies, which are presented in full. Many of the comments ar.,' .ters from ERC
inquirers are given in Appendix G; similar letters and comments frori holders are given
in Appendix H.

SURVEY OF CERTIFICATE HOLDERS AND
TABULATIONS FROM ERC APPLICANT FILES

A questionnaire was mailed to all holders of the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certifi-
cate. To maximize the response rate, telephone interviews were attempted with nonre-
spondents to the questionnaire and a Spanish translation of the questionnaire was mailed
to all nonrespondents living in Puerto Rico. The completion rate for the questionnaire
was 75% of all ERC holders with known addresses. (See Table C-1, Appendix C.)

Information was also tabulated from the ERC holder file. Items tabulated were date
of discharge, type of discharge, whether employed at time of application, and occurrence
of law violations within the three years prior to application.

More than half the respondents to the ERC holder questionnaire were discharged
from the military service from 1945-1959. The median year of discharge is 1954 (Table
1). Tabulations from the records reveal that the median year of discharge for the entire
holder population is 1955 (Table 2). While current administration emphasis is placed on
Vietnam era veterans, It Es particularly noteworthy that the majority of holders are WW II
and Korean War Veterans. The typical ERC holder served during World War II or the
Korean War. Only about one-fifth of the respondents (and approximately one-fourth of
all ERC holders) served during the Vietnam conflict.

Statistics compiled from the ERC holder file show that the largest number of
certificate holders (four out of every 10) received undesirable discharges. (See Table 3.)
The general discharge is the least common type of discharge received by ERC holders.

Respondents to the ERC holder survey were typically in their 30's or 40's, White,
and married at the time they applied for the ERC. Almost half the holders surveyed had
less than a high school education. Respondents were heavily represented in the blue collar
skills. Two out of three were working as craftsmen, equipment operators, laborers, or
service workers, while only one in 20 was employed in a professional or wchnical field.
Data drawn from the ERC file indicates that over three-fourths of the holders were
employed at the time they applied for the certificate. Detailed breakouts of these
statistics appear in Tables 4 through 9.

As indicated in Table 10, only four of the 715 certificate holders (0.6%) had been
convicted of a serious offense during the three years prior to applying for the ERC. In
order to filter out minor traffic violations and other relatively minor offenses, the
tabulations included only convictions resulting in jail or prison sentences (including
probation and suspended sentences), or fines of over $100. The low percentage of serious
offenses was to be expected since applicants 'or the ERC are required to document good
conduct during that time period.
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Table 1 Table 2

Year Discharged From
Military Service: Questionnaire

Respondents Only"

tear 1 Frequency j Percentb

1915-1919 2 .5

1920.1924 4 1

1925-1929 0 0
1930.1934 0 0
1935-1939 0 0
1940.1944 69 17

1945-1949 44 11

1950-1954 92 23

1956.1959 93 23
1960-1964 64 16

1965.1969 26 6

No Answer 7 2

Mean w 1960
Median 1954

°In response to the question,"What
year did you leave military service?"

(Write year.)

bGroup: All ERC holder respondents

(P4,4011.

Table 3

Type of Discharge:
All ERC Holders'

Year Discharged From
Military Service:
All ERC Holders'

Year I Frequency Percent

1915.1919
1920.1924
1925 1929

5
3
a

.7

.4

.7

1930-1934 3 .4

1935.1939 3 .4

1940.1944 66 9

1945.1949 103 14

1950.1954 147 21

1955-1959 193 27

1960.1964 141 20
1965-1969 42 6

Missing data 4 .6

Mean m 1954

Median II 1955

°Hand tallied from files of all ERC

holders (N v 7151.

Category 1 Frequency I Percent

Gereral 99 14

Undesirable 291 41

Bad conduct 154 22

Dishonorable 118 17

Not specifiedb 53 7

°Hand tallied from files of all ERC holders

(N 715/.
bOiscliame was not honorable, but cotes ry

of discharge could not be Identified from infor-
mation in the individull's file.
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Table 4

Age of ERC Holders

Age
(

Frequencyi Percents

20-24 8 2.0
25.29 43 10.7

30-34 53 13.2

35-39 86 21.4

40-44 77 19.2

45.49 45 11.2

50-54 45 11.2

55-59 20 5.0

60-64 10 2.5
65-69 2 .5

70-74 2 .5

75-79 3 .7

80-84 1 .2

No answer 6 1.5

Mean = 38.3
Median = 41

aGroup: All ERC holder respondents

IN = 401).

Table 5 Table 6

Race of ERC Holders°

Race Frequency Percentb

, White 273 68

Black 56 14

Spanish-American 60 15

Oriental 2 0.5
Other 7 2

No answer 3 1

al n response to the question, "What is your race?"

bGroup. All ERC holder respondents (N 401).

15

Marital Status When
Applying for ER Ca

Response I Frequency 1 Percentb

Yes 307 77

No 91 23

No answer 3 1

*In response to the question, "When you
first applied for the ERC, were you married?"

bGroup All ERC holder respondents

IN - 401).



Table 7

Education Completed by ERC Holders'

Education Level
1

Fiequency Percentb

Less than 8th grade 63 16

Less than 12th grade 123 31

High school graduate 127 32
Went to college but did not finish 4 years 63 16

Graduated from 4year college 11 3
No answer 4 1

aln response to the question, "Hov. much school have you
completed?"

bGroup: All ERC holder respondents IN = 401).

Table 8

Occupations of ERC Holders'

Occupational Categoryb Frequency Percentc

01 Professional and technical 20 5
02 Managerial and administrative 24 7

03 Sales 17 4
04 Clerical 32 8
05 Craftsmen and Foremen 86 21

06 Operatives, except transportation 41 10
07 Transport equipment operatives 32 8

08 Laborers, except farm 49 12

09 Service workers, except private household 60 15

10 Private household workers 0
11 Farmers and farm managers 8 2
12 Farm laborers and foremen 2 .5
Not working, failed to give previous job 17 4
No answer 8 2

sln response to the question, "What kind of work do you do now? (If
unemployed, describe your last lob.)"

bihe Occupational categories are those used in 'he 1970 Census of Population and
Housing. See Appendix I, "Rules for Scoring Occupations of ERC Holders."

cGroup: Ail ERC holder respondents (N = 401).
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Table 9 Table 10

Employed at Time of Application:
All ERC Holdersa

Employed r Frequency Percent

Yes 556 78

No 1:16 22

Missing data 3 .4

aHand tallied from files of all EFIC holders

(N = 715).

Convictions Within the Three Years
Prior to Application:

All ERC Holdersa

Convictions I Frequency Percent

None 711 99.4

One or moreb 4 0.6

aHand tallied from ERC holder file IN = 715).
bJail or prison sentences (including probation

and suspended sentences), or fines over $100.

Table 11 shows how ERC holders learned about the program. The largest number of
respondents reported that they read about the ERC in a newspaper or magazine. Only
one out of twenty respondents checked that they were told of the ERC program at a
local office of the state employment service. Many respondents commented on the poor
distribution of information about the program.

Table 12 lists a number of reasons for applying for the ERC. The most commonly
reported reason was proof of good conduct that could be shown to the Military
Discharge Review Board. This is a somewhat curious revelation since the official literature
on the ERC program does not mention supporting requests for change of discharge as a
possible use for the certificate. Less than a third of the respondents indicated that they
applied for the ERC with the intention of using it to help them get the job they wanted.
Slightly more than a third said that they wanted the ERC just for their own personal
satisfaction.

The ERC application requirements involve the execution of several finely printed
forms (See Appendix B). Over half the respondents sought help in completing their
applications. Table 13 lists sources of assistance in filling out ERC forms. The official
brochure on the ERC lists a number of organizations that have agreed to provide help to

Table 11

First Source of Information About the ERCa

Source 1 Frequency I Percentb

Friend or relative 60 15
State employment office 22 5
A lawyer 28 7

Military officer or NCO 40 10
Red Cross 12 3
Veteran's organization (Am VET, DAV, VFW, others) 28 7
U.S. Veterans Administration 61 15
Congressman or Senator 52 13
Newspaper or magazine 76 A
Other: (Write in) 22 5

al n response to the question, ''How did you first learn about the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate (ERC)? (Mark one answer.)"

bGroup: An ERC holder respondents (N = 401).
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Table 12

Reasons for Applying for the ERC°

Reason Frequency 1 Percentb

To help me get the job I wanted 116 29

As proof of my good conduct that could be shown to
tb? military discharge review board 232 58

So I could get special help from the state
em 3loyment office 40 10

So I could get a job with the government 64 21

lust for my own personal satisfaction 136 34

For reasons not listed above (Write in) 40 10

aln response to the question, "Why did you happen to apply for an ERC?"
bGroup: All ERC holder respondents IN = 401). Because many respondents gave more than

one reason, the total will be more than 100%.

Table 13

44

Sources of Assistance in Completing
ERC Application Requirements"

Source I Frequency 1 Percentb

164 41

104 26
28 7

48 12

12 3
20 5

36 9
40 10

20 5

Nobody helped me
A friend or relative
My employer
A lawyer
State employment office counselor
Red Cross worker
Veterans organisation representative (AmVET, DAV

VFW, and others)
U.S. Veterans Administration counselor
Other: (Write in)

'In response to the question, "Who helped you to fill out the forms and to get the statements

needed for the ERC? (Mark all answers that apply to you.)"
bGroup: All ERC holder respondents IN 401).

those applying for the certificate. However, only 14% of the respondents sought assist-
ance from such organizations (this figure includes respondents who received help from
organizations not listed on the ERC brochure, e.g., the American Legion). The largest
number received help from a friend or relative, and some engaged the services of an
attorney.

Table 14 shows the benefits anticipated by ERC applicants. When asked what they
first thought the ERC would di for them, three out of four respondents said, "Change
my military discharge." The frequency of this response is surprising since official litera-
ture on the program always states that the ERC will not alter the holder's military
discharge. Only a fifth of the respondents checked that they first thought the ERC would
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Table 14

Benefits Originally Anticipated by ERC Applicants'

Benefit I Frequency Percent'

Change my military discharge 300 75
Give me veterans benefits, such as GI Bill 108 27
Give me veterans preference at the state employment office 62 13

Qualify me for special job help at the state employment office 80 20

aln re:rion-e to the question, "When you first heard of the ERC, what did you think it
could coo for you? (Cheek any that aoply.)"

bGroup: All ERC ho,der respondents (N . 401).

qualify them for special job help at the state employment office. However, that was the
only legitimate benefit listed among the response alternatives for that question.

The EF^ holders were also asked how the certificate had actually helped them (see
Table 15). Forty-one percent of the respondents indicated that the certificate had not, as
yet, been of any benefit, although about half listed one or more ways the ERC had
helped them. The most frequently mentioned benefit was the use of the certificate as
supporting material when filing a request for change of discharge. Only a small number of
the holders (11%) checked that the ERC had helped them in getting jobs.

The Department of Labor pamphlet describing the ERC program states that 'the
certificate is tangible evidence to show employers that you've made good," and that it
"will entitle you to specitd job-counseling and job-placement services at the local office of
your state employment service." These are the officially stated benefits of the ERC.

Table 15

Actual Benefits Reported by ERC Holdersa

Benefit 1 Frequency I Percent'

Getting job interviews 44 11
Getting jobs 44 11 .

Getting job training 16 4
Supporting request for change of discharge 112 28
Other benefits of ERC (Write inlc

Self-satisfaction 32 8
Improve standing with employer (exclude hiring) 8 2
Improve reputation (excluding employers) 4 1

Other 8 2
ERC has been of no help to me 128 32
ERC has been of no help to me yetd 36 9
No answer to question 28 7

aln response to the request, "Mark below all the ways that having an ERC has actually
helped you. (Check all that apply to you.)"

bGroup: All ERC holder respondents IN ,, 4011.

cThe write-in responses were coded into the categories given.
dl3fsed on write-in responses
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P wever, when asked what they would like the ERC to do for them, only 5% of the
respondents mentioned one of those benefits. Ten times that many, or half the ERC
holders surveyed, wanted the benefits expanded to include changing the military dis-
charge. Benefits ERC holders wanted are shown in Table 16.

It is obvious from the results of the questionnaire that many holders of the ERC
feel that the program is noti adequately publicized. (See Table 17.) Well over half the

Table 16

Additional Benefits Desired by ERC Holders'

Benetitb i Frequency I Percents

Nothing, nothing else 40 10

Change discharge 200 50

Make me eligible for reenlistment 24 6

Change society's opinion (exclude employers, discharge review board, VA) 16 4

Employment help:
General, unspecified (e.g., "help me get a good job") 40 10

Serve as character reference which will influence employer's opinion 12 3

Give job counseling, placement, training 8 2

Help me obtain government or civil service job 28 7

Give specific veterans employment or education help not provided by
ERC program (e.g., veteran preference, education loan, VA
pension, GI Bill) 20 5

Give VA benefits other than those related to employment or education
(e.g., hospital, housing loan, unspecified VA benefits) 40 10

Other, not classifiable in above categories 24 4

ale response to the request, "Please tell us what you would like the ERC to do for you. (Write in)."
bin scoring the writein responses, the first two benefits mentioned were content analyzed and

tabulated. (In fewer than ten cases were more than two benefitssPecified.)
eGroup. All ERC holder respondents (N - 401). Because respondents listed more than one bonef it,

the total will be more than 100%.

Table 17

Improvements Needed in Ways of Letting
People Know About the ERC Programa

Improvement Frequency I Percentb

Improve ways of making exservicemen aware of the ERC program 240 60

Improve kinds of information given to exservicemen who might be
interested in an ERC 164 41

Change the name of the certificate 72 18

ale response to the question, "What, if anything, do you think should be done to improve ways of
letting people know about the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate program? (Mark more then one

'norm, it you want)"
''1.1roup: All ERC holder respondents (N 401).
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respondents felt that the ways of making ex-servicemen aware of the program should be
improved. A somewhat smaller number felt that the materials currently used to describe
the program need improvement. The need for wider publicity fiw the ERC program is
stressed in many of the comments respondents wrote on the questionnaire (some of these
comments appear in Appendix H).

A number of the ERC holders responding to the questionnaire felt that changes
should be made to help people who are applying for the ERC. Forty percent wanted the
local state employment offices to provide any help needed in completing l.he application
forms. However, only about half that many thought that the state employment offices
should issue the certificate. Almost a third of the respondents felt that improvements
should be made in the help given to people writing to Washington abou the ERC
program. Results are shown in Table 18.

The ERC holders were generally satisfied with the ERC application requirements. A
fifth of them, though, thought that the required three-year waiting period should be
changed. (See Table 19.)

According to the public law establishing the ERC, the certificate entitles the
certificate holder to special job-counseling and job-placement services at the local office

Table 18

Desired Changes to Help Those Applying for the ERC'

Change Frequency Percentb

Change the instructions for completing the application for the ERC 28 7

Have local state employment offices provide any help needed for
completing the ERC application forms 160 40

Issue Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates from state employment
offices (instead of from Washington, D.C.) 84 21

Improve help given to people writing to Washington about the ERC program 112 28

al n response to the question, 'What changes, if any, should be made to help ex-servicemen who are

applying for an ERC? (Mark more than one answer if you want.)"
bGroup: All ERC holder respondents (N .401).

Table 19

Suggested Changes in ERC Requirementsa

Changes Frequency Percentb

Change the required 3year waiting period 80 20

Change the required reference from your last employer 40 10

Change the requirement of fingerprinting and a reference from the police 28 7

-. Change the requirement of 5 character references 44 11

aln response to the question, 'What changes, if any, do you think should be made In the require-
ments for the ERCr

bGroup: All ERC holder respondents (N . 401). Because many did not respond, the toed will be
less than 100%.
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o' his state employment service. It would be reasonable to assume, therefore, that most
of the holders would make use of their certificates in this way; in fact as shown in Table
20, less than a third of the ERC holders surveyed had even been to a state employment
office. Furthermore, a third of those did not use the ERC there. Less than half the ERC
holders who did use the certificate at the state employ.nent office reported that they had
received help.' The largest number of those who were helped indicated that they received
assistance in contacting employers for interviews, and/or help in finding out the kind of
work they could do best.

_ Table 20

Use of the ERC at State Employment Office and Help Obtained

Type of Use Number Percent
Number of

Cases in
Group

After getting your ERC, did you ever go to a state employment office
(public employment office) for help in finding a job?

Yes 118 29 401

No 283 71

If you did go to a state employment office for help, did you use
your ERC?

Yes 83 70 118

No If no why didn't you use your ERC? (Write reason) 35 30

If you went to a state employment office and showed your ERC,
what happened?

I got help 35 42 83

I didn't get help 48 58

If you showed your ERC at a state employment office and got help,
check all the kinds of help you got at this employment office.

Help in finding out the kind of work I can do best 18 51 35
Help in getting job training 5 14 35

Advice on how to explain my military discharge to employers
and others 10 29 35

Advice on where to go for help with personal problems 4 11 35

Names and addresses of employers with job openings 9 26 35

Help in contacting employers for interviews 19 54 35

When holders who showed their EEC at a state employment office (Table 21) are
compared with those who visited a state employment office but did not show their ERC,
some differences between the groups emerge (see Table 21). Significantly more of the
former felt that the ERC actually helped in getting job interviews, and routinely showed
the ERC to employers when applying for jobs.

A demographic comparison shows that certificate holders who used the ERC and
reported getting help at a state employment office were twice as likely to be high school

7111e respondents' ideas of what constitutes help are in all probability quite varied. It ix likely that
many who indicated that they received no help did in fact receive some assistance.

72
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Table 21

Some Differences Between ERC Holders Who Used
The Certificate at a State Employment Office and Those Who Did Not

Item

Showed ERC at
SES Office
IN . 83)

Visited SES
Did Not Show ERC

(N 35) p$

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Applied for ERC to get special help from
the state employment office 18 22 3 9 <.10

When first heard of ERC, thought it would
qualify me for special help at the state
employment office 4 26 2 6 <.10

Always show ERC to employers when
applying for a job 17 21 1 2 <.05

ERC actually helped in getting job interviews 51 62 11 34 <.01

°Difference between groups. Only differences approaching statistical signLance 1p values of less than .10) are reported.

graduates and to work in white collar occupations as were holders who used the
certificate but did not get help. This is shown in 'Fable 22.

Table 22

Typical Characteristics of ERC Holders Who Received Help and
Those Who Did Not Receive Help at State Employment Offices

Characteristic

Showed ERC and
Got Help
IN 35)

Showed ERC But
Did Not Get Help

(N - 47)

Frequency Percent Frequency 1 Percent

White collar occupation° 12 34 8 18.

White race 20 57 25 54

High school graduate 21 60 14 30

Year left military service 1955 1953

°Professional, technical, managerial. sales, clerical occupations.

Two-thirds of the responding certificate holders had applied for jobs since receiving
the ERC. But, almost half of those never showed the ERC during job interviews. Some of
the reasons are listed in Table 23. The major reason listed for not showing the ERC was
fear of disclosing the nature of the discharge. A third of those holders who had applied
for jobs after receiving the ERC showed the certificate only when asked about their
discharge. Of those who did show the ERC when applying for a job, only half thought
that it helped. More than a third thought that it made no difference.
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Table 23

Use of the ERC With Employers and Results

Item Number Percent
Number of

Cases it
Group

Have you applied for a lob since getting ERCr
Yes 259 65 401

No 142 35

When applying directly to a person or company for a job, how often
have you shown your Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate?

Always 44 17 259

Only when asked about my discharge 88 34

Never 122 47

No answer 5 2

If you have not used your ERC when applying for a job, why not?b
I didn't think it would help me 24 20 122

I didn't want them to know what kind of discharge I have 66 54

Other reason: 37 30

When you have used your ERC when applying for a job, do you think
it helped you?

I think the ERC helped me 69 51 136

I think the ERC hurt me 10 7

I think the ERC made no difference 50 37

No answer 7 5

°Whether respondent had applied for a job after getting ERC was actually determined by responses written in to other

reasons for not using ERC with employers.
bateau* soma respondents gave more than one answer, the total is more than 100%.

ERC holders who had shown the certificate to employers differed front those who
had not in several ways. One major difference is that they were more likely to report
having received help from the state employment office as a result of showing the ERC.
On the other hand, those who had not shown the ERC during employment interviews
were more likely to report that the ERC had not 7et been of any benefit. They were also
more likely to report that the ERC had been beneficial in terms of personal satisfaction.
These results are shown in Table 24.

There are no large differences in background characteristics of holders who felt that
the ERC had been helpful during job interviews and those who felt that it had not. The

two groups are compared in Table 25.
In all, 63% of the holders surveyed had made some practical use (other than for

personal satisfaction) of the ERC. Therefore, 37% had never made any practical use of
their certificate. The determination as to whether or not an individual had made any use
of the certificate was made by studying the entire questionnaire, as well as any letters or
additional statements submitted by the respondent. This included any evidence of display
of the certificate to any person with the apparent intention of gaining a favorable
impression. The determination of use was made independently of whether the respondent
had or had not indicated receiving any benefit from his ERC.
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Table 24

Differences in Perceived Usefulness of the ERC
Holders Who Used the ERC in Job Interviews Compared to Those Who Did Not

Item

Applied for Job and
Showed ERC

IN = 132)

Applied for Job But
Did Not Show ERC

IN . 2641 Ps

Frequency Percent Frequency j

Used ERC at state employment office 51 39 29 11 <.01
Showed ERC at state employment office

and got help 22 17 13 5 <.05
ERC helped getting job interviews 13 10 3 1 <.01
ERC helped getting jobs 43 33 3 1 <.01
ERC helped getting job training 12 9 5 2 <.01
ERC of no help to me yet, could be of

future benefit (Write in) 1 1 34 13 <.01
ERC has been beneficial for my personal

satisfaction (Write in) 4 3 29 11 <.01

Difference between groups. Only differences approaching statistical significance 1p values of less than .10) are reported.

Table 25

Characteristics of Those Reporting
ERC Helped With Employers and

Those Reporting ERC Did Not Help

Characteristic

Group 10

Frequency I

Group 26

Percent Frequency Percent

White collar occupationc 17 25 12 20
White race 41 59 4, 70
High school graduate 41 59 3b 58
Year left military service 1954 1955

Group 1 Showed ERC 'D employer, "I think the ERC helped me" IN = 651
bGroup 2 Showed ERC to employer. "I think the ERC hurt me ..1 niacie no

difference" IN 60).

cProfession31, technical. managerial, sales. clerical occupations.

RESULTS OF SURVEY OF ERC INQUIRERS

The returns from the mail survey of EItC inquirers are replied in Table 26. One
fourth of the inquirers stated that they are still planning to complete the application
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forms. It was found that the principal reason given for not completing the application
was "I found out that the ERC would not change my discharge." One respondent
expressed the views of many of the ERC inquirers: "An ERC doesn't suit the purpose
that a changed discharge would, and makes an employer leery in any case."

Also frequently mentioned as reasons were reluctance to ask employers and friends
for the required statements. One man explained: "Didn't want to ask people who
thought I had received honorable discharge for help in obtaining ERC. References readily
available as am active in civic affairs and fraternal organizations. Felt this attitude was
worth more than ERC." Another man wrote: "Employer did not know of discharge
would cause my discharge from work for falsifying employment record." A selection of
comments and letters from ERC inquirers will be found in Appendix G.

RESULTS OF PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH
RECENTLY DISCHARGED SERVICEMEN

Personal interviews were conducted with 21 men discharged in 1971 from the Army
with general or less than honorable discharges. When these mein have been out of the
military service for two more years they will be eligible to apply for the Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certificate. The purpose of the interviews was to determine the reactions
of ex-servicemen to the ERC program as prospective applicants. (See Appendix F for a
copy of the interview and the interviewer instructions.)

The subjects were interviewed in four large metropolitan areas; New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. (See Table C-4 for a listing of the interviews by city
and discharge type.) The typical person interviewed was an unemployed man, about 22
3 _ars of age, who had completed high school. (See Table 2? for statistics on the
characteristics of the respondents.) The occupations given were: security guard,
accountant, factory worker, children's counselor, factory equipment': maintenance, bake:,
porter (clean-up man), grocery clerk, machine operator.

None of the respondents had ever heard of the ERC prior to the interview. When
they read about the benefits of the ERC using excerpts from the Department of Labor
information sheet, most thought that the ERC would help to get a job (see Table 28).
One man commented: "They see that you n 3de a mistake while in service, but when you
got out you straightened out and made retribution and this shows that you tried to do
something toward making up for it. An err ployer will take a chance on you." Another

Table 27

Characteristics of
Recently Disthaiged Men Interviewed

Characteristic

Age median = 22.5 years

School completed median = completed high school

Not working now proportion = 1001b

Meths's of Proportiona

aGioup is 21 men recently discharged from the Army with general. undesirable,
had conduct. of dishonorable di scheme

brhe 10 men not wniking o ieltufe. 3 attending sr hiinl
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Table k8

Recently Discharged Men's Ratings of
Help of ERC in Getting a Joba

Ratings I Number Giving Answer

ERC would help to get a job 14

ERC would not help 1

It depends 6

Total 21

41In response to the quextir,n, "Go you think that show
in ao ERC to an employer would help a man to get a iob
or would not help is man to get a job?"

said "Because it is from the Department of Labormeans something to al employer to
hire you if you had this certificate."

When told about the requirements for getting an ERC, most thought they would be
reluctant to get a statement from the police (see Table 29). Typical reasons given for
objecting to the police reference were: (a) "I don't know how cooperative the police are
going to be." (b) "It is too much trouble going to the police. There might be some things
you did a long time ago and the people find out about what you have done." (c) "People
would notify anyone looking for you if anything goes wrong." (d) "I don't like the
police."

Some men questioned whether ERC applicants should be required to obtain five
character references: (a) "You can get anyone to vitae a statement and it might not
mean anything." (b) "It seems an awful lot of embarrassing things to go around to
friends and family and tell them what kind of discharge I've got. Si:sce they don't know,
I hate to tell them." (c) "You might not know five good people for three years."

When told that the ERC wonldn't change their discharge, most men doubted its
value in helping them to get a job: (a) "I would probably get the same kind of job as I
would if I didn't have an ERC." (b) "What would be the purpose of getting it?" (c) "I
think it's useless because it's hard enough getting a job with an honoruHe di..charge."
(d) "How are you going to get a job without changing your military status?"

Table 29

Agreement With ERC Requirements by Recently Dischas rd Men

Requirement I Number Agreeing

Do you think that people applying for an ERC should
have to get a statement from the police?

Do you think that people applying for an ERC should have
to get statements from employers?

Do you think that people applying for an ERC should have
to get statements from five people who know them?

8

18

atituup is 21 men tecemly thy/tatted from the Army with general. undesirable. bad
conduct. or di shonot able d 10131 gef
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After the men had read all the information on the ERC from the Department of
Labor pamphlet they were given a copy of the pamphlet to refer to and were asked to
mark multiple-choice questions on the ERC program. (See Appendix J for a copy of
these multiple - choice questions.) The 21 men answered the questions on ERC benefits
with few errors, but generally made a number of errors on quesnons pertaining to ERC
application procedures and regulations; on each of the items dealing with application
procedures, at least half of the respondents marked a wrong answer, For example, half of
them did not know that a man had to be out of the service for at least three year,:
before his application for an ERC could he considered.

When asked if they would apply for the ERC, most answered that they would
probably or would definitely apply for the certificate (see Table 30). They explained the
reason for planning to apply as help to get a better job. One comment was: "I feel It
might do me some good and let people know you're doing the best you can and if an
employer sees you had no trouble for three years he might give you a chance." Another
said: "If it could help me get a decent jolt and work for a living then I definitely would
apply." One of those planning not to apply for the certificate explained: "It wouldn't
help me at all: It doesn't change my benefits, it doesn't change my discharge, so I don't
need it. I have a job now and the man never asked me about the service. I think it's
useless."

Table 30

'',terest of Recently Discharged Men in
Applying for Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates

Answer rt umber Giving Answerb

Definitely will apply 8

Probably will apply 7

Probably won't apply 0

Definitely won't apply 4

Have honorable discharge not eligible for ERCc 1

It depends 1

al n reply to the question, Now you know about the ERC. You know that you
have to be out of the service for three years before you can apply and that when you

apply you get statements from employers, from the police and from people you know.
From what you know now, how likely are you to apply for an ERC7 Would you say ..."

bGroup is 21 men recently discharoed from the Army with general, undesirable, bad
conduct, o- dishonorable discharges

cMilitary records list this respondent as having a bad conduct discharge. It is possible,
but not likely, that this man's discharge was changed to general (under honorable
conditions) or honorable in the nine months since he left the military service.

INTERVIEWS WITH STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE PERSONNEL

Since the only guaranteed help an ERC can give is "special job counseling and job
development assistance" at the state employment offices, gathering data at such offices
was essential to this project. Issues central to these visits were: How familiar are state
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pt.rsonnel with the ERC? What experience do SES- personnel have in assisting interested
parties? What services are rendered ERC holders? How do these services differ from those
given to veterans in general? (Guides for interviews are given in Appendix K.)

In addition to the above questions, it was felt that SES personnel, from their
dealings with employers, could give insights into local employment practices concerning
veterans. Consequently, interviews at various state employment offices also included
questions about employment of veterans in general and ERC holders in particular.

It also seemed advantageous to ask SES personnel about possible recommendations
to increase the effectiveness of the ERC Program, such as greater participation from the
local level, including issuance of the actual certificates. Six SES offices were visited and
staff members were asked specific questions concerning these items.

FAMILIARITY OF STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE PERSONNEL WITH
THE ERC PROGRAM

It would have been difficult for a veteran with a "bad discharge" who walked into
any of the six SES offices visited during this study to obtain immediate and accurate
information concerning the ERC, although with perseverance each office could have
helped. Two of the six Veterans Employment Representatives would have been able to
discuss the program, while two others might have done so with difficulty. The other two
would have had to read up on it before attempting such a task. In only three of the six
SES offices could anyone other than the Veterans Employment Representative have been
able to help with the explanation.

EXPERIENCE OF STATE EMPLOYMENT PERSONNEL WITH
ERC INQUIRERS

The offices visited had little experience with ERC inquirers. None of the offices
visited claimed to have actually encouraged a man to apply for an ERC; none had
received many inquiries about the ERC. In two of the six offices, personnel could not
remember receiving any inquiries about the ERC. Only one Veterans Employment
Representative reported having actually helped a man fill out ERC forms.

Only one of the six offices seems to have made an effort to publicize the ERC
program. This office stocked 1,000 pamphlets at one time and has made a display of the
ERC on a bulletin board with pamphlets available as handouts. Four of the other offices
had pamphlets available upon request.

EFFECT OF THE ERC ON SERVICES RENDERED AT SES OFFICES

The effect of an ERC upon the services rendered at the SES offices was summed up
by one Veterans Employment Representative when he said, "An ERC holder would
receive the same preferential treatment as any vet." Another Veteran Representative
added, "He's still a veteran unless he has a dishonorable discharge." An ERC holder,
unless he has a dishonorable discharge, receives the same treatment any veteran receives
at a SES office. This includes, according to SES personnel, less time spent waiting in
lines, and preference for counseling, testing, placement, job development, training and
education. No difference could be found between an ERC holder and a veteran with an
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honorable discharge. As one Veterans Employment Representative stated, "The man
would be entitled to all the benefits anyway."'

An ERC holder vao has a dishonorable discharge, according to all office personnel
interviewed, would not be treated as a veteran and would, therefore, be banned from the
preferences that apply. This brings up the question of how "special job help and job
development assistance" are defined by the SES offices. The offices visited reported,
without exception, that preferential treatment given veterans is just such "special job help
and job development assistance," but that any visitor to an employment office would
receive the available services eventually, and a man with an ERC and a dishonorable
discharge would miss out on nothing except the preference given veterans. Personae' in
two separate offices stated that in no place did it say that an ERC holder with a
dishonorable discharge should receive any special help even if he had an ERC. Personnel
in another office said, "A dishonorably discharged veteran would not get preference even
if he had a certificate."

In specific SES interaction with ERC holders, in four of the six offices, there was
no conclusive proof in a man's employment record or in the memories of office
personnel that an ERC had actually been shown. It was possible that an ERC holder had
mentioned his ERC or showed it and that the office personnel didn't recall the occasion.
It was also possible that the ERC holder had not shown the certificate, but misinterpre-
ted the question in the questionnaire that asked for the address of a SES office he visited
in which he had shown his ERC. In any event, these four cases cannot be used io explain
SES services to ERC holders.

The two other men who clearly used their ERC received a good deal of help in
becoming employed. One man had been referred seven times before he was placed, the
other 13 times. In the latter case, the Veterans Employment Representative on being
asked to evaluate the help given this ERC holder said, "He was given everything we can
give ... 100%. He was registered, given counseling, educational training and referral out
[to an employer) a number of times." The Veterans Employment Representative said
that the ERC probably had nothing to do with the services given. Another Veterans
Employment Representative said that the ERC ., .. "made absolutely no difference ... if a
veteran comes in, he gets the service."

SES OPINIONS ABOUT THE EMPLOYMENT OF ERC HOLDERS AND
VETERANS WITH OTHER THAN A FULL HONORABLE DISCHARGE

Personnel in four of the six offices said that they felt a "bad discharge" has an
adverse effect on employment. Personnel in the other two offices either didn't express an
opinion or questioned whether employers asked that much about the discharge. One
office manager felt that an other than honorable discharge was worse than a prison
record in getting a job; another felt that almost all white-collar employment was barred
to a man so labeled. Most of the offices agreed that the longer the man with a "bad
discharge" is out of service or the more formal education he has, the less of a problem

8It seems necessary here to mention an area of possible confusion. The Veterans Administration
does not automatically consider holders of undesirable or bad conduct discharges to be veterans (see the
section on military discharges in Chapter 1). But, based upon our field interviews with SES personnel, it
appears that most state employment service offices do automatically consider individuals with these dis-
charges to be veteran), fur purposes of determining the services to be rendered by the SEE. In most of the
SES offices that we visited, only individuals with dishonorable discharges are denied the special services
4)1 the Veterans Employment Representative. There seems, however, to be some variance among SES
offices on this issue.
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his discharge will create when he is seeking employment. All six Veterans Employment
Representatives seemed to agree, however, that the State and Federal government was
most likely to ask for, check on, and discriminate against someone with other than a full
honorable discharge.

Concerning whether an ERC offsets the adverse effect of the discharge, one Veterans
Employment Representative felt that the ERC was a definite plus while two others felt
that it was a minus and shouldn't be brought up because it might raise questions not....

usually asked. The other three Veterans Employment Representatives didn't venture an
opinion.

COMMENTS ON THE ERC PROGRAM

The SES office personnel agreed that if the ERC program were to be advanced, it
must be publicized to the prospective ERC holders and employers that might accept
them. Directives must also be sent within the U.S. Employment Service structure so that
all personnel concerned with veterans would be adequately prepared to deal with
inquiries about the ERC. The Assistant Regional Manpower Administrator interviewed
stressed this and added the following:

"Programs are successful only if: (1) They come down with emphasis;
and (2) They come down with publicity. Then at the local level, the
interpretation is given as to the particular need locally for the
program."

Personnel from two of the offices stated that they wouldn't mind following up to
see that a man got the certificate.

Concerning an expanded SES role in the ERC program, however, personnel from
only one office said that they wouldn't mind actually issuing the certificates. Personnel in
three other offices emphasized that they didn't want to issue certificates even with
money and training to support such an endeavor. The other two office staffs did not
commit themselves, although one had expressed a deep distaste for the program from the
beginning.

INTERVIEWS WITH EMPLOYERS

While the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate cannot guarantee that an employer
will hire an ERC holder, it was hoped that an employer would recognize the certificate as
a valuable asset to such a man. To see whether this was the case and to see whether the
ERC held any other benefits related to employment, it was necessary to contact a
number of employers, especially those who had hired ERC holders, to get their assess-
ment of the ERC Program. Interviewers were not to dwell on the attitudes of these
employers, but, rather, on actual employment practices. In the substudy of employers
these guidelines were followed by asking employers to explain the effect the military
discharge had on employment and the influence the ERC had in overriding any adverse

effect of that discharge.
One set of interviews was with employers of the ERC holders; one set was with

employers who Ind not actually hired an ERC holder; and another set was with
representatives of the NAB. Interviews within each set were compared to summarize
agreements and differences between the employers. This section on results treats each set
of interviews separately.
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EMPLOYERS OF ERC HOLDERS

In the first group of interviews, the most important question was whether the ERC
was of definite help with employment in known cases. Results indicated that this was not
the case with the employers who knew of the ERC before hiring the certifuzite holder.
After talking with the 11 employers interviewed, it was decided that three ERC holders
who had reported in the holder questionnaire that they had used the ERC for their
present job, had not really done so. In three other instances the ERC holder may or may
not have used his ERC. With these deletions, in only 11 cases was it fairly certain that
the ERC holder had actually used his certificate to get his job. In these 11 instances, six
employers said that they would have hired the FRC holder without knowledge of the
ERC, two additional employers said they probably would have hired the ERC holder
without foreknowledge of the certificate, and another employer said he couldn't be
certain whether he would have hired the man anyway. One employer said he definitely
would not have hired the ERC holder had he not had the certificate and another said he
probably would not have hired the man had he not had the certificate.

A further indication of the impression an ERC has on employers was shown by
whether or not an employer remembers the certificate or has made a notation in the
ERC holder's personnel record. Using this as a criterion for testing the possible impact of
an ERC on employers, seven of the 11 employers made notation or remembered the ERC
well. This indicates that the ERC at least could have entered into the deliberation process
in seven of the 11 cases mentioned. However, even where the ERC appeared to be part
of the deliberation process the majority of employers reported that their employee would
have been hired regardless.

An indication of the relatively small impact of the ERC on the employers inter-
viewed is that several were uncertain what to think of the ERC even though their
employee had shown it to them. One man said, "What do they have to do to earn it?
Must they do something special?" Others asked what a man received after getting the
certificate. One can surmise from this, that even employers of ERC holders were
generally ill informed about the certificate and desired some communication on the
program.

The employers differed widely with respect to the checks they desired and made on
prospective employees. Banks, for example, verified everything to minimize the possibility
of later difficulties. Some employers, on the other hand, required little more than a
man's signature. One item that is asked for often, however, is the applicant's military
service and his discharge. Ten of the 17 employers said they asked this either on an
application or through a personal interview.

Of these 10 employers asking for the discharge information, seven said that the
person either would be barred outright or suffer because of the other than honorable
discharge. Only one employer said the discharge didn't affect the employment at all.

To summarize, the majority of employers of ERC holders visited asked about the
military discharge and considered it a relevant part of their pre-employment information.
The majority of employer; also .reported that the type of discharge adversely affected the
likelihood of employment depending on the reason for which the discharge was given.
When it came to the ERC, these employers were rather uninformed and negative.
Although most had taken note of the ERC, the majority said that it had little effect on
the probability of employment. From the employer reaction, a conclusion could be
drawn that if the employer doesn't ask about the discharge the ERC isn't needed; and if
he asks for the type of discharge, he might not feel the ERC significantly helps a man's
chances of employment.
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E: IPLOYERS OTHER THAN THOSE HIRING ERC HOLDERS

Most of the employers said the ERC would probably make no difference or would
even hurt a man's chances of employment.

ERC would help, 6
ERC would make no difference, 6
ERC would hurt, 3
Don't know, 3

Replies that the ERC would help ranged from the statement, "I think it would be a
great help!" to a statement of, "It won't completely offset the discharge, but I think that
we would give it consideration. It would mean that the man made some sort of effort to
get it. I think then that if he makes that effort he deserves something."

Replies that an ERC would make no difference ranged from the response, "I'm not
sure it would mean a damn thing," to the statement, "To be quite frank, the ERC
doesn't hold much for me."

Replies that the ERC would hurt were characterized in the following quotes,
"Showing me that wouldn't mean a thing. I would still go through an entire investigation
procedure. In fact, it might arouse greater curiosity in me." Another answered, "I would
become more wary." (The three employers answering the questionnaire in this way were
three of only four employers who hadn't asked for the discharge in the first place.) The
three replies that the employer didn't know what the ERC might do reflected a feeling
that the matter would have to be given more thought.

Of possible further interest is the fact that none of the 18 employers in this set of
interviews had heard of the ERC before the visit of the HumRRO representative. Some
had questions about the workings of the program, and others questioned the require-
ments for the certificate. Many recommended that publicity should be given to the
program so they could evaluate it better.

The discharge seemed more important to these employers than to employers of ERC
holders. Of the 18 employers, 14 asked at some time in the application process about the
military discharge, and of these 14 employers, 12 said that a "bad discharge" would have
a definite effect upon the applicant's chances for employment. Only one said that the
discharge wouldn't affect the man's chances for employment at all while the other
abstained from making a comment. These employers are like the employers of ERC
holders mentioned earlier, even though they are more negative.

NAB INTERVIEWS

The interviews with personnel from the National Alliance of Businessmen consisted
of five wide-open discussions of the entire ERC program. In this way, the interviews were
different from the employer interviews previously mentioned. The NAB discussions were
more comprehensive because their representatives spoke as knowledgeable informers of
the whole business community instead of a particular company. The NAB representatives
spoken to were committed to the employment of veterans. Their comments were many
and varied; several of their ideas will be discussed and miscellaneous comments added.

First of all, several comments indicated that the military discharge is important
mostly with large organizations and would probably be asked for only if a formal
personnel department governed the hiring within a company. Another comment was that
usually only large companies put restrictions on applicants. Both of these factors were
said to make the selection process easier. Regardless of the reason, some interviewees felt
that the man with a "bad discharge" would be hurt in the process.
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Another common ides about factors hurting men with "bad discharges" was that the
type of discharge would gain or lose importance with employers depending upon the job
market. The reasoning was that if a critical market existed, then the employers would be
forced to lower their standards and accept whomever they could get; on the other hand,
in a market with an abundance of workers to fill the necessary jobs, the employer would
be able to "pick and choose" more than in a critical market. In this latter case, it was
thought that employers would probably bar someone with a "bad discharge" if a man
with a more "desirable discharge" were available.

Speaking of the effectiveness of the ERC in offsetting the adverse effect of the
discharge, one NAB representative said, "I'm curious why a man ,mould like to get ole of
these in the first place. It seems to me his work record is ta.mount to the certificate."
A number of employers concurred in saying that they would check on a man legardleFs
of the certificate. Ii this were the case, the certificate would be superfluous as far as
employers were concerned.

Several NAB personnel questioned the ERC further when they mentioned that the
certificate might even hurt an ERC holder if he showed it to an employer who hadn't
asked about the discharge in the first place. In this case, the certificate can only raise
questions in the mind of an employer that quite probably wouldn't have arisen in the
first place.

Some NAB comments centered around the idea that the word "rehabilitation" might
stigmatize a man. One NAB representative said, "This would be the 'kiss of death' just
because of rehabilitation. What is he supposed to be rehabilitated for? ... If I were an
employer, [II would be starting off with a question in my mind." Another NAB
representative said, "The title implies something is wrong with you. Why give an
employer a reason for not hiring you? The ERC would prejudice the employer."

Several NAB personnel viewed the government as the prime conservative element
holding these men back. Several cases were cited to the interviewers in which the
government, which only accepts general and honorable discharges for employment,
refused to hire a man with a general discharge. They believed that the government ought
to establish a policy accepting the ERC, and that would lead the way for other
employers to follow.

A general recommendation given in the NAB interviews was that it might be wise to
publicize the ERC program more if it is to continue. During one interview, it was
suggested that the SES offices publicize the program to the veterans and that the NAB
offices publicize the program to employers.

Another suggestion was to send an information sheet with the ERC (preferably on
the back) so that the employer could tell precisely what the individual did to receive his
certificate. It was also suggested that an address (where they could receive particulars
about an ERC holder) be given to employers on the information sheet.

Other views concerned recommendations for changing the requirements of the
certificate. There was skepticism about the need for notarizing (a difficult process for
many), the police check (an intimidating factor for the poor and minorities), and the
character and employer references (an embarrassing process).

To summarize, the NAB personnel interviewed questioned the very need for the
ERC, the beneficial effects it supposedly has, and the manner in which one qualifies to
receive it. The interviews gave several interesting possibilities as to how the certificate
might be altered to achieve more results if the certificate is to be kept and have a viable
impact on the business community.
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STUDY OF ORGANIZATION SUPPORT FOR THE ERC

Interviews were held with representatives of three national organizations officially
committed to helping ERC applicants, and three other organizations actively concerned
with helping veterans, but not officially committed to assisting ERC applicants. The
purpose of these interviews was to see just how familiar organizations providing assistance
to veterans were with the ERC program, and to find out what their attitudes were
toward the program.

ORGANIZATIONS OFFICIALLY SUPPORTING THE Elite PROGRAM

The three organizations interviewed, which were committed to assisting ERC appli-
cants, indicated that "a small number of cases" had been dealt with since the inception
of the ERC program. As an explanation for this, each organization explained in its own
way that veterans don't come to them about the ERC and that they don't go to the
veterans about it either. One official remarked, "Our experience with the ERC really isn't
great. We really haven't pushed it. We haven't done a whole lot to publicize it and I
don't think the others have either." In essence, then, the experience of the supporting
organizations with the ERC is slight and is not part of a concerted effort to promote the
program.

One reason why these organizations haven't actively aided the program is because
the officials in charge look upon the ERC as the last alternative if the discharge can't be
changed and/or veterans benefits can't be obtained. One official said, "Our experience is
rather clear. Generally speaking, the man has the record or he doesn't. Therefore the
helping isn't the problem ... to help obtain a change of the discharge is far more
important, though, and we try to do that. I'm sure this is true of all the helping
organizations." All the officials who were visited reported that they tried first to change
the discharge, because they felt that this was more important to the man, and when this
looked impossible, and veterans benefits had been denied, they aided some veterans in
applying for an ERC.

When solicited about the ERC by a veteran, the helping organizations may have
been ill-prepared to help the man with his petition. Many field representatives of these
organizations are not well-informed about the program. However, they can find the
particulars they need either through reference to organizational manuals or through
reference up the chain of command. Many officials admitted, however, someone coming
into a field office asking about employment help would probably not be told about the
ERC at all.

The major recommendations voiced by these organizations centered around the need
for publicity to potential applicants and employers. Officials from each organization said
that they could publicize the program to veterans themselves, but that "the DOL, with
its 2,400 offices, could publicize it better." Another recommendation offered by an
official was " ... there are not so many holders that we couldn't follow up on an
individual basis." This last idea is of particular interest in that it expresses the idea that
supporting organizations could possibly help the ERC applicant by first helping him get
the certificate and then helping him get a job.

These organizations ,support the ERC program for a variety of reasons. They
expressed some of them in the following sequence of quotations, "There is nothing
uniform about military justice ... a lot of times there isn't much justice to it." "Even a
General Discharge is a bad discharge as far as employment goes." "Many of these men
fought well for the time they spent. If his military service is good ... he deserves some
representation."
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OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

The three other organizations studied have had no experience with the ERC. After
this was determined at the beginning of each interview, the officials present were
informed about the program by means of the DOL pamphlet about the ERC. It was
through this informing process that some of their feelings about the program were revived
and expressed. One official said, "I remember having the same negative reaction about it
when I first heard of it as I do now." This was explained in the following two major
concepts:

(1) A man needs help immediately after discharge.
(2) If a man does become qualified, the ERC will be redundant. "The first

three years will make him or break him. If he does hack it, he won't need the ERC ... if
he doesn't hack it, he can't get it anyway."

All personnel contacted in the opposing organizations felt that the greatest need for
immediate help was with employment. They thought that a man was being asked to fend
for himself at a critical three years when he has no su, z;rt from his employment
background and no advocate to plead his case. Personnel from one :agency remarked that
this, in essence, forces the man to get employed in a menial job that doesn't ask for the
discharge. The man would then be locked into a low status and low paying job that
didn't give a good reference for more substantive employment. The man being caught in
this cycle would therefore be left without much hope or opportunity to rise above his
present level.

The idea that the ERC is superfluous relates to the idea that this man's first break is
his key to success after having received a "bad discharge." This reasoning, already
expressed in another section, is that if a man can get a job that will give him a reference,
then he can, of course, get the ERC, provided that the rest of his r coed is good. This
same reference also will allow the man to go on to another job, because it shows the man
has an acceptable work record. Once again, if the man has a reference to get the
certificate, then he also has a reference to get a job.

Some personnel in these organizations voiced the idea the ERC could even be
harmful. They reasoned that employers either ask or don't ask for the discharge. If they
don't ask. the certificate can only bring up questions that possibly hurt the man's
chances for employment; if they do ask, the term "Rehabilitation" might induce the
employer to ask whit the man was rehabilitated for. In either event, if the reasoning is
correct, the initial reference the man has will prove adequate for getting a job and less
likely to be detrimental to his employment chances.

If the ERC program is to be continued, the foremost recommendation given in these
interviews was to change the name of the certificate. The police reference was also
mentioned as an obJacle, because many people don't want to appear before the police
even if they are innocent of any wrongdoing.

STUDY OF ERC PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

Because no special appropriation was provided for the ERC program, it is funded
from general program funds. Based upon conversations with Department of Labor
officials, it appears that financial resources for the ERC program were allocated consider-
ing other program priorities, and only a modest effort was indicated; hence only limited
publicity, staff, and administrative resources were utilized in support of the program.

Publicity for the program has been limited. The only publicity the program has
received thus far consists of a news release issued at the inception of the ERC program,
and DOL brochure describing:0i rogram (see Appendix B for a copy of the brochure).
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The news release resulted in a brief period of nationwide publicity when the program
began. The brochure, however, is the only continuing source of publicity. It is provided
to those requesting information on the ERC.

In 1972, a number of agencies or organizations wrote in to the Department of
Labor requesting information on the ERC program: There were 15 requests from military
agencies, seven from the offices of senators and congressmen, one from a Red Cross
office, one from a Community Legal Assistance Center, and two from state employment
service offices. (Both the SES requests were probably stimulated by our visits.)

The year-by-year activities of the ERC program are summarized in Figures 1, 2, and
3 and the activities for Fiscal Year 1972 are in Table 31. A total of 713 certificates were
issued as of the end of Fiscal Year 1972, 495 of these in Fiscal Year 1969 or earlier. For
the last three years, about 70 certificates have been issued each year, or an average of
about six a month. Since the beginning of the program, 24 applications have been
disapproved and 63 ruled ineligible.

The processing of applications and requests for information is carried out in the
Division of Immigration and Rehabilitation Certification in ..11, Department of Labor's
Manpower Administration by a clerk (half time) and by a professional (half time). The
applications recommended for award of the certificate are reviewqd by the Chief of the
Division of Immigration and Rehabilitation Certification and by the Director of the
Office of Technical Support Services for the United States Employment Service. Two
additional officials review applications recommended for disapproval: the Associate Man-
power Administrator for the USES and the Deputy Assatant Secretary for Manpower and
Manpower Administration.

When an application is received by the Department of Labor, it is checked to
determine whether or not the individual is eligible by law to be considered for the
certificate. (Grounds for ineligibility include: less than three yea:. since leaving the
military aservice and an honorable discharge.) It is then determined whether the applica-
tion is complete, and, if not, the sender is requested to supply the missing statements or
information. Fingerprints are sent to the FBI for a report on arrests and conviction, and
in some cases it is necessary to write to local police departments for a check of records.
A one-page summary of the information contained in the application is prepared with a
recommendation for approval or disapproval. If the final recommendation is to deny the
certificate, a letter is sent to the applicant notifying that disapproval has been recom-
mended and VIA he has 30 days in which to appeal the recommendation. If the
certificate is approved, the applicant is sent a signed copy of the certificate together with
a letter fr.-1n the Secretary of Labor congratulating him and informing him that "special
job counseling and job development assistance are available" to him. (See Appendix B for
a copy of this letter.)

Most of the disapprovals for granting the certificate are based on records of arrests
and convictions. The breakdown of reasons for the 24 denials is:

Arrests and conviction, 18 cases
Mentally ill (psychiatrist's diagnosis), 4 cases
Unemployed for 12 years, 1 case
Poor work habits, drunk at work, 1 case

Two estimates of application processing time were derived from thi records. Based
upon 71 records sampled from FY 1967, 1968, and 1969, the median time taken to issue
the certificate from the time of receipt of the application was about 12 weeks. (This
period includes the time it takes to request and receive records checks and/or additional
information needed from the applicant.) The median time for the professional to process
the application and prepare the summary and recommendation was estimated to be 2 1/4
hours basea on a time log. (During 1967. professionals processing ERC applications were
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26.5 Matters to be Considered.

Matters to be considered in determining whether a Certificate
is to be issued may include the following:

(a) All material submitted in accordance with 26.3:

(b) The nature of the previous discharge and the reasons for it;

(c) The certified statements received from the chief law
enforcement officers in the applicant's locale, as to his conduct for
the previous 3 years;

(d) Federal Bureau of Investigation reports obtained through
examination of the applicant's fingerprints;

(e) Such independent investigation as tte*-iministrator may
make, or as may be made by utilizing the services of the Civil Service
Commission.

26.6 Denials.

(a) If the Administrator of the *Bureau of Employment
Security* or his authorized representative has reason to deny an application
for an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate, he shall send the applicant
a proposal to deny the certificate together with a statement of the reasons
therefor.

(b) Within 30 days following the issuance of a proposed
denial, the applicant may request that farther consideration be given to



Active 25 xxx

Applicantos ineligible 18 63

Applications disapproved 3 24

Applications withdrawn 42 91

Certificates issued 69 713

Congressional inquiries 49 183

'Since pasage of the law on October 15. 1966.
bSeveral applications may be mailed to an organization as the result of a single request, hence

"Applications Mailed" is greater than "Request for Applications."

asked to log time spent on each applicatiz.n. The median time of 2 1/4 hours is base
upon the total time logged on 66 applications. It should be noted that this estimate does

not include clerical time nor the time of officials reviewing the recomnienciation.)
Six national organizations agreed to accept an official role of assisting applicants for

the ERC. The Department of Labor information to applicants stated thise organizations
would assist them with their application. In some 118 cases, the applicant had a
representative who corresponded with the Department of Labor regarding the application.
These organizations and the number of applicants they have represented since the

initiation of the program (according to Department of Labor records) are as follows:
American Red Cross, 25
Veterans of Foreign Wars, 10
Disabled American Veterans, 3
Catholic War Veterans, 1
American Veterans of WW II, 1
Jewish War Veterans of the U.S.A., 0

Some men were represented by other veterans organizations:
American Legion, 20
Veterans Administration, 1
American Veterans Committee, 1

4:

26.7 Replacements.

If an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate is lost or destroyed,
a duplicate certificate may be obtained by mailing a request explaining
its loss or destruction to: *Bureau of Employment. Security, U.S.
Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210 Attention: XRC*

Signed at Washington, D.C., this 9th day of May 1967,

W. Willard Wirtz,

Secretary of Labor

(F.R. Doc. 67 - 5343; Filed May 12, 1967; 8:45 a.m.)

* January 15, 1970 -- Changed to: Manpower Administration, U.S. Department
of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210 Attention: METTX



Chapter 4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the investigation was to examine the actual benefits holders of
Z'.RCs have received in seeking or retaining employment and to analyze the operation of
the program. Accordingly, evidence for the actual benefits obtained by ERC holders is
given in the first part of this chapter, followed by an examination of the way in which
the certificate is applied for and issued. The chapter ends with conclusions about the
employment benefits of the EItC program.

EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS OF ERC

Since the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate is issued by the Department of Labor
to assist ex-servicemen in gaining employment, it would seem that those applying for the
certificate are in need of employment assistance. Actually, most (80%) of the applicants
were employed at the time they applied for the certificate, and one ERC holder in three
had not looked for a job since obtaining his certificate. Also, most decided to obtain an
ERC for a reason other than obtaining employment help. (Nonemployment reasons for
seeking an ERC are given in a later section.) The certificate requiremonts actually act to
screen out many of those who need employment assistancethe applican. must be out of
the st..,vice for at least three years and must be able to obtain employer references for all
employment during the three-year period. It was frequently pointed out to the research
staff, by organizations providing job assi,t,nce to ex servicemen (Veterans Employment
representatives, the staff of the U.S. Veterans Administration Veterans Assistance Center,
staff of National Alliance of Businessmen. and others) that this three-year period is when
employment assistance is needed most, and that if a man can make it for three years he
probably doesn't need job help An NAB representative said: "The first three years will
make him or break him. If he does hack it. he won't need the ERC ... if he doesn't hack
it, he can't get it anyway."

HELP FROM THE STATE EMPLOYMENT OFFICES

Few of the ERC holders applied with the idea of help from the state employment
offices in mind. Of those who have sought employment since receiving the ERC, half
have visited public employment offices. Some of those who reported visiting a SES office
did not show the ERC (30%), and half of those showing the certificate reported receiving
help principally in determining what kind of work the individual was best suited for, and
in contacting employers.

When an ERC holder goes to a state employment office to receive the special
job-counseling and job-placement help promised in the ERC information sheet and in the
letter accompanying the certificate, he may be disappointed. One ERC holder reported,
"I was given the impression that the FR(' was not Import,int: that all were entitled to job
or employtnent help." Another wrote:, "Employment, office knew nothing of it or any
preference. No help."



HumRRO staff members' visits to the six employment offices confirmfid that the
ERC applicants there would receive treatment no different from that which they would
receive wnout the certificate. Information gathered in several substudies suggests that an
ERC holder may, in fact, be more likely to get extensive assistance at a SES office by
showing his "bad" discharge than by producing his Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate.
As a holder of a "bad" discharge, he could be viewed as a disadvantaged person and, as
such, deserve special attention.

THE ERC AS A HELP IN APPLYING TO EMPLOYERS

Half the holders of the ERC who have applied for work since getting the !ertificate
have never shown the ERC to an employer, even when asked about their discharge.
Usually, they either didn't want the employer to know about the discharge or thought
the ERC would not help. One ERC holder explained why he didn't show the ERC, "'id
not want anyone to know I even needed one." Another commented that he had
"a very good reference from previous job." Another wrote, He been afraid of using it
because of getting turned down on a job because of it." A fourth man explained his
reluctance to show the ERC, "most prospective employers do not have nny idea what it's
for."

After showing the ERC to 18 employers who had never seen it before and eliciting
their reactions, ve concluded that the reluctance of the ERC holder to show the
certificate was well founded. Most employers said that their reactions to a man showing

an ERC would be, "What did he do that he had to be rehabilitated?" and "What does
this certificate mean?" The name of the certificate usually plants doubt in the employer's
mind and beyond the words printed on the certificate, "at least three years of good
conduct" there is no clue as to how the certificate is earned.

Even those who had hired men with ERCs were often found to have no clear idea
of how the certificate was earned. The burden of explaining the certificate is placed on
the applicant. Some obtain help by showing the letter from the Secretary of Labor that
accompanies the certificate (Appendix B); but even this letter does not explain how the
certificate is earned. Calls to local offices of the Veterans Administration and the U.S.
Employment Service, the obvious information sources, are, also, not likely to yield
information about the certificate.

Of the men who did show the certificate to their employer, half thought that it did
.help them. One man reported, "I applied for a job with [a nationally known chemical
firm). They said I had to get ERC. I had the job if I got ERC." Another ERC holder
reported, "The ERC gave me the necessary confidence to step forward to apply for a job.
As far as the employer, I found that it made no difference."

The following are typical comments of those who found that the ERC did not help:
"I was turned down. I found it was not worth the paper it was printed on"
"As a former unemployed aerospace engineer, I have found the ERC to be

totally ineffectivee her by utilizing the state employment facilities or by direct inter-
view situations themselves. In fact, your office (Department of Labe :) has let me down
by not granting a request to use the Technology Mobilization Reemployment Program,
solely on the basis of ERC provisions."

"No help to me whatever, it was just like my dishonorable discharge."
Interviews with a few employers of ERC holders suggested that the ERC would have

only a slight influence on the decision t" hire. All but one of these employers said that
they would have hired the man even if he did not have the ERC. Some had noted the
ER(' in the personnel files, indicating that, it did enter into their deliberations. The 18
other employers (not employers of ERC holders) listened to our explanation of the ERC
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and indicated that it could be a plus in considering a candidate. However, they often
pointed out that it was redundant, since many of them routinely obtain references from
previous employers and a police records check.

Concerning the ERC and its effectiveness in offsetting the adverse effect of the
discharge, one National Alliance of Businessmen representative said, "I'm curious why a
man would like to get one of these in the first place. It seems to me his work record is
tantamount to a certificate." Another NAB representative said, "The title implies some-
thing is wrong with you ... Why give an employer a reason for not hiring you?"

One holder in live applied for the ERC with the hope of obtaining a government
job. But the check of the descriptions of current occupations indicated that very few
currently hold government jobs, and none are employed by the federal government. Some
Veterans Employment Representatives and National Alliance of Businessmen staff
members said that, based on their experience, the state and federal governments were
especially likely to discriminate against an applicant who had not received a general or
other than honorable discharge from the service. They doubted that the ERC would have
any impact on government employers. A recently completed 'lepartment of Labor study'
provides indirect support for the charge that government employers are especially likely
to discriminate against those with general and other than honorable discharges. This study
found that arrest records not necessarily accompanied by convictions, are grounds for not
hiring; it is reasonable to assume that an other than honorable discharge would have at
least as detrimental an effect on hiring.

OTHER JOB BENEFITS OF THE ERC

A small number of respondents (2%) did indicate that the ERC. I...,..: been of benefit
to them in retaining their job or obtaining a job promotion.

One certificate holder, when asked if he thought the ERC had been of any use,
commented, "Yes, of the 16 hired with me, I'm the only one left." Another said, "When
my company learned that I had an ERC application in, they gave me a raisethey figured
I could get a better job."

ERC BENEFITS NOT DIRECTLY RELATED TO OBTAINING A JOB

SUPPORTING MATERIAL FOR REQUEST FOR
CHANGE OF DISCHARGE

The reason certificate holders gave most often (58%) for applying for an ERC was
"as proof of good conduct that could be shown to the military discharge review board."
The me t commonly mentioned way that the ERC has actually helped was "supporting
request for change of discharge" (28%). When asked what they would like the ERC to do
for them, over half wrote that they wanted the ERC to help charge their military
discharge. Most holders said that, at first, they actually thought that receiving the ERC
would change their discharge. The most common reason given by inquirers for not
following through with an application was that they found out that the ERC would not
change their discharge.

9 Herbert S. Miller. "The Closed Door. The Effect of a Criminal Record on Employment With State
and Local Public Agencies," Department of Labor study, Washington, June 1972.
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This belief that the_ ERC would change the military discharge or would assist in
changing it is contradicted by information given to those applying for the certificate, and
the public law states that an ERC will not alter the discharge. For several years,
legislative bills for issuance of a rehabilitation certificate by the Department of Defense
were blocked; seemingly, the Department did not want the job of issuing a certificate
that could be construed as modifying the kind of discharge. Nevertheless, there are
grounds for an applicant believing that the ERC can assist in changing the military
discharge; they are told that a copy of the certificate will be forwarded to the Depart-
ment of Defense for insertion in their military records and possibly assume that if the
certificate is part of their military records, it can assist them in military review board
hearings., o

The representatives of organizations officially helping ERC applicants all took the
position that an ERC should be recommended only after the man had attempted and
failed in efforts to change his discharge. The ERC holders thought of their certificate
largely as a possible means to a changed discharge. The i. ^ently discharged servicemen
with other than honorable discharges reacted strongly when told that the ERC would not
change the discharge. "What use is it? Why would I want it?" they asked. The
businessmen and the employment office personnel pointed out the primacy of the
military discharge.

An ERC holder commented on his experience with the certificate: "The ERC didn't
mean nothing. They looked at my discharge and that counted more." Another certificate
holder remarked: "The only time I really wanted to use it was with (name of company
withheld) and they said they'rp sorry, they only take people with an honorable discharge
and I tried to explain what I knew about the certificate, and he said he'd look into it
and call me back, but he never did."

SELF-SATISFACTION AND EXPIATION

Some ERC holders who had never shown their certificate to employers or to a
military discharge review board or used the certificate in any way, felt that the certificate
had been of some benefit to them. One such ERC holder explained in a depth interview
that his wife was ashamed of him because of his discharge and asked what his sons would
think. He reported that after he received the ERC, there was "peace around the house."
Some 8% of ERC holders said that the benefit of the certificate to them was in a feeling
of "self-satisfaction" and "self-confidence,"

Another holder stated, "After going to war and putting in three years on a
coal-burning destroyer, I felt I ought to get some credit. I just wanted a name clearing."

Still another commented, "My own satisfaction is biggest help. Knowing someone
else cared enough to let me apply for it.",

1°The instructions and policy statements issued by military review boards, typically rule out post-
service evidence. For example, the instructions for petitioning the Navy Discharge hey*, Board state that
"evidence submitted to show postservice rehabilitation and civilise good conduct cannot be considered as
a basis for changing or modifying a discharge." However, .1 Washington, D.C. attorney, who has repre-
sented a number of clients before military discharge review boards, stated that postservice conduct is con-
sidered in some discharge review hearings, however, particularly those where an administrative discharge
(eg., general, undesirable) is given after a diagnosis by a military psychiatrist of a character disorder (e.g.,
immature personality, passiveaggressive personality) The counsel for the individual attempting to have
such an administrative discharge changed will aometimes base his case largely on poetaervice behavior. In
addition, the Air Force Discharge Review Board (said to be the most liberal of all the military services in
discharge review) has been known to instruct petitioners to bring evidence of good conduct to the board,
including statements from employers, a police record checkin fact, very much the kind of evidence that is
incorporated by the ERC
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APPLYING FOR AN ERC

After this examination of the evidence showing what the ERC does for those who
have it, we will consider how ex-servicemen learn of the existence of the ERC program,
what they are required to do to earn a certificate, where they can get help with the
application, and how ERC applications are processed.

INFORMATION ABOUT ERC GIVEN TO PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS AND

TO AGENCIES ASSISTING EX-SERVICEMEN

Representatives of veterans assistance organizations other than those from organiza-
tions that agreed to assist ERC applicants (see p. 6), were astonished when told of the
ERC program. They wanted to know why they had never heard of the ERC and whether
the program had actually been in existence for six years. In the 6 SES offices, also, the
program was usually little known to the point that if an e: zorviceman came into a SES

office asking about the ERC, he would probably have difficulty in getting information
about the program. It is extremely unlikely that he would find a copy of the Department
of Labor information sheet on the ERC in the rack of pamphlets in the office..

The ERC program has not been well publicized. The news release announcing the
initiation of the ERC program led to a brief burst of national press coverage. This
original newspaper coverage accounts fora great number of the early ERC applications.
Later applicants learned of the program mainly from military discharge review boards, as
a result of inquiries to Congressmen, or in response to inquiries to the Veterans

Administration.

REQUIREMENTS FOR OBTAINING AN ERC

In order to apply for an ERC, the ex-serviceman must have a general or other than
honorable discharge, must be out of the military service for at least three years, must fill
out an application form, must obtain statements from employers and people who know
him, and he must go to the local police for fingerprinting and a record check (see pp. 5,6).

The three-year postservice time requirement has been overlooked by a number of
those applying. Approximately 60 men have completed applications and mailed them to
the Department of Labor only to be declared ineligible because of insufficient postservice
time. The information sheet for the ERC (Appendix B), does not give a clear statement
of the required time that an applicant must be out of the military service, although the
requirement can be inferred from the information printed on the certificate itself.

Certificate holders generally do not question the three-year postservice requirement.
Those working to assist ex-servicemen do often question this requirement, pointing out
that a man needs employment help immediately after he leaves the military service.
However, in order to issue a certificate of good conduct, there must necessarily be some
period in which good conduct is demonstrated.

Employer and character references are reasonable requirements for obtaining a
certificate of good conduct, but many of those who have wanted to apply have been
unwilling because they felt that obtaining such statements would cause them to lose their
job or damage their reputation in their community. Comments from ex-servicemen who
decided not to complete the ERC application illustrate this fear.

(1) "Even if people do not know about your discharge, you have to tell them

about, it to fill out the forms. The purpose should he to find out about your Oland/1r
and other related items. How can you become a useful member of the community when
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you have to let the leading members and friends know about things that they most likely
would never know about P yway?"

(2) "Didn't want to ask people who thought I had received honorable dis-

charge for help in obtaining ERC. References readily available, as am active in civic
affairs and fraternal organizations but all assumed I had honorable discharge. Felt this
attitude was worth more than ERC."

(3) "Employer did not know of dischargewould cause my discharge from

work for falsifying employment record."
A study of the forms for obtaining character and employer references (Appendix B)

suggests why having them filled out could cause embarrassment and even harm to the
applicant. On each form appears the following explanation:

"Public Law 89.690 authorizes the award of an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certifi-
cate by the Secretary of Labor to certain ex-servicemen discharged or dismissed

from the Armed Forces, provided it is established that such person has rehabili-
tated himself, that his character is good, and that his conduct, activities and
habits have been exemplary for at least three years prior to date of his applica-
tion for the certificate "

q9)
This statement, together with the name of the certificate, clearly implies that the

applicant has committed some grave misdeed. Consequently, it is likely to arouse
curiosity and suspicion.

Concerning the name of the certificate, one ERC holder wrote: "Its present name
makes us sound like we are ex-criminals or drug addicts." Another holder suggested:
"Remove the word 'rehabilitation.' It tends to imply a crime was committed to rehabili-
tate from. AWOL to save my home from being sold for taxes was not a crime in any
sense."

It should be possible to obtain character and employer references without including
these statements that prove so embarrassing to the applicants.

The police check was objected to by 13 of the 21 recently discharged servicemen
interviewed, though it drew very few objections from the ERC holders. A number of the
ERC inquirers reported that they didn't file because of not wanting to go to the police.
A police sergeant interviewed suggested that a direct request from the Department of
Labor for an applicant's record would simplify the application. He pointed out that a
request from a government agency is a frequent occurrence for a police department, but
that it is unusual for an applicant to obtain his own record check. He indicated that
some police officials might be reluctant to give out this confidential information to the
applicant himself

THE ORGANIZATIONS OFFICIALLY HELPING ERC APPLICANTS

Six national organizations agreed to assist ERC applicants, but few ERC holders
report receiving assistance from these organizations, and only a small number of ERC
applicants have called upon these organizations to represent them in dealings with the
Department of Labor concerning the ERC. Representatives of the different organizations
told us that although they did not publicize the ERC program, they might mention the
ERC to a man they had been helping if the attempt to change his discharge proved
unsuccessful. Even though all applicants are told of these helping organizations, one
inquirer in seven claimed that he could have filled out the forms and gotten statements if

he had someone to help him. One recently discharged serviceman, when shown the list of
national organizations assisting applicants, commented, "These organizations are not for
me." Perhaps a number of others feel this way also. Another holder reported that he
went to the Red Cross (one of the official helping organizations), and that they did not



know anything about the program. Although the investigation did not cover how well
prepared the staff of local offices of the national organizations are to answer queries
about the ERC program, the impression from interviews with representatives was that the
local offices are not prepared to give quick answers to questions about the ERC program.

PROCESSING OF ERC APPLICATIONS

After studying the processing of applications in the Manpower Administration of the
Department of Labor, there is little to criticize in this aspect of the ERC program. The
summaries on the applicant files were clear. They demonstrated careful study of the
applicant materials. Perhaps it would be helpful if the applicants were mailed a post card
acknowledging receipt of the application materials. There seems to be adequate provisions
for review of recommendations and appeal of decisions.

It does not seem that anything would be gained by having the certificate issued by
local SES offices. Increased expenses and variability in the quality of application process-
ing would be a likely result, and most of the six SES managers interviewed were opposed
to issuing the ERC from the local offices. An expanded role of the SES offices in
publicizing the program and assisting applicants seems highly desirable.

Increasing the publicity for the ERC program would most likely result in a great
increase in the response to the program. The amount of increase would be rather difficult
to predict though, because of the complexity of the variables involved (e.g., how much
publicity, media mix, etc.). The number of applications and inquiries would, in all
probability, at least double. This assumption is based upon the fact that nearly twice as
many applications and inquiries were received in the year following the news release on
the ERC program as are currently being received. Considering the number of individuals
with general or other than honorable discharges, the number of ERC applicants could
conceivably increase tenfold.

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS OF ERC

Holders of exemplary rehabilitation certificates have obtained few benefits in seeking
and retaining employment. Only 11% report that the certificate has helped them to get
jobs.

Several factors explain the small number of holders receiving employment help with
their certificate. Many holders have never had occasion to apply for a job since obtaining
the certificate. Of those who have sought work, many have avoided using the certificate.
Those who do show the certificate will probably find that employers and employment
service personnel do not understand the certificate, and that after seeing the certificate,
employers tend to become concerned with what created a need for rehabilitation.

We found no evidence that the certificate does, in fact, entitle the holder to "special
job-counseling" and "special job-placement assistance" at public employment offices, as
stated in Public Law 89-360. From visits to six employment offices and from other
sources, we concluded that a man visiting an employment office with an ERC will obtain
exactly the same job help he would obtain without the ERC.
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FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE OF PUBLIC LAW 89-690
AWARDING EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATES



Federal Register Notice of

Public Law 89-690

Awarding Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates

Title 29 -- LABOR

Subtitle A -- Office of the Secretary of Labor

Part 26 -- EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATES FOR EX-SERVICEMEN

In the March 3, 1967 issue of the Federal Register (32 F.R. 3710),
there was published a proposal to issue the above entitled regulations.
Interested persons were invited to file statements of data, views, or
argument in regard to the proposals. After consideration of all such
relevant material as was presented, I have decided to and do hereby establish
a new 29 CFR Part 26 to read as set forth below.

As the only functions of these regulations are to establish
procedure and policy, delay in their effective date is not required (5 U.S.0

553(c)) Accordingly, they shall become effective upon publication in the

FEDERAL REGISTER.

The new regulations read as follows:

Sec.

26.1 Purpose and scope
26.2 Application for certificate
26.3 Information in applications
26.4 Consideration for issuance of certificate

26.5 Matters to be considered
26.6 Denials

26.7 Replacements

AUTHORITY: The provisions of this Part 26 issued under Sec. 1577, 80 Stat.

1017.

26.1 Purpose and scul.

(a) Public Law 89-690 amends Part II of Subtitle A of Title 10,

United States Code, in that it authorizes the award of Exemplary Rehabili-
tation Certificates to any person discharged or dismissed from the Armed
Forces under conditions other than honorable, or who received a general

discharge, upon his being able to establish that he has rehabilitated
himself and that his character, conduct, activities, and habits since he
was so discharged or dismissed have been exemplary for at least 3 years.

It

(b) The Act does not affect, change, or supersede the previous
discharge in any way, nor would it allow any veterans' benefits to which
the individual would not otherwise be entitled. It would allow tiuse

persons to receive special counseling and job development assistance through

the national system of public employment offices.



26.2 Application for Certificate.

Any person desiring to apply for an Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate may do so by filing an application form prescribed by the
Department of Labor. The form may be obtained from aad should be file,!
with:

*Bureau of Employment Security, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210,

Attention: XRC.*

2(.).3 Information in Applications.

The application referred to in 26.2 requires, among other
things, that the applicant:

(a) Submit the prescribed form to his presel-. employer, if
employed, to be completed with regard to the applicant's general
reputation and employment record, notarized or witnessed and .eturned
by the applicant;

(h) List the names and addresses of all prior employers for
at least 3 years preceding the date of application;

(c) Submit on a prescribed form a set of fingerprints to
be used for positive identification purposes;

(d) List all prior addresses for the preceding 3 years, in
order that certified statements from chief law enforcement r.-fic2rs of
towns, cities, cr counties in which the applicant has resided may bt
received attesting to his general reputation, so far as police and court
records are concerned;

(e) Provide notarized or vitilessed statements from not less
than 5 persons, other than relatives, attesting that they have personally
known him for at least the three years preceding the date of application
as a person of good reputation and exemplary conduct, and the extent
of personal contact they have had with him.

26.4 Consideration for Issuance of Certificate.

(a) The Administrator of the *Bureau of Employment Security*
or his authorized representative may consider an application for, and
issue to that person an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate if it is
established to his satisfaction that such person has rehabilitated
himself, that Lis character is good, and that his conduct, activities and
habits since he was discharged or dismissed have been exemplary for a
reasonable period of time, but not less than 3 years prior to the date
of application.

(b) The Administrator shall supply a copy of each such
Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate which is issued, to the Secretary
of Defense, who shall place such copy in the military personnel record
of the individual to wom the certificate is issued.
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Appendix B

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MATERIAL ON THE ERC PROGRAM

1. ERC Application Materials

2. ERC Information Sheet

3. Letter from Secretary of Labor which accompanies
the Exemp:ary Rehabilitation Certificate



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20210

Dear Sit:

IINOGIET suatau NO. /M-N11141

IN IIIEly NEFEN
To WEIR

In response to your request for information regarding an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate, the necessary forms

are enclosed for your use in submitting an application.

Enclosures

S dm. ewe me.

1. One (1) Application Form
2. Five (5) Character Reference Forms

3. One (1) Employer Reference Form

4. One (1) Law Enforcement Authority Reference Forts

5. One (1) Fingerprint Card

6. One (1) Preaddtessed Envelope

7. General Instructions Sheet

Associate Manpower Administrator
United States Employment Service

DETACH HERE
MO IND mt. am. ow mop wow -war On, =I. am on

META

RETURN THIS PART WITH YOUR APPLICATION

Name

Current Address

Social Security Number

Serial or Service Number

The following is a checklist for your convenience to assure that all necessary documents have been completed and

are enclosed with your application. If the item is included with your application enter an **X."

1. 0 One (I) completed Application form

2. 0 Five (5) notarized or witnessed Character References

3. 0 One (I) notarized or witnessed Employer Reference

4 0 One (I) Law Enforcement Authoritp-Reference
._.........--

5. 0 One (I) Fingerprint Card (completed)

6. 0 One (I) photostatic or certified copy of military separation paper

7. 0 Other documents. Specify below:

NOTE: If any of the above documents are missing or are to be mailed directly to the Department of Labor by persons cote-

pleUng them, please identify the document and indicate the approximate date that it will be received at the De- -

pertinent of Leber.

MA 701
ME1 e/ A Feb 10/2
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SUDOET SUREAU NO. 44.14-1741

GENERAL INSTRUCTION SHEET - EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATE

Public Lewin-690 authorts the award of an Stamp try 'Rehabilitation Certificate by the Secretary of Labor to any person dis-

charged or dismissed from the Armed Forces under conditions other than honorable, or who received general dthcharge. If it Is

stablIshed that such person bas rehabilitated
himself, that his character le good. and that his conduct, activities. and habit* have

hers saemipler7 for at least 3 years prior to data of his application.

THE ISSUANCE OF A CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFECT. CHANGE. OR SUPERSEDE THE CHARACTER OF THE PREVIOUS

DISCDAROE IN ANY WAY. No benefits undo, any lawe of tha United Stat (Including but not limited to those relating to pensions.

compensates. hospitalisation. military pay and allowancs, education, loan guarantees, or other benefits) shall accrue to any person

to whom as Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate la issued unless he would be entitled to those benefit under his original discharge

or CU rsissal.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. Th. law signori:ins eh. award

of Exempiery Rehabilitation Certificates city* the type* of

evidence required to establish your good character and ex-

emplary conduct since discharge. The packet of forms n.
closed will enable you to submit the required documents.

If you need help in completing your application. the follow-

ing organisations will help you without choose.

Amoy lean Red Cross
American Vetoers( GI World War II and Korea

Catholic Mr Veterans
Disabled American Veterans
Jewish War Veterans of the USA
Veterans of Foreign Wars

All of the forms should be completed fully printed legibly

in ink or typewritten, and notarized or witnessed where in-

dicated If for any reason noise forms are missing or in-
complete. explain In She Remarks aorton on the back of the

Application Form and state if they will be cent separately.
Your application cannot be acted upon until all of the fully

completed forma from your packet hare hewn received by the

lier armor of Labor.

The packet contains the tot:owing forma, some of which you
will complete and some of which must to completed by other

persons. Note that all re to to returned with your application

form in the envalope provided Enter rout none and Social

Security Number in the absc provided in the upper right
corner of each form before presenting it ro anyone to complete

1. Applimilisn Fenn. This is your off.c is: application for the

award of the Exemplary inthabintati.th Certificate. Please

reed the instructions on the form I atrium you in con-piet-

lagit. Note that photonistic or re-tilled copy of your

last *operation document I. reepured. In most cases. this

will be Department of Def Form DD 214. but earner

discharge papers may be in different form or have a dif.

front number.

If you have lost or misplaced your discharge papers. the fol-

lowing odd, me provided for your use in obtaining

copy. Request for Repot. of Tranafr ter Discharge (DO 214

or quival vat) should be melted to
National Personnel Record. Center
(Wintery Personnel Record*)
9700 Page Boulevard
St. Lows Missouri 63132

If discharged from the Army after 1.nuary 1. 1960.

mail .quest to
U.S Amoy Administration Centr
4100 Page Erraverd
St. Louis. Mthsolart 63132

Include with your eequeel 1100e APO t °trent edam, Ilerve

number, branch of ervirr .t to, recharge, an 32 Si

Iwo tf other than honorable .11,1 .rg

59

2. Chorec-tee Rofwanco Nears, Notarised or witrassed erne-

wont. from not less than fly* person* are required. attest-

Ina to Preensl knowledge of your character and conduct

for at least 3 yesr preceding the date of this aP011estIon.

Thee, re to be obtained by yes from people who have

known you for at least 3 They ere to be completed

and signed by the person giving the reference before

notary public, or witness, and returned with your applica-

tion form. The person giving the reference may return it

directly to the Department of Labor if drtired. Any sub-

stitute form used should contain the same information as

the form supplied.

3. Employer Reference Fem. A notarized or witnessed

statement from your present employer is required, attesting

to your general reputation and employment record. If you

are not employed or if you have wonted for other employers

in the lest 3 years, statement must be obtained from each

employer for whom YOU have wonted 30 day or more. Each

employer reference must be notarised or witrostsed. Any
employer reference may be submitted on the company letter.

!lead Instead of the form in the packet if it supplies all of

the information requested on the fans provided.

4. Low Enforcement Authority Solvirric Fenn. A certified
statement is required from the chief law enforcement offi-

cer of the town, city, or county in which you reside. artitst

int to your general reputation insofar as police and court

records. if any. are cc ncerned. A form is provided. but the

authorities may has randrod (OM of their own which

they prefer to use. If another form is used. it should be

attached to the form provided- You ah, aid be euee that It

no properly identified with your name. titelsothe. and Social

Security number. A set of fingerprints is to be taken by

the law enforcement officer for positive identification. A

fingerprict card it provided for the fingerprint record.

S PreedrImeserl envelope to return templet...I corms. When

you have all the coorlethd documents check them care-

fully for accuracy readability and conforrev to intruc-

none. No action on your application can be :air m hi, this

Department until all document* are received in cc °fable

form. The Deportment of Litho. may make bother invertga-

bon se necithsany awl all completed documents to

tinned States. E. ipinynent Sr...It (MI 11,.
U.S. Dopartme-t n4 Lanew
Kathinaton, C.0 70,71 0

MA 7.52
it Fr I nb. 1972



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20210

APPLICATION FOR AWARD OF
EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER &iOGET BUREAU NO 44141341

SERIAL OR SERVICE NUMBER

DATE OF BIRTH (Glue month, day, and year)

DATES OF MtLITA SERVICE

I. NAME (Give lest name, first name, and middle name)

2. OTHER NAMES USED (maiden name. names by former marriages, former names changed legally or otherwise, aliases, nicknames.

etc.) Specify which, show dotes used, and explain any use of an alias.

3. PRESENT ADDRESS (Give number street, city, state, and ZIP rode)

4. Other places of residence during twat 3 years
..

From
_

To Address (Give clamber, street. city, state, and ZIP code for each)

5. REASON FOR DISCHARGE (Tel: briefly in your own word why this type of discharge was issued to you.)

Attach photostat or certified copy of your discharge paper (DD 214 or earlier equivall'ent). If

you do not have separation paper. see ill General Instruction Sheet for replacement information.

6. EMPLOYMENT (List employment dates starting with your present employer and go back 3 years. If you are not now employed,

write **Unemployed" un line 6A) and enter on the following lines previous employers for whom you have worked

30 days or more In the lac 3 years. I' ycu have not worked for your present employer for at least 3 years, addi-
tional employer references must be obtained from the other errployer listed. if you were student any time

during this 3-yew period, give the name ici complete address of the school attended.)

From To Name of Employer Address (Give number, street. city, state. and ZIP code)

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

MA 7.53
METRRFeb. 1972
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7. REFERENCES Name five person NOT relapses, who are ...el: acquainted with you and have known you for the pest 3 years.
Give full address of each. These references should be he same as those submitting notarized or witnessed
statements in your behalf. but should NOT be any employer listed in Item 6.

Name Address (Give number, street, city, slate. and ZIP code for each)

8. a. Have sou been c.,nvtt ter) within the past 3 years riy tiolat ion of a local.
State, or Federal law, or fofeite I collateral or ore sou nvw under charges Ye No

for any violations of these lsws' 'You may omit any oarkIng violations.)

h. Has e you served time in coy arise t, ie.l within the past 3 years, 1 Yes No

If the answer to and or b ,v "Yes " please esplein in item 9, Remarks.

9. REMARKS (Use this space to at count for any nusing r incomplete documents, to add any ti-rtinent evidence of exemplary
conduct, such as civic religious or faternai awards or honors, and to expIntrt any ' "10. answers to stem 8.)

If you desire to be rep, e seuted by s)ine organization. attorney, or other person in applying for a Certificate,

ple.ise enter the name below

I hereby peer it

1

to represent me in behalf of this application

L

Witnessed by Date I CERTIFY that all of the statements made in this

application are true,.complete, and correct to the

best of my knowledge and belief and are made in

good faith. I hereby give permission for the
Department of Labor to request my medical and

military service records from General Services

Administration Records Center, ,f necessary.

IslJmei

Address

City or Town.

County

State Sipr.a.u;c of Applicant (Sign in Ink)

Data of Application

Subscribed and sworn before me this _clay

of io

Signature of Notary,

My COmm :ism expire .,

6'



NO 44-R-134I

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210

NAME OF APPLICANT

vlsEar-,. SECURITY NUMBER

SERIAL OR SERVICE NUMBER

CHARACTER REFERENCE
For Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate

Public Law 89-690 authorizes the award of an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate by the Secretary of Labor to
certain ex-servicemen discharged or dismissed from the Armed Forces, provided it is established that such per-
son has rehabilitated himself, that his character is good, and that his conduct, activities and abits have been
exemplary for at least three years prior to date of his application for the certificate.

Notarized or witnessed character ref erences are required to establish the applicant's eligibility. The person
lister above has given your name as a character ref erence., Your cooperation is requested in complet ing this form.

1. Do you know the applicant personally?

Yes ONo
3. Current a4dress of applicant

2. How long have you know this person?

4. In what capacity have you known him? (For example, neighbor,
quaintance, pastor, civic or veteran's organization, etc.)

business associate, co-worker, friend, ac-
Specify below:

5. What 'as been your personal experience with this person in regard to his character, conduct, activities,
and ;.orbits? Have you known this person to be of good reputationand to have sbmn exemplary con-
duct 6%.ring the past 3 years

6. Remarks. Please add any information which will help to establish the character of this person.
(Continue on reverse side of this form, if necessary.)

Witnessed by: Date 7. Signature
Name
Address 8. Address (Give number, street, city, state

and ZIP)

City or Town:
Country:.
Sta:e 9. Occupation
Subscribed and sworn before me this_day
of , 19_._

Signature of Notary:. 10. Date
My Commission expires .

MA 744
METRRFeb. 1972
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MANPOWER ADmINISTR7$0.4

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT STTIVICE

WASNINGT,',N. D .arc

N-OGE ISJ RE Au NO 44.R-1341

E OF Pc', *,

so. AL St ( R QfsER_-
SF R AL OR SERN. Numbf:

EMPLOYER RE FERI-NC. E for Exemplary Rehatiltation Cern:I:ate

Public Law 89-690 author,... ine au r.t ,t an Exemplary

to certain discharged 0. di,m,sse i from tt .
person has rehabilitated himself, rar his character .s 2, r
been exemplary for at least rhtee yeas prim t dare of t

'!.3b,l-caJ4r) reilificate by the Secretary of Labor
-ned Fores, vided it is est blished that such

d, and that h.s ccnduct, ac:ivities ar i habits have
to: thei.etificate.

A notarized or witnessed Emplover R ec r e I, one OT 1.;71.t-,. r(- ed stablish the applicant's
eligibility. The person listed beloa h,rs g: yin' as plot cr. 'Sr- - -arson is requested in

completing the form from your possible, -.houLi he complete( supervisor who worked

directly with the applicant.

1. Name of Employee

2. Period of Employhenr

From To:

4. Position (s) held

FrrpTover.

Flea for term:ration (if no longer employed)

6. If the applicant's name Andror .,ociai security number on yuQr rrcora s ..ste

in the tn.,' tight corner ).t< form please exp,z.in.

7. 17:.at has been your experience w.0; this crnoloyce :eptrcl-Tc: h.s work habits, c
reputation? (Cont:roe on ie 7..r side of f

Witnessed by

Name

Address

Di :e

City or Tow.
County:
State:
Subscribed a..d sworn bc.ore :a; th.s_day
of 19__.

Signature of Notary-
My Commission expires

; ;Kra

9. Tine

'rat ter and

!;,t of employing estalatisunent
,.%e s::ezc, city, state and ZIP)

I. Dare

MA 7.55
NIFTRRPab 1972



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210

SuOGIT BUREAU NO. 4441.1)41

NAME Or AP,. CANT

SOCIAL 5ECvRi TT I LAMER

SERIAL OR SERVICE NUMBER

LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY REFERENCI-
ATE Or StRIN

Public Law 89.690 authorizes the award of an Exemplary Re'alialitation Certificate by the Secretary of Labor to
certain ex-servicemen discharged or dismissed from the Armed Forces, provided it is established that such persce.
has rehabilitated himself, that his chars: ter is good, and that his conduct, activities and habits have been
exemplary for at least three years prlor to ;late of his application for the certificate.

The following records from the local 111e ;uisdictzor :r; the applican has resided are required to aid in
establishing his eligibility lot this certit,... rt.

I. A complete se, of h.,- 11vrrInts fo. standaii t, rm to be sibmitted by the Department of Labor to the

FBI for purpose of no-: ;

2. A sumnsity of his police ard court reconis as A,iown ,o your jurisdiction (local form may be
substituted and attached h s form.)

Your cooperation is requester' rties... two fo-ms.

RECORD, as indicated by the recd, Is of arw,.,;

Jate of Arrest OfTCrIse

Remarks

Signature

Jurisdiction

osition

lbate

Name
Disposluon

MR 7.56
METH-RFeb. 1972
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Over one and a half million men and women hold
general or other than honorable discharges from the
Armed Forces. Yet, many of them have long records of
good conduct in civilian life. If you are one of these,
here's your chance to offset the blemish of your military
discharge.

'APPLY FOR AN EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION
CERTIFICATE that will document your good conduct as
a civilian over the past three years.

The certificate is tangible evidence to show
employers that you've made good ... that you are now
among those whose conduct as a civilian is "exemplary."
And another benefit ... the certificate will entitle you to
special job-counseling and job-placement services at the
local office of your State employment service.

TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION FOR A CERTIFI-
CATE fill in and mail the blank in this leaflet and the
necessary forms will be sent to you. One will be the
application which you fill out. Each of the other three
forms will indicate from whom you should get state-
ments on your good cons Jct. These people are:

The chief law enforcement officer of your city,
town, or county.
Your present or former employer.
At least five people who have known you for
three years or more.

After the forms are completed, mail them, along with
your completed application, to:

U.S. Department of Labor
Manpower Administration
Washington, D.C. 20210
Attention: METTX

NOTE: Sometimes the people to whom the forms are
taken may want to mail them In themselves. If so, be
sure to give them the above address.

IF YOU NEED HELP in completing your application or
in getting the required statements, get in touch with one
of the following national organizations:

America: Red Cross

American Jett.-ins of World War II and Korea
Catholic War Veterans
Disabled American Vet6-ans
Jewish War Veterans of the USA
Veterans of Foreign Wars

A COPY OF YOUR CERTIFICATE will be supplied by
the Secretary of Labor to the Secretary of Defense for
placement in your military record.

This certificate won't alter your military discharge
and it won't change any of your veteran's benefits under
other laws.

But it may spell the difference between a produc-
tive, rewarding job and a low-paying jobor, maybe, no
job at all. It s a prize document.

To apply for a certificate, fill out the attached
blank.

TEAR OFF ALONG DOTTED (INF

1/ S Department of Labor
Manpower Administration
Washington, D C 20210
ATTN IVICTTX

I with to apply lot an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate Please forward the necessary
forms and information

Name -
Street Address _

City, State. and LIP Code ____

66



Dear Mr.

It is my pleasure to award this Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate
to you in accordance with the authority vested in me as Secretary of
Labor under provisions of Public Law 89-690, dated October 15, 1966.
This Certificate is evidence that you have fulfilled the requirements
of the law in establishing that your conduct, activities, and habits
have been exemplary during the past three years.

Special counseling and job development assistance are available to
you as a recipient of the Certificate. If you wish to avail yourself
of those services of your local State Employment Service, they will
be most happy to help you with your employment problems.

A copy of this Certificate has been forwarded to the Department of
Defense to De placed in your permanent military personnel record.

Sincerely,

Secretary of Labor

Enclosure

o7
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ERC HOLDER SURVEY AND TABULATIONS FROM
ERC APPLICANT FILES

Information on the people holding the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate was
obtained from a questionnaire and from the Department of Labor's ERC applicant files.
All 720 individuals who had been issued an ERC were mailed a questionnaire asking for
their experiences with the certificate and their comments on the ERC program.

Drafts for the questionnaire and for an accompanying Department of Labor letter
were prepared, using as simple language as possible. These drafts were pretested by means
of depth interviews with 11 ERC holders and were reviewed by officials at the Depart-
ment of Labor. (See Appendix J for the final form of the questionnaire and the
accompanying DOL letter.)

The following topics were covered in the questionnaire:
(1) Application for ERC (e.g., source of information on ERC program, reason

for applying).
(2) Use of ERC at state employment offices and help received.
(3) Use of ERC with employers and results.
(4) Summary of actual benefits of being a certificate holder.
(5) Needed changes in ERC program.
(6) Background of respondent (age, race, education, occupation, year leaving

military service).
Several measures were used to increase questionnaire response rate. The ERC holder

received, with the questionnaire, a letter addressed to him from Mr. Malcolm Lovell, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary for Manpower, explaining the purpose of the survey and urging him
to respond. The questionnaire was made as compact and as easy to answer as possible
without loss of clarity; it was printed in a three-page format, using a single sheet of paper
with the letter from Mr. Lovell on one page. Three weeks after the questionnaires were
mailed out, attempts were made by Chilton Research Services to contact all non-
responders by telephone. If an individual, contacted by telephone, had not filled in and
mailed back the questionnaire, it was completed by telephone interview if possible.

When it was noted that a number of nonrespondents had Puerto Rican addresses, a
Spanish translation of the ERC holder questionnaire was prepared and mailed to all
Puerto Rican holders who had not responded or who had responded incompletely.
Forty-two copies of the Spanish version of the holder questionnaire were mailed out, and
26 replies were received-15 from those who had not responded previously and 11 from
those who had omitted items. This response to the Spanish questionnaire supported our
assumption that many Puerto Rican ERC holders were having difficulty in answering a
questionnaire in English.

The questionnaire returns are described in Table C-1. A total of 405 replies were
obtained from the 720 questionnaires mailed out. Five of these were eliminatedtwo
were returned blank because the ERC holder had died and three were returned with the
comment that the certificate had never been receivedleaving 1 returns.

After subtracting 145 for whom an "address unkne. report was received, the
completion rate was found to be 75%. As it is possible th. some "address unknown"



Appendix C

DESCRIPTION OF DATA-GATHERING METHODS

1. ERC Holder Survey and Tabulations From ERC Applicant Files

2. Inquirer Survey

3. Personal Interviews With Recently Discharged Servicemen

4. Interviews With State Employment Service Personnel

5. Interviews With Employers

6. Study of Organizational Support and Opposition

7. Study of ERC Program Administration



Table C-1

Returns From ERC Holders Survey

Questionnaire Returns N

Out .ionnaires mailed out 720
Returned questionnaires marked "address unknown" 145

Pcssible completions (if all nondeliverable question-
naires were returned) 575

Questionnaires completed and tabulated 405
Completed by mail 361

Completed by telephone 44
Questionnaires received after tabulations 28

Received by mail 25
Received by telephone 3

Completion rate (433/575)a -7595

aThis includes the 28 questionnaires listed in the table. received after
tabulations.

I:tters were not returned, the actual completion rate may very well be higher than 75%.
A high proportion of char fed address a.id "address unknown" was to be expected as the
addresses for the ERC -s were those given at the time of the application. Since the
majority of the certificates (over 500 of the 700 total) were issued in 1969 or earlier,
most -)f the addresses were at least three years old. The Bureau of Census reports that
about 3ne family in five moves during a one-year period.'

Se:eral steps were taken to process the returned questionnaires to ensure their
accuracy and completeness. All questionnaires were edited to correct inconsistent or
improperly marked answers. During the editing approximately 100 questionnaires were
identified for which one or more answers had been omitted on critical items Milton
Research Services attempted to telephone each of these individuals to obtain the missing
information. In general the final tabulations have a low rate of omissions. For most items
which all respondents were supposed to answer (e.g., occpation, age, use of ERC in
employment office), the omissions were under 2% of the total. The exceptions were
items asking actual benefits of ERC and desired benefits; for these items the rate of
omissions was about 10%. In these cases the omissioi. was probably considered by the
respondent to be his answer.

From the Departmt. of Labor files of applications for the ERC, information was
tabulated to describe the entire ERC holder population: type of discharge, whether
employed at time of application, occurrence of law violation three years prior to
application, and year of discharge.

All ERC holders for whom telephone numbers could be obtained were called to
arrange an interview. We had originally planned to conduct 20 depth interviews in the
Washington, D.C. area but were forced to modify our plans because there were only six
holders with a Washington, D.C. area address and only err. -_,Iephone number available.

The comments obtained in the depth interviews were augmented by the lengthy
write-in answers or letters accompanying approximately 10% of the questionnaires. See
Appendix H for a selection of these comments and letters. Content analyses were
performed for write-in responses on critical questions.

"Mobility of the Population of the United States, March 1970 to March 1971," Bureau of Census
Report,'Series P-20, No. 235, April 1972.
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However, depth interviews were conducted by HumRRO staff with 11 ERC holders
in the Philadelphia and Washington, D.C. areas. The primary purpose of the depth
interviews was to pretest the draft questionnaire, but they also served to acquaint the
project staff with the employment and other problems faced b5 those with other than
honorable discharges. Ea *ntenriew lasted about one hour and was conducted either at
the HumRRO offices or at a hotel. After the respondent filled in the questionnaire, we
obtained his commerts on each item. Individuals were paid S25 for the interview. All
ERC holders in the Philadelphia and Washington area were sent letters telling ttie. of the
interview (see Appendix D.)

INQUIRER SURVEY

A sample of those who had requested ERC application forms but did not apply was
surveyed by mail to find out why the application was not file.' Depth interviews were
conducted with 17 ERC inquirers.

About 2200 naraes were drawn from the Department of Labor's file of inquiries
concerning the ERC program. Three hundred of these names were eliminate.; because the
source of the inquiry did not conform to our definition of an ERC inquirerthat is, an
individual who wrote to request ERC application forms for himself and failed to mail
back completed ERC forms. The 300 names that were eliminated included organizations
requesting information about the ERC program, as well as individuals who were later
issued a certificate.

A systematic sample was drawn separately for recent inquirers (those writing in
1969-1972) and for "old" inquirers (those writing in 1966-1968). This rrocedure was
followed because it was thought that the individuals who inquired at the time the
program was first initiated might be somewhat different from those inquiring later.. Also,
it was believed that the recent inquirers would have a more accurate recollection of their
reasons for not completing their applications. Thr.., recent inquirers were sampled at a
higher rate (1!) than the old inquirers (1/7).

Each of the inquirers =n the sample was mailed a letter from Mr. Lovell asking why
the application had not been completed. The respondent was asked to check his reason
from a list and/or write in additional reasons. (See Appendix E for the combined letter
and questionnaire for ERC inquirers.) The draft letter and questionnaire were pretested in
depth interviews with ERC inquirers and were also reviewed by officials at the
Department of Labor.

We anticipated a low response rate from the inquirers: we reasoned that they would
have little motivation to respond to our gutsy about the program since they had not
responded to the application materials sent them by the Department of Labor. Conse-
quently the questionnaire was as undemanding as possibleit required only two or three
minutes to read and check the answers. To encourage responses the inquirer's name was
also not placed on the questionnaire.

The questionnaire returns are described in Table C-2. A total of 6l.3 replies were
obtained for the 1908 questionnaires mailed out. After subtraction of the 327 inquirers
who were reported as "address unknown", the completion rate was found to be 41%.

Over 15% of the inquirer questionnaires were accompanied by letters explaining why
the individual decided not to apply for an ERC. A few of these letters are presented in
Appendix G.

Depth interviews were held with 17 inquirersfive from the greater Washington,
1) C. area and 12 from the greater Philadelphia area. The inquirer questionnaire and letter
were pretested by these interviews, but they also acquainted the project staff with the
employment and other problems faced by men with other than an honorable discharge.
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Table C2

Returns From ERC Inquirer Questionnaire

Returns
Recent ERC

Inquirers
11969.72)

Old ERC
Inquirers

11966-68)
Total

Questionna:.es mailed out 1617 291 1908
Letters returned marked "address unknown" 219 110 329
Possible completions (assuming all non-

deliverable questionnaires were returned) 1398 181 1579
Completed questionnaires received 571 72 643
Comp Ict:on rate 41% 40% 41%

The interviews were arranged by letter (see Appendix F) folio. or. by a telephone call.
The interviews lasted approximately one hour and were conducteo in the HumRRO
offices or in a hotel room by the HumRRO project staff. Respondents ....re paid $25
after completion of the session. The respondent first filled out a questionnaire dealing
with these topics:

(1) Reason for not applying for an ERC (the same question was used on the
mailed-out questionnaire).

(2) Process of application (e.g., reason for interest in ERC, help with
application).

(3) Changes needed in the ERC program.
(4) Background of respondent (age, race, occupation. year .eaving military

service).
(A copy of the questionnaire used in these depth interviews will be found in Appendix
E.) In the interview that followed, the inriividual was encouraged to elaborate and
explain his questionnaire answers. He also was asked a series of questions about his
e.;periences in visiting state employment offices and applying to employers for jobs. (See
the guide to this interview in Appendix K.)

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH RECENTLY DISCHARGED SERVICEMEN

To obtain the reaction, to the ERC program of men just leaving the military service
with a general or less than honorable discharge. the field staff of Chilton Research
Services carried out 21 intcrviews. Prior to this HumRRO staff carried out six interviews
to develop and pretest the Interview plan.

The 21 men interviewed by Chilton Research Services were located using a list of
zhe names and addresses of 83 ex servicemen with the names and addresses of next of
kin. These men had addresses in four metropolitan areas aid all had b-.n discharged
from the Army during the penod from January 1, 1971 to September 30, 1971, with
general or less than honorable discharges. The geographic and type of discharge of
i.heg. 83 e. -servicemen are shown in Table C-3. The dishonorable discharges were issued
from January 1, 1971 to September 30, 1971: all other discharges were issued during
:4(ptembr 1971.

The 83 names and addresses we,e obtained after securing approvals from the
Adjutant General of the Army and !he Director of the National Personnel Record Center.
With the permission the Adjutant General, Personnel Information Systems Command
(l'ERSINSCOM) sur died about '1,000 names, Social Security numbers (SSAN), and type
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Tabte C 3

Number of Recently Discharged Men With Whom Interviews Were Sought,
by City and Discharge Type

City
Number in Each Discharge Category

TotalIlieral
1
i Undesirable i Bad Conduct

I
Dishonorable

-.:1 D.0 3 4 4 3 19
1-: aeiow: 2 4 2 2 10
' vv V .sk City 6 5 17 4 32
."..-if Ago 8 6 5 3 22

of 'I he 1.(110 indhiduals represent all soldiers discharged lishonorably duringJare:r, 1. 1971 to September 30, 1971, and all zoldiers receiving general undesirable, orIO t discharge:- during September 1971. We requested dishonorable eischarges for
a tiin-n.,.th priod to ensure obtaining about 5 of the 20 interviews with holders of a
dishonorable discharge. (Army statistics indicated that abort 3% of those who receive a
discharge ether than a full honorable discharge are issued a dishonorable discharge.)

Jr. -artier t', avoid excessive costs for conducting the interviews, it was necessary that
th,' he oncentrated in four metrepontan areas. Therefore, 220 names having SSANs

Washington. D.C.. Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania were forwarded to the
National Personnel Record Center for address of record and the name -na address ofnext of For 83 of these individuals the address of record was found to be in New
York City. Philadelphia, Washington. D.C., or Chicago.

ty-ore ittZtrviewi were completed with the recently discharged men by inter-
;inrn Chilton ;:e.earch. Services. Table r2-4 gives the number of interviews in each
foin- netr.,1,,! tan areas completed with men with each kind of discharge. A

d rficulnts were encountered in arranging these interviews as shown in Table(.:; A tiaj diffienty in obtaining interviews was that few respondents or their next of
!sin had liteti teleph,_e.es. (Some had unlisted phones ) It was usually necessary to makept, ...ontact Rh next of kin or neighbors. Relatives seemed suspicious of the

-viers and ..; ,.:,en unuilling to give the present address or telephone number ofti. ..p,,ralent mt oflowine ixeerpts from the notes of one interviewer illustrate the
inteuiws.

talkcd hi, mother ::t her home and she gave me his phone number but not his
(1)e-.$ I made an appn.atment for Sunday between the hours of 6 PM and 8 PM.

voti'dn't ,'ive me her phone number. I found out later she didn't have one.Sa.iird:y: 1 wet: to his mother's house for appointment. His mother was there but
She s.. cl he wasn't home when she called. I called him and set up another

appo,:etent. 1Vont 1'. his house and completed the interview,"
chilion assigned s interviewers individuals who had :onsiderable experience inrend Jul suneys with inner city resident.. The interviewers were usually of the same

ffispoialent ( are w:i4 estimated in advance by the address).
To :nil dove lopnirrit of the interview plan, the HumRRO project director and hisa: 1,4.111; a innpleted y fare-to-face interviews with recently discharged servicemen with

'1 0.- less than Iii,norable discharges 'I hese interviews were carried out in the office1:,. I S Veterans Ashi;tanee ('enter (USVAC), Washington, D.C. The men Interviewed
.:.)ng those taiing In USVAC for help. The interview plan was reviewed byrife, :al.; :it the Depart In ,,t)t 01 Labor
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Table C 4

Interviews With Recently Discharged Men,
hy City and Discharge Type

thscha-q. Type-
Undestrdbh. j

Total
Conduct i Dishonorable

.,.-..-i. 1 0 5 0 6
,....:(.; 2 1 1 2 6

.(!t,, -, c 3 2 1 0 6
;:. .liintila t"; 3 it... 0 3

-.
7 2 21

Tab .

DILPOSitiOn
:".,rVier. Attempts Among

Recenity Discharged E:-.-Servicemen

C.:rapriec

:-1. ' le%

fc

r 1

I1

83

21

7,0

12
4

1.1 . to;zether with the instructions to the
t...1,(9; ! : v..'Itthr ht had ever heard of the

-ra!r .. 11. ..tlfsv.11 what the ertificate looks like
I p. 11:e,..1,! Lahor information sheet

aid ht'1f ' vter each paragraph of
t et ',ed to . ond r.n.e tittesit01,,.

1- .111.4%%pr, to a series of rrtultiple choice.1 ; f0r instant-v. "How many years do
. ! '!. r 1* l P , I Ii :.polt. for :ii) KR( ?" was given the

I. I, I. I v.1.1;. 01m-hog his inswr. (The
1e :IC . 1.1', E' i ad". 11, hlll litti, he was given a

.1 ; %( I *i V I 11.01; .11 111 Ii' 'it (fill.gti)ns had a



tw. fold purpose: to identify items of information that the respondent misunderstood
ancl t, ensure that the respondent had an adequate grasp of the ERC program before the
r.:( yt qitesion was asked

The next question was the cntical one: "Now, you know about the ERC. You know
that vou have to be out of the service for three years before you can apply and that
when -,ou apply you get statements from mployers, from the police and from people
wt kno.v coo. From whp ...tau know now. how likely are you to apply for an ERC?
":ii1(1 you say: defloitely will apply. probably will apply, probably won't apply, or
f:ofeieel. The e\-servicernan was asked to explain his answer.

interview was conclude:I after some background information (age, wicupation,
oi. Aim:, race) had hen obtau. d. At the end of the interview the respondent was told

t' h. uld cet an:wers to questions al eat the EliC or about discharge or veteran's
r.tftt:

INTERVIEWS WITH ST ATE EMPLOYMENT SERV;r!E PERSONNEL

V orels Employment Representatives and other SES personnel :r six employment
:%.. otti, es that ERC holders had visited were :.nter.iewed to learn how 12. ese individuals

dalt xith ....tit', ate holders. IP I he Survey of Holders, 30 men reported that they had used
Ceeir at tate ompiova- ow offices within the last 18 months; from these, six

v geleete:: 111 diffre.it metropolitan areas around the country: Usually the
dif.ck :.T.sniager or his as.:stant participated In the interview along with the Veterans'

-nd at time- other SES personn?:.
: i'nivw gt:ide f ,r each SES visit wf. based upon questions from the research
:..t pertaincil to SES offices and the:r dealings v.-4h ERC holders. A copy of

contained in Appi.ndix K. In coducting the actual inteohews, the inter-
d elated fror, the wording and sequence of the guide when it was thought

guide i is ortested at two SES offices in Philadelphia.
s,:eti:, of 'our other offices (on them in Philadelphia) was based upon the

. , . Toe, of ERC' holders. Eac!- holder was asked whether he had been to a
::-, ct ,v.1**" riceivr, his ERG and. if so, whether he had used his

.., th !f th ER(' holde had done this since January 1971, he was
addres. '' the off'ee ':sited. 1 his time limit was used because it had been

. .. cold. eit:::ktt no: be Pvaiiable beyond 18 months. Thirty addresses
of err led n the Questionnaires, and from these, six were selected.

; Ine ,:ton, D.C. was visited to get a general idea of the
. = a.1=1. o!vic. 4n -.ES office... At ter the interview guide was developed, it

I, , t .t 0 :! ( t et- ;11delphia, one oc which had been selected from the 30 given
t- the '-.0!a, cr=sticiinaire The (,,hr °ewes visited were scheduled in the same

t here ER:' holders reportedly used their certificates with employers.
. . ;. :o that both SES visits and employer visits could he accomplished in one

.r rh,. °lilt conformed with this requirement were Detroit, St. Louis,
I.°, ngel. Well visit. to M. four areas, the quota of six offices where an

l? 1,-portedl:. :;ed his certificate was filled; one oth ^r offi..^ had also been visited
. ii:voeses.

I: ich =e! ylow wa, ce:aincted by FlumR110 personnel with various representatives
:,'` 0:111 :quking, fr the interview se:sion the Office Manager or

...tont was on haul along with the Veteran.' Representative. At times other SES
,.; or, Iml 11.0 became involved in thf

' ,ash =I an avi rave or two ',mi! and the fin& {e, of each interview were
.; as posstiOr r the' interview



While clearances were being obtained for several visits, an Assistant Regional Man-
power Administrator offered to answer any questions that might arise concerning' the
regional level. At one of the offices visited an interview was conducted with this
individual. Items stressed were the lines of communication between the federal and local
love's and possible modifications in the ERC program.

INTERVIEWS WITH EMPLOYERS

!-,terviews were conducted with employers to 'learn: (a) how the character of the
mii.7.ary discharge enters into the employment process. and (b) the likely impact of the

pon employment. Forty-two interviews were conducted: 17 interviews were with
niplr.,trs identified by ERC holders.

Thi interviews were divided into three genercl categories: (a) personal and telephone
ntetrews with employers who actually hired EILC holders, 'b) personal and telephone
interviews with employers who represented a cross section of I- '.istries and services but
who had not actually hired an ERC holder, and (c) persor. intervii vs witi representa-
tive, of the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB). A li of intervieA: 'excluding the
NAB interviews) is given in Tables C-6 and C-7. It should be noted that six of category (a)
and one of ategory (h) interviews were accomplished by phone.

Before any int,rviews. were conducted the project dire( for conferred with the
prsonnel adviser to discuss the -pe of information that could be asked

varlc.ts employers_ and possible procedures for collecting such data. An interview was
;.h.:. t:orducted with the Wahington, D.C. metropolitan office of NAB in which the

Table C 6

Interviews With Employers of ERC 111ders

of conpeny or oroan71ktio,

54 ate Fiih aid Game Department
.N.Ilanufacture of Light Fixtures
Life InsurJAce Company
Street Department
'olierenaku Union
Newspaper

3eneficetit Society
Cty Tranctt
Post Office
Gas and Electric Company
Post Office
Police Dep:iismxtt
Sheriff's Denartment
F xtei mm A
Med.c31 Center

nc.p3rtrnf nl t Annr Plograrn

Tyne of .1 "ERC Holders Position With
Interwpwa Company or Org

P Warden
P Assembly work

Salesman

Laborer
P Craftsman
P Advertising solicitor

Driver
P Bus driver
P Custodian, elevator operat3r
P Mechanic
P Truck driver

Patrolrnan

Jade-

Laborer
Janitor
Carman

T Clerk

.e. ",.. vi, ,11,)Ill 1,0 ,,,11.1A,



Table C7

Interviews With
Employers Not Employing

ERC Holders

Kind of Company Type of
or Organization I Interviewa

Slog Operation
Automobile Manufacture
Retail Merchant
Soft Drink Bottler
Bank and Trust Company
Protective Agency
Newspaper
Oil Company
Electric Parts Manufacture
Marine Engine Company
Oil Refinery
Aircraft Engine Company
Glass Company
Electric Engine Company
Port Authority

aP, personal interview. T. telephone
interview

*ne - tina titan area director wis a personnel mi,r.a6,r. On the basis of these interviews, a
_tuid v. is di which sought to assess tile actual and potential employmert benefits of

guide is constructed around four major questions:
(a) What is the company policy respecting the effect of the discharge on

emp!oyment?
(b) Whet are the employer's reactions to the ERC and how might these affect

',;yment?
c) What, effect has the ERC had on the employment of a specific individual

hiri.,! by the company being visited? (This part was deleted if no specific case was
knovi.

(d) What could be done to make the ERC program more effective with
?inpovers9 (The guide is reproduced in Appendix K.)

POP!. OYERS OF ERC HOLDERS

firwmal interviews with employers wh had actually hired an ERC holder were
d on information gleaned from the Holder Survey. Question 20 of the Holder Survey

. ':f you used your in the interview to get your present job, may we speak to
,niployer to see if the MN' was important to him in hiring you?" If the answer was

';1111iltIVos thi rnspondont was to give the 'large and address of his employer. Thirty-four
,di i:,,s were wyen "I he exact number of 'It Adress', frnin these 34 could not he
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irately assessed because it was obvious from internal contradictions in some of the
questionnaires that certain men had not used their certificates even though they gave
permission to visit their employers.

The HumRRO staff selected w! at were considered to be the most likely employers
with whom the ERC holder had actually used his certificate. From this revised list,
several areas produced prospects for a greater number of interviews. A comparison with
the list of possible interviews at SES offices showed that the interviewing would be
most advantageous with respect to maximum efficiency for the time and mone, in these
situ Philadelphia, New York, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, and Los

Employers of ERC holders in these cities were sent letters which briefly informed
them about the ERC study and told them that within a few days they would be asked to
set an appointment for an interview. It was also explained that the desired interview
concerned one of their employees, would require about 30 minutes, and was being done
for the DOL. (The letter sent is reproduced in Appendix D),

Several days before the desired intervie date, a HumRR :+aff member called the
head of personnel at the company concerned and set up the ar.,,ointment. The interview
was then accomplished, using the interview guide as the circumstances pci-mitted. Results

these interviews were summarized soon after. Eleven personal interviews were
conducted in this fashion (Table C-6 lists the interviews.)

To holster the number of interviews with actual ERC employers, telephone inter-
views were sought with empl( yers not in the metropolitan areas visited. The list of 34
employers mentioned earlier was revised and sent to Chilton Research Services. The staff
of that organiz: .on was asked to telephone all ERC holders who had given the names on
thiq 114 to see whether they had actually used their ERC for their present job and to get
h exact name and address of the personnel officer in charge. When ITaliaRRO received

confirmation that the ERC had been used at the company concerned, a letter went out
to the personnel officer explaining that a telephore interview would follow. (The letter
sent is reproduced in Appt ,dix D.) Later a HumRRO representative called the individual
oncerned and conducted a modified employer interview. This extra procedure added six

:4oilne )11views to the 11 personal interviews.

'',;AB INTERVIEWS

l'ht, interviews with the metropolitan directors of the National Alliance of Business-
w,,re arranged and cleared through the national office of that organization. The

wqed were Washington. D C., New York, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San
and Los Angeles. Each office visit was preceded by an explanatory letter from

ba,iona! office stating that HumRP() personnel would seek their opinicns and
,,,,p.riencos respecting employment of veterans in general and ERC holders in particular.
A telephone call was used to set up the appointment. Each interview lasted an average of
;,r, aid a half hours,. with at least one representative from HumRRO and the metro-

area director and/or veterans jobs director in the NAB office

EMPLOYERS OTHER THAN THOSE HIRING ERC HOLDERS

The interviews with employers who had not actually hired an ERC holder were
.,)1.inged t1 the help of the personnel from the offices of the NAB. That is, after the
,,,trviws with the NAB representatives had concluded, these people were asked to assist
II imIti<0 iwrsonnel by providing the names and addresses of a crosssample of some
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employers in the area, The names and addresses were usually drawn from an office
master list of those employers who had a commitment with .JAB to hire a certain quota
of veterans during the course of the year, The obvious limitation of this procedure was
that a certain bias was built into the selection of employers in that only those who had
been favorable to hiring veterans in the past were included in the sample. However, a few
employers were interviewed who were quite negative to the JOBS program and the
employment of veterans.

HumRRO personnel then called a number of these employers for possible interviews.
During those telephone conversations some comments were made that were later included
with the notes from the personal interview that followed. One personnel director refused
to give an interview but consented to be questioned over the phone; in this single case
the interview was conducted entirely by phone. Eighteen interviews were accomplished
with these employers that had not actually hired an ERC holder. Reference is again made
to Table C-7 that shows the employers involved.

With six telephone interviews to ERC employers supplerm ring the personal inter-
views in different large metropolitan areas, a total of 17 interviews were accomplished
with employers who had actually hired an ERC holder. Eighteen more (17 in person)
were conducted with employers who had not actually hired ERC holders. i.nally, seven
intervieti s were held with representative of the NAB, making a total of 42 interviews
with en- players.

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT AND OPPOSITION

Individuals from six national organizations that are sources of adv..' or potential
support or opposition to the ERC program were interveiwed to learn the basis of their
affirmative or negative stands regarding the ERC. The interviewed organizations were
selected in consultation with the DOL and the interviews were confined to the
Washington, D.C. area. A balance of supporters and opposers was obtained.

The three supporting organizations were chosen from among the six organizations
d, signated as "helping organizations" for the ERC program, These had volunteered at the
beginning of the ERC program to help arnlicants with their applications and act as
counsel for those who were denied. The organizations visited were the American Red
Cross; the Disabled American Veterans, and the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

The opposing organizations were selected for at least two of the following reasons:
(a) They had extensi .. contact with veterans; (b) they had been asked to participate in
the program and had accepted or declined, (c) they had particular insight into the
employment of veterans, especially those with "bad discharges." The organizations visited
were two :.eparate divisions of the Veterans Administration, the American Veterans
Committee, and the National Alliance of Businessmen.

Officials spoken to in the supporting parties were in charge either of the ERC effort
or of the benefits section of their respective organizations. Officials spoken to in the
opposing organizations were the heads of their pa' ticular offices or of the veterans
section most closely associated with the employme,.t of veterans.

No specific interview guide was developed for the interviews, but notes of possible
relevant questions were used to prompt the interviewers in covering what was considered
la iw the entire scope of the organization's experience with veterans in general and the
ERC program in particular. Individuals talked to were encouraged to elaborate on their
ommizations' stand regarding the ERC and Path interview lasted around two hours. The
note s from each interview were compiled and summarized as soon as possible after the
iiiii.rview session.
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STUDY OF ERC PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

Information concerning the administration of the ERC program was collected from
Department of Labor employees as well as from ERC files. Five DOL employees in
W shington who have present or past responsibility for the ERC program were questioned
about the history of the program, the processing of ERC applications and inquiries, and
other matters relevant to the administration of the ERC program. Some of those
questioned had the respoii. ability of processing the applications and requests and others
had the job of reviewing the case summaries and recommendations of action on the
application. Before conducting each interview, a list of questions was drawn up.

From the ERC.', files, we obtained the following information concerning the admin-
istration of the program:

(1) Department of Labor staff time required to process an . wlication.
(2) Reasons for disapproval of applications.
(3) Number of months to issue a certificate after receipt of application.
(4) Organizations requesting information on the ERC program.
(5) Number of applications received, certificates issued, and so on for each

year of the program.
(6) Number and kind of representatives designated for applicants at, their

request.



Appendix D

HumRRO LETTERS USED IN ARRANGING INTERVIEWS

1. Letter to arrange ERC holder interview

2. Letter to arrange ERC Inquirer interview

3. Letter to arrange personal interview with employer of ERC holder

4. Letter to arrange telephone interview with employer of ERC holder



HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

HumRRO
DIVISION NO. 7 (SOCIAL SCIENCE)

300 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 22314

I' ..,EPNONEt
^PEA COOE 7e9

549 3611

The Departmeo- of Labor has asked our research firm
[ acs a study of z -! Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate.
As you recall, thi. certificate is given to certain ex-
servicemen whose conduct is found to be exemplary. Because
you are a holder of the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate,
we are very interested in getting your comments about the
program. Wo will pay you $25.00 for your time and travel
if you would be willing to come in and talk to us for abcvt
an hour and a half.

We are conducting interviews now. If you are interested
n ,-. sting o., an interview with us, please contact Mr. Robert
.c..1:- I1 at ;-.9-3611, extension 225 as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Thurlow R. Wilson, PhD
Project Directcr

.7ern



Ilum1111111
HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

300 NORTH WASHINGTON STRUT
ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 223141

EEEEE NCR's
AREA CODE 708

SES.SGII

The Department of Labor has asked our remul-h firm
to do a study of the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate

(ERC). Their records show that you requested an appli-
cation for an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate some
time ago. As you recall, this certificate is given to
certain exservicemen whose conduct is found to be
exemplary. An ERC application requires references from
employers, friends, and police. Because vou at one time
considered'applying for an Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate, we would like to get your comments on tl..'

program. We will pay you $25.00 for your time and travel
if you would be willing to come in and talk to us for about

an hour and a half.

We will be conducting interviews in Philadelphia at
the Penn Center Holiday Inn on Thursday evening May :1,

Friday May 19, and Saturday May 20. The Penn Center Holiday

Inn is located at 18th and Market near Independence Mall

and the Civic Center. To set up an interview with us
please call Mr. John Richards at the Penn Center Holiday
Inn (telephone 561-7500) after 4 PM on Thursday May 18th.

cem
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Sincerely,

Lf.)...(L__.
Thurlow R. Wilson, PhD

Prc.:.:t Director



HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

HumRRO
DIVISION NO. 7 (SOCIAL SCIENCE)

300 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22314

Y4AAPHOMM
4.ACACOOE70M

543- 3 611

We are carrying out a study of the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate program for the U.S. Department of Labor. The Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certificate is issued by the Department of Labor to
ex-servicemen with general or less than honorable discharge who can
document good conduct for at least a three-year period after leaving
the service.

As part of the study, we are asking a few questions to employers
of ERC holders. It is important for us to learn what part, if any,
the ERC had in the hiring of the rian with the certificate. We also
want to find out what these employers think of the ERC program and
what questions they have about it.

One of your employees is an ERC holder. He has given us
written permission to contact you to ask about the ERC.

We are planning to be in your area within the next two weeks,
and would like to speak with you then. The interview will take
less than 30 minutes, and your name and the name of your company will
not be mentioned in any report.

I will telephone you in a few days to arrange an appointment
to talk with you about the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate.

Sincerely,

Thurlow R. Wilson
Senior Scientist
Director, Project ERC
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HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

HunIRRO
DIVISION NO. 7 (SOCIAL SCIENCE)

300 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
ALEXANDRIA VIRGINIA 22314

TIELEPoiONE:
AREA CODE 703

543-3411

We are conducting a study of the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate program for the U.S. Department of Labor. The Exemplary

Randbilitation Certificate or ERC is issued by the Department of
Labor to ex-servicemen with general or other than honorable dis-
crarge who can document good conduct for at least a three-year

period after leaving the service.

As par: co the study, we are asking a few questions to employers

of ERC holders. It is important for us to learn what part, if any,

ERC had in the hiring of the man with the certificate. We also

wIra to find out what these employers think of the ERC prograff and

:uestions they have about C.

@te of ),:ou: c'aployees is aa ERC holder. He has given us written

pormission :o you to ask about the ERC.

I will latophone you in a few days to talk with you about the

Ex mpiny Reu.iht;.itation C.ertificate. We will compile your comments

t,zeth.r thos of ether employers. Your name and the name of

toni rat be mentioned in any report.

Sincerely,

Thurlow R. Wilson
Senior Scientist
Direttor, Project ERC
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Appendix E

MATERIAL USED IN DEPTH INTERVIEWS WITH

ERC HOLDERS AND INOUIRERS

1. Specie: questionnaire completed by inquirer prior to interview

2. Inquirer interview guide

3. Holder interview guide



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER

WASHINGTON, DO 20210

Dear Ex-Serviceman:

The Department of Labor is studying the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate (ERC) program to see how it may be made more useful
to you and other ex-servicemen. Our records show that you requested
an application for such an ERC some time ago.

As you recall, an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate is given to
certain ex-servicemen who show outstanding conduct for 3 years after
leaving the service. The ERC application requires references from
employers, friends and police.

We are very concerned why some people who ask for applications for an
ERC never apply forthe certificate. We would like you to let us
know, therefore, why you did not corplete your application and send
it to the Department of Labor.

Thank you for your help.

Sin re

MALCOLAI R. LOVELL, JR. /

Assistant Secretary for Manpower
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1. I didn't file the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate (ERC) application
because: (Check each reason that applies to you -- like this / / )

a./---/ I could have finished the ERC application if I had someone to
help me fill out the forms and obtain references.

I did not want to ask employers for required references.
c./ / I did not want to ask for character references from people who

know me.

d-7i I couldn't locate 5 people to give character references.
e./ I did not want to go to the police for a reference.
f./ / I had been out of the Service less than the required 3 years.
g./ / I felt I would have little chance of getting an ERC.
h./ / I can get the job I want without an ERC.
i./ / I found out that the ERC wouldn't change my discharge.
J./ / Other reasons. (Please write in):

2. How did you first learn about the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate
(ERC)? (Mark only one answer)

ad---/ F riend or relative

b./ / State Employment Office
c./ / A lawyer
d./ / Military officer or NCO
e./ / Red Cross
f./ / Veterans organization (AmVET, DAV, VW, others)
g./ / U.S. Veterans Administration
h./ / Congressman or Senator
i./ / Newspaper or magazine
J./ / Other:

(write in)

3. Which parts of the ERC application did you complete? (Check all that
apply.

ad/ I did not fill out any part of the ERC application.
b./ / I filled out the application form.
c./ / I got a statement from my employer.
d./ / I got statements from people who know me.
e./ / I got a statement from the police.

4. Who helped you to fill out the forms and to get the statements needed
for the ERC? (Mark all answers that apply to you.)

a./.../ Nobody helped me

b./ / A friend or relative
c./ / My employer
d./ / A lawyer
e./ / State Employment Office Counselor

/ Red Cross worker
g./ / Veterans Organization representative (AmVET, DAV, VFW, and others)
h./ / U.S. Veterans Administration counselor

Other:

(write in)



5. Why were you interested in the ERC?

a./--/ To help me get the job I wanted.

b./ / As proof of my good conduct that could be shown to the military
discharge review board.

c./--7 So I could get special help from the State Employment Office.
d./ / So I could get a job with the government.
e./--/ Just for my own personal satisfaction.
f./ / For reasons not listed above.

(write in)

6. When you first heard of the ERC, what did you think it could do for you?
(Check any that apply.)

a./ / Change my military discharge.
b./ / Give me veterans benefits, such as G.I. Bill.
c./ / Give me veterans preference at the State Employment Office.
d./--/ Qualify me for special job help at the State Employment Office.

7. What, if anything, do you think should be done to improve ways of
letting people know about the Exemplary Rehabilitat'_ou Certificate
program? (Mark more than one answer if you want.)

a./ / Improve ways of making ex- servicemen aware of the ERC program.

b./ / Improve kinds of information given to ex-servicemen who might
be interested in an ERC.

c./ / Change the name of the certificate.
Write comments on items you checked above:

8. What changes, if any, do you think should be made in the requirements

for the ERC.

a./__./ Change the

b./__./ Change the
c./__./ Change the

the pol

Change the
Write comments on

required 3 year waiting period.
required reference from your last employer.
requirement of fingerp:Inting and a reference from

ice.

requirement of 5 character references.
items you checked above:
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9. What changes, if any, should be made to help exservicemen who are

applying for an ERC? (Mark more than one answer if you wants.)

a./ / Change the instructions for completing the application for
the ERC.

b.f.-7 Have local State Employment Offices provide any help needed
for completing the ERC application forms.

c./ / Issue Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificates from State
Employment Offices (instead of from Washington, D.C.)

d./ Improve help given to people writing to Washington about

the ERC program.
Write comments on items you checked above:

10. Please tell us here what you would like the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate to do for you:

11. What kind of work do you do now? Look at the example below before

you answer. (If now unemployed, describe your last job.)

EXAMPLE

Your job title: / /Jr%

Write what you do: ,i ''.1 .....2 ,:"
( /IL ,.. A p

J 4 i

1 ..., . ' A r

/--

Your job title:

Write what you do:

12. What is your age?

What is your race? a./ / W;)tte

b./ / Black

c./ / SpanishAmerican

d./ / Oricntal
e.I / other



13. How much school have you completed?

a./---/ Less than 8th grade
b./ / Less than 12th grade
c./ / High school graduate
d./ / Went to college but did not finish 4 years
e./ / Graduates from 4 year college

14. What year did you leave military service?

(write year)
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NAME:

INTERVIEWER:

DATE:

TIME BEGAN: TIME END:

1. How did y,:it first learn about the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate (CRC)?

Answer:

How did

What did

happen to mention it?

tell your

2. Who helped you to fill out forms and get the statements
needc,d for t;ge

Answer:

What did
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3. Why did you happen to apply for an ERC?

Answer:

5. When you FIRST HEARD of the ERC, what did you think it could do
for you?

Answer:

When you applied did you think the ERC could or
not

Do you now think the ERC could or not
9

6. AFTER getting your ERC, did you ever go to a State EMpioyment
Office (public employment office) for help in finding a job?

Answer: (If NO skip to question #10 after making
sure by rapidly going through 7 and/or 8)

7. I see you DID CO to a State Employment Office for help. Did you
use your ERC?

Answer: (If YES, go to 8. If NO: Why didn't you
use your ERC?)
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8. You said you WENT TO a State Employment Office and SHOWED your ERC.
What happened?

Answer: (If subject GOT HELP go to question #9. If

subject DIDN'T GET HELP: What do you mean
you didn't get help? What happened?)

9. If you showed your ERC at a State Employment Office AND GOT HELP,
check all the kinds of help you got at this employment office.

Answer:

Could you explain to me about this

10. If you have used your ERC at a State Employment Office within the
last year and a half (since January 1971), please write the address
of the office you went to in the space below. (If you cannot remem-
ber the street address, just give the city and state.)

Street Address:

City: State:

(Narrow down to specific office)

11. When applying directly to a person or company for a job, how often
have you shown your Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate?

Answer: (If NEVER, go to question #12. If ALWAYS or
ONLY WHEN ASKED: Why have you

?)

By the way, what kind of discharge do you now have?
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22. If you have NOT used your ERC whey applying for a job, why not?

Answer: (If previous question was answered
ALWAYS or ONLY WHEN ASKED go to
question #13)

13. When you NAVE used your ERC when applying for a job, do you think
it helped you?

Answer: (If answer to question is NEVER, go to
question #14)

What did the employer say about the ERC?

What kind of job were you applying for?

Nave you ever shrwn it to another employer?

If YES, what happened?

14. Mark below ALL the ways that having an ERC has actually helped vu.

Answer:

Now has the ERC helped you?
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15. What, if anything, do you think should be done to improve ways of
letting people know about the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate
Program? (Mark more than one answer if you want.)

Answer:

How should be improved/changed?

Why should be improved /changed?

How about this brochure? Have you seen it?

Could you look at it and tell me what you think of it?

16. What changes, if any, do you think should be made in the re-
quirements for the ERC?

Answer:

How should be changed?

Why should be changed.
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17. What chcnnes, :f any, should ho made to heir, ex-ser-icemen who ars
apply i> for an ERC? (Mark more than one answer if you want)

Answer:

How should he done?

Why should be done?

13. Please tell us here what you wo::ld like the Exemplar!, 5ehabiii-
tation ^ertificate to do for :pu.

Answer: (probe deeply)

INTERVIEWER COMMENTS:

* Be sure you have name and time filled out, and that subject's other
questions are complete.
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Appendix F

MATERIAL USED IN PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH

RECENTLY DISCHARGED SERVICEMEN

1. Interview plan and recording sheets

2. Instructions to interviewers

3. Cards to be displayed to respondent during interview

4. Questions about Department of Labor Pamphlet on
Exemplary Rehabilitation Program



Chilton Research Services
Pennsylv.nlia

SURVEY OF EX-SERVICEMEN

Study #8185
July, 1972

Good , I'm of Chilton Research Services located in
Philadelphia. We are talking with a cross-section of ex- servicement getting their opinions
about the Exemplary Rehabilitation Program which is sponsored by tne U. S. Department of
Labor. The Department of Labor wants to find out what ex-servicemen -- like yourself --
think of the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate. CONTINUE WITHOUT PAUSE.

Time Began
Time Ended

A.M.

A.M.
P.M.

P.M.

1. Have you ever heard of the Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate?

CONTINUE Yes

SKIP TO Q. 3 No

2a. (IF "YES" TO Q. 1 ASK) What 'lave you heard about the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate?

2b. (IF "YES" TO Q. 1 ASK) Where did you hear about the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate?

3. (ASK EVERYONE) This is what an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate, or ERC, looks like.
HAND CARD ill TO RESPONDENT. PAUSE . . . As you see, the certificate is issued by the
Department of Labor. PAUSE . . . The certificate says that the man has a record of at
least three years of good conduct since leaving military service. PAUSE . . . Men who
have a general cr less than honorable discharge can apply for the ERC.

IF RESPONDENT ANSWERED "YES" TO Q. 1 AND ANSWERED Q. 2, GO TO Q. 4.

3a. (iF "NO" TO Q. 1 ASK) Now, do you ever CONTINUE Yes

remember hearing about an ERC? SKIP TO Q. 4 No
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3b. (IF "YES" TO Q. 3a ASK) Where did you hear about the ERC?

. ASK EVERYONE. Now, I shall give you information about the ERC. This is information

from the Department of Labor. The first paragraph tells why the ERC is needed. HAND

CARD 02 TO RESPONDENT. Please read this over and then comment. PAUSE

4a. Do you have any questions about what this says?

4b. Do you have any comments?

5. HAND RESPONDENT CARD #3. This information from the Department of Labor tells the

benefits of having an ERC. PAUSE

5a. Do you have any questions about what this says?
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WHEN RESPONDENT FIRST ASKS A QUESTION, SAY: I can't answer your questions. I'm an
interviewer. I'll write your questions down because it is important for the Department
of Labor to find out the kinds of questions people have about the ERC program. When you
have finished reading all the information from the Department of Labor you should have
answers to most or all of your questions. If there are still things you want to find
out, I'll tell you where to go to get answers.

5b. What do you think about the help in finding a job that men with an ERC are supposed
to get from State Employment offices?

5c. Do you think that showing an ERC to an employer should help a man to get a job --
or should not help a man to get a job?

DO

NOT

READ

ERC should help to get a job

ERC should not help

It depends

Don't Know

5d. Why do you say that?

6. This tells what you have to do to get an ERC. HAND RESPONDENT CARD #4. PAUSE.

6a. Do you have any questions about what this says?
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6b. Do you think that people applying for an ERC should haves to get a statement from

the police?

Yes

No

(IF "NO" ASK) Why do you say that?

6c. Do you think that people applying for an ERC should have to get statements from

employers?

Yes

No

(IF "NO" ASK) Why do you say that?

6d. Do you think that people applying for an ERC should have to get statements from

five people who know them?

(IF "NO" ASK) Why do you say that?

Yes

No
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7. This tells where people can go for help in getting an ERC. HAND RESPONDENT CARD #5.
PAUSE.

7a. Any questions about what this says?

7b. Do you have any comments about the help available to people applying for an ERC?

8. This last paragraph tells how the ERC affects military discharge and veterans' benefits.
HAND RESPONDENT CARD #6. PAUSE.

8a. Any questions about what this says?

8b. It says that the ERC won't change your military discharge. What is your come .nt
about that?

of,

8c. It also says that the ERC won't change any veterans' benefits. What is your
comment about that?
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9. Now, I'd like you to mark answers to those questions about the ERC. HAND RESPONDENT

ERC QUESTIONS. You can look at this Department of Labor pamphlet, if you wish. GIVE

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ERC INFORMATION SHEET TO RESPONDENT. You see that this pamphlet

contains all the information you just finished reading. PAUSE. The Department of

Labor wants to know whether this pamphlet is clear enough co allow people to answer

these questions. After you finish marking your answers, I'll give you a copy with the

right answers checked. While you are marking answers, I'll go over what I've been

writing.

(WHEN RESPONDENT FINISHED MARKING ANSWERS, SAY) O.K., now let's find out whether there

was anything the pamphlet did not make clear to you. HAND RESPONDENT COPY WITH CORRECT

ANSWERS MARKED. You can compare the answers with your answers. Please don't change any

of your answers. WAIT UNTIL RESPONDENT STUDIES THE ANSWERS AND WRITE DOWN ANY COMMENT

ABOUT THE QUESTIONS. WHEN RESPONDENT FINISHES, COLLECT HIS ANSWERS TO ERC QUESTIONS.

9a. Now, you know about the ERC. You know that you have to be out of the service for

three years before you can apply and that when you apply you get statements from
employers, from the police and from people who know you. From what you know now,

how likely are you to apply for an ERC? Would you say . . .

DO

NOT

READ k

Definitely will apply

Probably will apply

Probably woetit apply

Definitely won't apply

Don't know, depends, etc.

10. Why did you say that you (iNSWER FROM Q. 9a) apply? PROBE: Tell me more.

I i,rtd a 1 et: , t i i.,IIy your answers.

How old air you
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12. How much school have you completed?

DO

NOT

READ

ALTERNATIVES

Less than 8th grade

Less than 12th grade

High school graduate

Vent- to college but did not finish 4 years

Graduated from a 4 year college

NOTE: THESE CATEGORIES DO NOT INCLUDE V.T.ATIONAL TRAINING. IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS
"VOCATIONAL TRAIN:NG", "TRADE SCHOOL", ETC., ASK: That grade did you finish sc':ool?

13 Are JOU now going to school or taking some kind of training?

or 'YES") What. Kind of training of schooling?

14. Azo 'r'rk1n. ?

1. L a w;,at in-uscry do you uork?

.'at is v, zr j(,) title?

!... Ex4(tly what do vsq dO on your job?

10(

kes

No

Yes

lo Q. 15 iNo
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15. Have all of your questions about the ERC been answered?

CONTINUE Yes

WRITE QUESTIONS BELOW No I

If you have questions about the ERC you can write the Lepartment of Labor at this address.

SHOW DOL ADDRESS OF ERC INFORMATION SHEET. If your questions concern discharge or veterans'

benefits, you can get help through the local offices of taese organizations. POINT TO LIST

OF HELPING ORGANIZATIONS ON ERC INFORMATION SHEET.

That's all. Thank you very much for your help I'll leave this Department of Labor

pamphlet with you.

SHORTLY AFTER COMTLETION OF THE INTERVIEW, THE INTERVIEWER ANSWERS THESE QUESTIONS.

16. What is the race of the respondent? White

Black

Spanish-American

Other (SPECIFY)

17. Were there any problems in conducting this interview?

[EXPLAIN PROBLEMS BELOW Yes i

No
1
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:.Chilton Rev-itch Services Projcet: CRS 1;8185-72

Penn.ylvauia July, 1972

SiliZVEY A.t.iNe; ri*.ervrix io-s(1inRe.r.r) s;:nvicEmEN
Inn,trnetion to Intervic;

A. OBJFCTIVES

This study is being conducted to obtain reactions of recently discharged service-
men to the U. S. Department of Labor's Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate Pro-
gram.

An Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate, or ERC, is issued by the 9epartment of
Labor to exservieemen with a general or less than honorable discharge who apply
and qualify for the certificate.

Please read and study one of the enclosed pamphlets. The pamphlet explains the
benefits and application procedures for the ERC.

B. RESPONDENTS

The respondents will be teen discharged from the Army in 1971 with a general or
less than honorable discharge. The types of discharge includes general, undo-
1:irable, bad conduct, and dishonorable. The bad conduct and dishonorable dischar:;es

are issued as a result of a military trial or court martial. The other kind ray
be given for a variety of "admi-istrative reasons" of unsuitability for military
service. Eeeause of the variety of reasons for which individuals get an other than
full honorable discharge, you should not assume that your respondents will :-.11
a hostile attitude toward the military. Th. names and addresses of the emscrviceen
which appear on the accompanying 3 x 5 cards were obtained from service records.
This means that the addresses are those listed by the servicemen as the address of
record rr.sr t: -- up LO IS r.criths ago. Thus, thc addresses may or
may not be current as of the date of the study.

You will note there are two names and sometimes two addresses on each card. The

first reptesents the address of record as described above. The second is the next

of kin and usually is a wife or parent.

Your particular list will contain the names and addresses of approximately 20
exservicemen. '..;(2 are hnnLful that you w::1 be able to obtain completed inter-
views with five (3) of t.le 20 names supplied.

We want you to meet one additional qualification. You will note there
is a number from 1 to 4 in the upper right hand corner of each card. This

designates the type of discharge. We would like for you to obtain at !cart
one completed interview from each of the four number cateeories.

C. PROCEDURE FOR LOCATING RESPO:IDENTS

The study has been pretested in two different geogrAphic areas. Based on these

prette.ts, we have developed the following procedure for you to follow in order to
locate the respondents:
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1. ATTE::PT TO lili'nONE CONTACT WITH RESPWDEM TO .":.:cE
TIME AND PLACE FOR, ll:TERVIEW

a. Consult the apptopriate telephone di:et:tot; and/or Appropriate
Directory Assistance Operator to obtain a telephone number for
the respondent (and the next of kin.)

IF NO TELEPHONE NUMBER AVAILABLE FOR EITHER EXSERVICEMAN OR
NEXT OF KIN, FuLLOW PROCEDURE DESCRIBED IN t2 BELW

b. IF YOU LOCATE TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR EXSERVICEMAN, contact the
respondent by telephone and arrange for time and place for
interview. (Consult Section E of this guide for huggestions
of how to describe the purpose of the study.)

c. IF YOU LOCATE TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR NEXT OF KIN BUT ?OT FOR EX-
SERVICEMAN, contact wife or parent and find out how the re-
spondent may be contacted. (Consult Section E of this guide
'for suggestions on how to describe the reason for wanting to
contact the respondent.;

2. IF NOT POSSIELE TO !!AKE CONTACT WITH RESPONT BY TELEMONE, USE
THE FOLLO=G PROCEDURE FOR MAKING FIELD CO=CT.

a. Travel to listed address of exserviccman.

b. If respondent lives at listed at/cress an is at nom., conuuct
interview.

c. If respondent lives at listed address but le, not at home, how-
ever some other member of his family as at home, determine the
best tire to return to condect tne interview. Return at that
time and conduct Interview.

d. If respondent lives at listed address but nobody is at home,
check with neighbors to determine when is the best time co
contact the respondent. Return as necessary to establish
contact and conduct the interview.

e. If you cannot determine whether or not respondent lives at the
listed address, check ailh neighbors to determine i: respondent
lives at that address. If not, try to determine his current
address from neighbors. You may try checkinz with neigiabor,
(in case of single or multiple dwelling units), raintenance or
building m,nagers (in case of apartment buildinv), or nearby
retail stores.

f. If you are unsuccessful in locating respondent whilc visiting

the neighborhood of the listed address, trpvel to the nddr s.;
of the tw.t. ot kin and follotw tbe :ame prosedore .r. nece:.-nry

to locate the le.pondent or the next of kin.
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D. DISPO: III o*: !I :1(r rr..!

You should complete a call report for each intended respondent. Care-

fully write in the tint, date, and .lype of cont-ct together with the

results of your ffort%. This will provide our client with a record

of the effort made to locate each respondent.

E. SUGGESTIONS FOR DESCRISING PUR "OSE CF STUDY

It is mandatory that certain cautious be observed in explaining the
purpose of the study to the respondent and the reason for wanting to
contact the exserviceman when you talk with others. Here are certain

suggestions you may use as guidelines.

1. Explaining Purpose of Study to Respondent

a. Carefully follow the suggested introduction used in the

questionnaire.

b. We have found mentioning that the survey is being conducted

among a cross-section of exserviceman is usually sufficient
to generate interest in participating in the survey.

c. You may mention that the study is being sponsored by the

U. S. Department of Labor.

d. Althoush you may use the term, "Exemplary Rehabilitation
Cectif:cate" in your introduction, DO :;OT ATT=IT TO E::721.A7-

411.%r IT IS, If aFLla t:hat it tell the ra.s7n-r.n:nt

that you are trying to find out what he knows about the
Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate -- then proceed with

the interview.

c. DO NOT MENTION IN THE INTRODUCTION ANYTHING ABOUT THE TYPE
OF DISCHARGE. Th:t will come out in the course of the inter-

view.

2. Explaining the Purpose of Studv'to Parent or Other Relative

a. You may mention the fauc that you are conducting a study

among a cross-section of exservicemen.

NOTICE THAT THE TERM ENSERVICEMAN IS USED -- NOT VETERAN. THIS

IS QUITE INTENTIONAL. The term exserviceman refers to
all exservicemen regardle3s of type of discharge. Certain

types of discharges do not carry veteran's richts. If you

get into the habit of using "exserviceren," then the terminology

will be correct and will NOT'embarrass any respondent.

b. You may mention the fact that you are conducting a study in

behalf of the U. S. D.Ipartment o' Libor.
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c. DO NOT n'NTION TDAT THE STUDY INVOLVES TUE EXINIPMS RU-

HATiIL1TATION CERTIFICATE. DO NOT ll'ATION TUAT TUE STUD?

RELA11.., V.) PERSONS 1:1iN LESS 1.:2:4 AN KONOVAI1LE 1)11101R11r.

We have found that some exservicemen who receive less than

an honora1).1e discharge do NOT tell certain ,.tt:bers of the

family. it is imperative that you do not inudvertaatly

disclose the nature of the discharge to ANYONE other than

the respondent -- and this only in the course of the inter-

view.

3. Explaining the Purpose of Study to Neighbors, etc.

a. Normally, you should have NO reason to disclose to
neighbors, retailers, apartment managers, and others

the reason for wanting to contact the respondent.

b. If asked the reason for wanting to contact the respondent

you may indicate that it relates.to a study which you are

conducting among exservicemen. It should be unnecessary

to say any more.

F. CONFIDENTIALITY

It is imperative that complete confidentiality be maintained regarding

this study. Here are the most critical points relating to the contiu(ntiality

of the study.

1. Names of PE,seoneents

Do NOT discuss the names of the respondents with anyone other than your

supervisor and with the field supervisor at Chilton Research Services.

Do not discuss with others any of the comments made by any respondent --

with or without identification of names.

The sajct can be quite sensitive to certain respo dents. Do NOT

be the cause of breaking any "secrets" which tne respondent may dis-

close to you. This includes the nature of the scusly, the status of

his discharge, etc.

2. Subject of Study

As discussed above, do not disclose the true objectives of the study

(Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate Program), or the type of

respondents with anyone other than the respondent, your supervisor,

and the field supervisor at Chilton Research Services.

C. INTERVIEWING PROCEDURES

Use the prepared introduction which spears on the questionnaire. Follow

the cautions discussed above in Section E-1 of this Interviewer In-

structions.
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Q. 1 Self explanatory. If respondent "not sure," follow pro-

cedure for "yes" answer.

Q. 2a Give respondent time to think about his answer. Record
all of his cow :tents.

Q. 2b Be as specific as possible. List source(s) of knowledge

about ERC. If heard from "someone else," determine who
the person is. For example, from Red Cross, lawyer-friend, etc.

Q. 3 The wording of your description has been worked out carefully.
Follow the wording with care. Be sure to talk slowly so the
respondent will understand you and make the pauses as in-

dicated. Show card at appropriate point.

Q. 3b Same comment as for Q. 2b

Q. 4 Follow question wording

Q. 4a This is designed to ascertain irrespondent has any questions
of understanding. Write down verbatins. Write down comrents
even though they may not be'in direct response to the question

as stated.

Q. 4b This question is designed.to determine if the respondent has

anything else he may rant to say about the statement on the
card.

Q. 5 Self Explanatory

Q. 5a Write do:x. fully any cc:..m.2nts. ..cc's c7?leted quasticnnaire
will be evaluated very carefully with respect to the type of
comments and questions the respondent na:;es. Be sure to

write down comments in respondent's own words.

NOTE CAREFULLY THE INSTRUCTIONS. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO ANSWER
QUESTIONS. THIS STAT:=T SHOULD FO ST: ANY QUESTIONS

DIRECT ED 10 YOU.

Q. 5b Write comments fully.

Q. 5c. Self Explanatory.

Q. 5d Write all comments made. Use respondent's wording. Do NOT

paraphrase.

Q. 6a Follow same instructions as for preceding questions.

Q. 6b PRour "Is there anything else".



Q. 6c PROBE "It: there anything else".

Q. 6d PROBE "Is there anything else".

Q. 7 Follow instructions as for preceding questions.

Q. 8 Follow instructions as for preceding questions.

Q. 9 Follow explanation as prepared in questionnaire. Note that
the respondent may use the pamphlet if he wishes.

Q. 9a PLEASE HAKE NOTE ON QUESTIONNAIRE WHETHER RESPONDENT DOES OR
DOES NOT USE PAMPHLET WHILE FILLING IN QUESTIONNAIRE.

You may comment that the Department of Labor is interested in
evaluating the pamphlet -- not the respondent. Try to avoid

making this appear as a test.

Be sure to busy yourself with your interviews or other materials
while respondent completes the written form. Do NOT rush him

or make him feel ill at ease by watching him fill it in.

You may let the respondent compare his answers to the correct

answers as provided in your kit. Remember, let the respondent

know that the purpose of the written questionnaire is to evalu-
ate the pamphlet -- not the respondent.

Be sure to attach the self-administered questionnaire as part
of the personal interview -- and be sure res.-yondent's nere is

written on Cae written questionnaire.

Q. 9b Write down any comments that may accompany his direct answer

to the question.

Some respondents may claim they nave an honorable discharge,
Some less than honorable discharges are listed as "under

honorable conditions".

Therefore, do not question the respondent if he says he has an

"honorable" discharge.

Q. 10 PROBE: "Tell me more."

Q. 11 Self Explanatory.

Q. 12 Note comment regarding "Vocational School" DO NOT READ

ALTERMATIVES

Q. 13 Write down type of schooling. Indicate as on the job

training or whatever best describes the type of schooling

the respondent is taking.

Q. 14 Determine what kinds of activities the respondent performs.
A good description of his activities or duties will ps,rmit

us to make the kind of analysis necessary for this study.
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Q. 15 If respondent has any questions at al] about the EEC at
this point, be sure to write them down carefully as
stated by respondent. Use respondent's own words.

You have been given a supply of the U.S, Department of
Labor pamphlets. We have found it helpful for the inter
viewer to circle the address of the office to which to
write for further information about the ERC. This will
give you an opportunity to do something for the respondent.

Our experience indicates that the Red Cross is an especially
good source of information about the ERC, veterans benefits,
etc. If the respondent asks about a local source (1
information, you may suggest that he contact the nearest Red
Cross office.

Q. 16 Observation

Q. 17 Describe in detail any problems you encountered that will
help in evaluating the completed questionnaire -- or the
ERC Program.
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Over one and a half million men and women hold

general or other than honorable discharges from the
Armed Forces. Yet, many of them have long records of

good conduct in civilian life. If you are one of these,
here's your chance to offset the blemish of your military

discharge..

APPLY FOR AN EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION
CERTIFICATE that will document your good conduct as
a civilian over the past three years.

The certificate is tangible evidence to show

employers that you've made good ... that you are now
among those whose conduct as a civilian is "exemplary."
And another benefit ... the certificate will entitle you to
special jobcounseling and job-placement services at the
local office of your State employment service.

\-
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TO RECEIVE AN APPLICATION FOR A CERTIFI-
CATE fill in and mail the blank in this leaflet and the
necessary forms will be sent to you. One will be the
application which you fill out. Each of the other three
forms will indicate from whom you should get state-
ments on your good conduct. These people are:

The chief law enforcement officer of your city,
town, or county.
Your present or former employer.
At least five people who have known you for
three years or more.

After the forms are completed, mail them, along with
your completed application, to:

U.S. Department of Labor
Manpower Administration
Washington, D.C. 20210
Attention: METTX
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IF YOU NEED HELP in completing your application or
in getting the required statements, get in touch with one
of the following national organizations:

American Red Cross
American Veterans of World War II and Korea
Catholic War Veterans
Disabled American Veterans
Jewish War Veterans of the USA
Veterans of Foreign Wars

A COPY OF YOUR CERTIFICATE will be supplied by

the Secretary of Labor to the Secretary of Defense for

placement in your military record.

This certificate won't atter your military discharge

and it won't change any of your veteran's benefits under

other laws.

But it may spell the difference between a produc-

tive, rewarding job and a low-paying jobor, maybe, no

job at all. It is a prize document.

To apply for a certificate, fill out the attached
blank.
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Chilton Research Services Study #8185

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19139 July, 1972

QUESTIONS ABOUT DEPARTMENT OF LABOR PMIPIILET ON
EXEMPLARY REHABILITATION CERTIFICATE

CHECK THE CORRECT ANSWERS. SOME QUESTIONS HAVE MORE THAN ONE CORRECT ANSWER.

1. How many years do you have to be out of the service before you can apply for an ERC?

A. One year
B. Two years
C. Three years
D. It doesn't matter how long you have been out of the service

2. Where do you write to get application forms for the ERC?

A. Your nearest State Employment Office
B. The Department of Labor, Washington, D. C.
C. U. S. Veterans' Administration office
D. The Red Cross

3. Where in your community can you go for help in filling out the ERC forms?

A. The local State Employment Office
B. The local office of the Red Cross
C. The local office of a veterans' organization, such as AmVets, VFW
D. The local office of the Veterans' Administration

4. What kind of ex-servicemen can apply for the ERC?

A. Those with an honorable discharge
B. Those with a general discharge
C. Those with an undesirable or bad conduct discharge

D. Those with a dishonorable discharge

5. What kind of help are State Employment Offices supposed to give to men who have ERC's?

A. No help
B. Job counseling
C. Job placement help
D. Special financial help for job training or education
E. Veterans' preference or points for government jobs.

6, If you get an ERC, will that change your military discharge?

A. Yes, always
B. Yes, sometimes
C. No, never
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7. D:,es an f:RC change veterans bo,,cfit,'

A. Yes, after get an 77,C. v g all vet.r:- benefit
D. Yes, after v(rtal,

C. No, ti c KIX does chan:c %(-r benefit.,

8. How can the F.RC help you when applying fcr a oh'

A. It tells the employer that vou naf.ntained a record fc-
years after leaving tnc service.

B. The FFC tells thr 3ah-. you .14d sine-

together with enployon,' n"c-m.ndarions
C. If you anlv tr, a gover-,-vmt vr, hc 'posed to rye

you special consideraii:,, h,.csarc of t''e

lea-.ng the servi-

you required to gct statements from when you apgl) ,:r an ERC"

A. The police
B. Veterans Adnintstration
C. Five people who have known you
D. Your employe:
E. Your local .tat-e rmployment Office



Appendix G

INQUIRERS COMMENTS AND LETTERS



INQUIRERS COMMENTS

An FRC doesn't suit the purpose that a changed

discharge would, and makes.an employer leery in aAy

case.

* * *

Because my general character (general discharge)

I could not face people and embarrass them by asking.

P.S. I still have forms in my position.

* * *

Family broke p...I was guilty of one count of

drunk in public...which I felt would keep me from

getting a clean police record ...
It has been almost 3 years now since that charge

and I have had a clean record.
I am still interested in obtaining an ERC.

* * *

I'm having a hard time trying to get a letter

from the nicer of Police in my home town because he

said they don't give out letters to anyone. lie said

in the first place he doesn't know me.
I told hf.m the reason why he doesn't know me is

because I have no Police record and was never brought

before hi .% for anything.
But when Election Day came I voted for hir. I

kno...: him, but I voted for him.

1 told my Assemblyman what happened; so he gave me

a letter instetd. He said his letter is better than a

Chief of Police. lie made a few phone calls and found

out T have nc Police Records.

* * *

The Police Derartment charges money for filling it

(the Police records check form) out. A total of $10.00.

I am unemployed so it would be a hassle for me.

* * *

The bigrest reason I didn't file for the Certificate

is that 1 knev that, the Navy would never (taw(' nor fs-

%arge the fact that I've stayed strqicht ever

rineeI've b. en 1.0 .

* * *



It has been 22 years since my discharge. I have
one honorable discharge, that was during the war "41-46.
That proved I was not a bad character. The other time
in the Navy I served 2 years 5 months, I was overleave
2 days, then they gave me a BCD. Do you think that was
fair? Take a look at those junkies, going home with good
discharges. Them days if I was a junkie I would of got
20 years. P.S. Thank you for being interested. I love
my country ana pe)ple, we all have faults. God bless you.

* * *

I feel that after 3 years and 7 months of service I
didn't deserve to get a BCD that would hold my family and
myself back for the rest of my life and also I feel that
an ERC would do little to relieve the situation. Also,
it has no use !T1 applying for a Civil Service job.

* * *

No good paying job would hire me with FRC or no.
So I've worked at $1.65 an hour for the last 5 years
with ne better work coming. No one wanted to hire this
vet.

* * *

I don't think it will do me any good to try. I know
how much trouble it is to get a better discharge.

* * *

Had the Prof:ram been in effect at the time of my
discharge (1946) I would have applied for tht Certificate
as soon as time would permit. At that tire It may have
had some effect 0.1 py future - However, without it, I had
a better than average employment Success, therefore wouldn't
realize any of I,enefits of the ERC.

* * *

I Jaye written to various people to try to cut through
the endl^r5 red tape that I have found extant in every
phase of ov-r%::ent. I was court-mart ialled 11 years ago

trA3ing c'f' ar NCO which 13 strictly a military offense.
nPil an 1.2.2' :1K T need a hole in the head. I have been

,pr;oyed .in mile,- 1961 n a printer-prc:.froader. I

w uprya.1( ! yolrneyman status by the in'," Typorraphic-
.aft, r i 3 H. .1,111 ; r et rf 'mired ' vi fir 't, ,rort1 i (t-nhip.



I have no police record and do not intend to acquire
one. I pay over 33,000 yearly in taxes for the privilege
of corresponding with people who have given me more advice
than I'll use in four lifetimes.

I would like to prove where the US Gov't erred in giv-
ing me a BCD and I'll probably spend the rest of my life
trying. I :.awe no idea how your office got in on the act.

* * *

I found people just laugh at it and said it wouldn't
help me get the job. :'end re more forms and I'll try
again.

* * *

To much trouble for nothing. If you understand what
I went threw you would understand.

* * *

I feel the offense cf AWOL is no reason to be treated
as a criminal in civilian life and to receive a certificate
would only prove so.

* * *

Because of the injustice cane to me and my discharge.
I feel that an ERC is like saying I'm guilty of something
that I have not been charged of, and that is why I am
trying to fight this unjust charge. I'll go hungry one
hundred times over before I'll say I'm guilty to something
so unlawful, as the discharge I received.

* * *

I cannot get a job and keep this job long enough for
me to ask the employers to give me the required references,
because of my discharge from the Army and the "4F", which
I received from the Selective Service System, and the fact
that I didn't complete high school.

* * *

As I state on the enclosed letter, I am in the process
of obtaining the necessary information for filing for an
Exemplary Rehabilitation certificate.

It seems somewhat of a slow prou.Aure, however, I do
have most of the necessary forms filled, but there are a
couple I am waiting on. I am having no problemn, as far
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as I know, but it is a bit of a strain on me to bring

up this "nightmare" ard "dirty unjustified" discharge

that I did receive, and it gets me so darn shook up
have to cool off for a while before I can go through
with it.

* * *

When I went about getting my discharge changed, I
had to ask friends and my boss for references. I didn't

want to impose on them again unless it was abso.artely
necessary...

(has now changed his mind and is going to apply --
thinks it will help him get advancement in his company

maybe a new job).

* * *

Just a token program similar to others that do not
eradicate the causes of discrimination in Amerika!

* * *

I have been turned down by welfare because I am em-
ployable, I have been turned down by unemployment because
I am unemployable, I have been turned down by Social Se-
curity because I am 7.z:trainable and I have been turned
down by Rehabilitation because they were out of money which
has changed since. Now I am sick and tired of applying

taxesfor things and getting turned down after pay' taxes

for so many years for everybody else and then be made

to feel like ah ass hole when I as for it. But I guess

it's because I have not been layed up long enough - it
has only been 1 year and 2 months.

* * *

I an not a criminal. Nor do I or did I ever r.?T.tir.-:

any rehabilitation. The name "ERC" is an insult in it-

self.
I find the requirement that five people give evidence

of my "rehabilitation" somewhat laughable in itself.
If I may do any more to help you out of your pitiful

situation, please contact me.

* * *

Didn't want to ask people who thought I had received
Hon. dishargc for help in obtaining ERC. References

readily available as um active in civic affairs and fra-
ternu.1 orgs. but all assumed I had hon. discharge. Felt

this attitute was worth mon- than ERC.

Also feel that ERC would call attention to fact that
Disch was "under Hon. conditions" only, among potential



future employers. Only problems to date have been where
personnel officers are retired military officers. Reason
for requesting ERC info is that electronics eng. tech is
often not a permanent job due to fluctuation of contracts -
my skills and recommendations give me a head start on most
job openings (short hair helps, too).

* * *

The forms required for an ERC are very difficult to
fill out when you don't want the people giving r'ferences
and information to know why they're doing so. I know in
t case, and probably in many of rs I was ashamed of what
people might think after filling t the forms.

* * *

Even if people do not know about your discharge, you
have to tell them about it to fill out the forms. The
purpose should be to find out about your character and
other related items. How can you become a useful member
of the community when you have to let the leading members
and friends know about things that they nost likely would
never know about anywey. In the service I do not feel
I received a fair hearing and I am not going to let it
hold me back in any way in civilian life.

* * *

I like to have a good discharge. I don't have long
to live.

* * *
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INQUIRERS LETTERS
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I was pleased to receive your inquiry regarding the ERC. Per-
harls I may be of some help concerning these certificates. Or at least
it my case.

First I would like to give you some background naterial on myself
sinc my discharge from service on :ept. 1956.

AGE - 36

MARRIED - Three (3) Children

EDUCATION - .:ich School (GED) 85 Credit Boars College to Date
(Nite School) Jean's List Three (3) Times

EMPI,OYM:I:T: At Present Gen. Mgr. Branch Office Const. Firm
Duties: Estimator, P "oject Mgr. Etc.

CIVIC AREA:

PAST P!REL'IDENT: Band Club

1'0111:FP,: Zee

ACT: ti IN SCOUT WORK

PAST TPZ-. IDE:TT: (Trade t,:ganization)

PAST 'iii; ?PE: I DENT : (Tr de Organi z at I (1 )

Irdge

MMBP'. : seine

FuizMIL't 71EAFR (Active In Chureh)

110.1.: ?FE:: AP" .INTED TC GOV. STAFF TICF (2)

r.1 OWN ;'01E

A1,30 EAW 11)m CIVY' FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES

r. I (Area 1 :

1 do not w].;11 to sound like that I am Wowing my awn horn, but
f have the qbove for a puri,ose.

It to Olirteen (13) yoars to win a re tersal of my discharge.
l'nd it has, ta-e:. P lot of hard work to even get wncre I am today. I

has a goNi many setbacks, and expect to have more in the future,
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yet this is part of life and I accept it.

The point that I am trying to make is this: I am sure that

there are many more thousands of ex-servicemen just like me, who has

and is working just like me, and whatever we have built for ourselves

in our community, we would like to k,,cp. This applies very much so in

a small town.

I do not lie about myself, bat what I consider my private busi-

ness I would like to stay private, y(t if I had taken the present ERC

form around to the Police '_`apartment (and I know all the members) and

to the Mayor (who I kn,w) and the presidents of our three local banko

(who I know) and to all the .business leaders (whom I also know) I am

sure that you can realize the results.

In summary: What the Dept. of Labor needs is a form that will

not cause a man to lose -That pride or self - respect that he has worked

for, and/or earned.

I don't know if I have made myself clear or not. I hope I have,

and I appreciate the interest that your Dept. is showing,. But you must

remember, these men that I have been talking about, tInd I include myself,

work under a double 21ardship without adding to this burden, if it be-

came publir: knowledge.

Sincerely,



May 25, 1972

Dear Mr. Lovell:

I was sent a list of quest!.ons to answer, in regards to your

ERC program. Instead of answering your questions, I'm going to try

to explain a little of what I have been through in the past 20 years

(since discharge).

First I would like to say, T am very glad that someone in Washing-

ton has taken enough interest in men like myself, who has received

undesirable discharges, or other type than honorable. After twenty

years of extreme hardship someone is trying to do something to help.

I was in the Korean war in 1953 and received this discharge

Dec. 10, 1953, mainly for A.W.O.L. charges (not when in combat). I

went A.W.O.L before Korea, and after the it ended.

I have only been able to get low paying jobs, and always have

to receive some sort of help from Public Welfare.

I have taken civil service test, passed, was never called for

the jobs. (List ran out.) I was turn down outright for dozens of

jobs because of the discharge. The ERC is just not honored anywhere.

And for very plain reasons, Employers can get college grads, High

grads, Vets with honorable discharges. So why hire Branded men.

Employers can got the cream of the crop today. So why hire misfits,

meaning men who carry a Undesirable brand on their name. I have

went through Employment office rehabilitation programs. Nothing ever

came of this. Some jobs through employment offices only netted low

paying lobs. I have went through almost everything you can name in

the past twonty years, and I can tell you that nothinr about the ERC

helps a man. (since receiving ERC)

I have made 18 appeals to the army in the past 20 years only to

be turned down every time. T think I have wrote to almost every

senator and congressman from my district trying to get something 'done

to help men like myself, I even wrote to your office in the oast.

There is over a million and a half of these tipe discharges given

to men and women so far. And believe if a survey was taken you would

find that the biggest part of these men and women are receiving some

sort of plie welfare. 1 toles this t cev'taili Senatnrs. Also I ex-

plained that the :overnment has programs for ai'aost overything, but

not one to PeL4! il.t.ate men like myself.

am 41111o::1. 14,. years old now, I am mar.;ed, have six elqldren

4n my win, aneer pntient. Our life (up, livinr

L :cruse of thc: A:soilarg0.

And I asl, willing to talk to anyone who i interesteu in hclOrr
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men with bad discharges. I have many ideas of what can be done to

straighten out the lives of men who carry these discharges. And I

would be more than willing to come to Washington to your office and

express some of my ideas. If you would like to talk to me about this

subject, just tell me when to be at your office.

As I said before, I have been trying to get help for my family,

and also some sort of program started for the men who received these

discharges for twenty years. And I will talk to anyone who is inter-

ested enough to listen.

And please do not take me wrong about the ERC program. Whoever

thought of this was trying to help, and it is appreciated very much.

But it is not the solution to the problem. Mr. Lovell, I could

write a book on this subject and the problems that go with these

discharges. But I will close now. And if you would like to talk to

me, just tell me when.

Sincerely,

Pennsylvani,1



Dear Mr. Lovell:

Y.ay 1Q-:

I am glad you have give- the opportunity to speak out on this

issue as T lave wanted to fo, some tine.

While your list of reac:,nz maker selme, yet you have failed to

mention the most important. Pop)e will oblige to a request for
reference t^ pers:,ns known to them but to ask a notary public seal

affixed to it is clomethiLg else. Few people will go to this extreme.

They feel imposed upon to spend THEIR money in order to hOnOr another's

request and it is indeed askf:T too much. It seems as tho you are

asking them to reach beyond the limits of good judgement. And it is.

Your requirements in this area are too rigid and I suspect this is the
main reason api-lioations are withheld and you don't receive them back.

Also, rozards to tho Iolice Department. T was advised that

they did not relinquish character references to other than law en-

forcement agencies and the FII. This information I informed you of,

yet you presse3 further and 6sked me to try main to no avail. You

can't push peo;:- into Join. .4!lat is foreitla to their laws and author-

ity. They 11-4N, to abide by ti-m and to subje^' them to do ro is beyond

good rea,3,$nihc.

two --,:asc)ns are .),:r:d Win^ : am Pure this is wherein your

answer t- 1,,nored re;:pr,,IF- from your ask:ngs.

T an 1-.1J i c .:, to brie, t your attention.

You fndeyo azA tce much.

nc, r y

CFO, I ,rr



June 1, 1972

Dear Mr. Lott(11:

I have Oucidee to write this extra, along with the paper you
have sent we to simply check the boxes with an X. 1 do hope my

letter is not in vain and some one does read this. After I had

gotten Exemplary application and read what all I was supposed to

do, T was in amazement..at insight be a little different for a man

to be ahle to go Lo the Police Station but for a women to have to
lower herF.tt and be extremely embarrassed is certainly not upon
my liking. another point I would like to make, if some of the Labor
people cannot understand, is do they think that after one receives
this horriole sounding discharge that one would want to make it
public and ,aown to i11 their workers and family and friends??

As for myse1! I try not to even think about ii because it stars
to make n depressed and angry all over again. I am from a

rather :,malt town and if I were to go ahead and do all the things

ann requirem.nt: t';at were as'Ke6 for, the chances are some one along

the way wou10 kart to maLe this nown. It's funny, because I nov have

3 Attic feelin on.! understanding what a criminal must constantly po

:hrough. 1 certa'n1 do not compare myself o one as 1 haven't done
aything tragic or nurt anyone. I still Jo i elieve that when one goes

into the servic .3a made to live and come in contact with these many
toes of popl, Cat you cannot escape becoming friends and sometimes
innocently inwlved. For this. then yon are given that terrible tag

of undesira,l. ntt-I! I am far from being labeled that. If not known

what tor, i cculd most cor'linlv get you 50 letters of good standing
rt). f end R12ht now I am working for a man who is

a f) t.0 CIty ... I can just see the look of mictlder-
nuinp wh.A1 w2.1n;J, to these people with that paper yon want to till

out. I de thin!' 'c coujd cotnt ap wit!, some other kina of less

cmh3rr:ssir.,, 1-J tJese poop20 to obtain an ;RC. I do not' wish to

Al 7, '1".t and trN o ex.dlai 11 'Jhat I've Ltied to .eep

r(, tbk- hi,bInd ha- !wen in the %.,\) and st!)ollv

wittl n;t rat or po along wIthoht the IT an! kt.e.1
hope t.-ey v:11 cIlan4e procedure ',efore

1 ' d t . % 1 , pelt( of -;.,! not have t; t

n. he''

'( 4 (' 1



Dear Sir:

It's true that I asked for an application for an Exemplary

Rehabilitation Certificate and never applied for the certificate.

The reasons are that since I've been out of the service, 1 have never

been able to get a job by telling the employer that I was in the

service and have a Bad Conduct Discharge. Even when I try to impress

on him or her that I qualify for an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certifi-

cate. It still doesn't matter, the only thing that matters to them

is that I have a Bad Conduct Discharge and I must be some kind of

menace to society because they sure won't hi re me. Sure I can get c

job, but to tell the truth I have to lie about the service to get it.

The jobs I get r ;y enough for me to exist, not really live. The jobs

that I want that ;gays the money I need to make I can't get 1-eet.use of

the service. I 'can't lie to get those jobs because they cheek you out.

I went to the Veteran.. Administration and they told me that I'm not

a veteran. Now read that las L. part of my last sentence carefully,

the Veterans Administration doesn't even consider me a veteran. Why?

Because I have only 150 days in the service and not 181 day... Now

ycu people at the U. S. Department of Labor I guess you're trying to

help in some way, but the help you're riving is on a general and mass

basis. You want to give everyone who has an other than honorable dis-

charge an Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate. The help should be

more on an indiyidual basis as the situation arises. You'll give me

a certificate that states in short that I have been a good citizen in

civilian life since I've been out of the service. But listen, I have

been a good citizen all my life. From the time I was born until the

time I wen :rti: the service I nave never been in trouble with the

poll ^e or law enforetment ae:eney. From the tine of my dis-

char-,o now the same a:T1;ec no I have had no trouble

91 all. I P.M fcr the fall .cmf:::ter cn:umbia

Ur.iver"ft.. ar.,1 t! ey toad me tnat T miLt t oe accepted 1:,>cause of

dd 3 01" , . even i s I cis, get ae-2epte: complete r.):ler.,e, most

of the ,;cbe ?re still clocei 4-o me bec(t. e cif my an that's

a fac 1-e,,euse ' have che::Ied. But I'll not c,iv-inf; up on 1: f" yet, I'm

still c'At :A:re 'r;Ing. Ari :or me to try and help fr-r country

that's ze. gyred to have a heart, they mast have had a heart c.ttack.

will be old in :uly and 1'0 ,iays _)f my life ( fr

sent i the sor-1,7e) is ruining MY Pnt ire li Pe just oecPuot- T .1d

not al,4as4 ti; mi1itary life. Now I as yoa "r this fair 1.nd .is tht..,:e

anyt"ing be done .n' better yct. there ^ iything that you

can ir My family 1.5 not ri or mid class, wo'r° black

and 1 . born and r;. .0i in !.arl.,1 %,01 ! 'm still V., r T have

mans, ee ; olvi 13 an r- mr- lc ulr,i 'c r irs now

in spl.t r;7 -2 v!r,-)rmr.n'- l'"t, 14 -"

at 1h.! '(-t) 7rn.. vi ri , po!, har



p.-ison. than they wi3: lo to help Inf.!. 1. was readini; about
a man the ,ther day who is now serving time in a South Carolina
jail and it nerm.tt.ed to leav: :rom time to tire to pursue

career bx.v.ng. Pict (I. "5 ,hance to become
heavyweig:t oh.uncion of' ;,ht. '3ni*.ou :,tatec America but of the
whole won .1 _II I want 1osition 11,c city (mainly the
fire departmt..nt ) or gov,-,n.me:,t ur, 1 (-,n ma-.... '2 decent salary tos,pp,,rt was not ::hie to adjust to military

fe, but I Ip ,stn, whys lnd r rt-. 1:, ',Pint. to, I want the
chance to tr; .

:4.w lurk
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(Written on Back of ERC Inquirer Questionnaire)

Your organization is of no assistance or value to ex-servicemen
because of the following reasons:

1. You expect servicemen to show outstanding conduct for 3
years after leaving the service. How can a serviceman
s,Jtain a position with a "less-than-honorable discharge"
because all employers, both governmental and private, ask
on application blanks about the type of discharge, and
reason for discharge.

2. Why should an ex-serviceman go to the police and disclose
his "less-than-honorable discharge" when governmental, and
private employers ask about type of discharge received, and
will inquire of the police for this information, resulting
in loss of employment? Volunteering this information to
the police will result in further dissemination of the type
of discharge to other governmental agencies, and private
employers also.

3 How can an ex- servicemen gc to an employer to whom he may
have lied originally on his employment application about the
type of discharge he received, in order to obtain the position,
and then be expected to go back to that employer later and
ask for a good conduct reference?

4. My discharge was for alleged homosexuality. The Federal
government discriminates against homosexuals and, conse-
quently, other governmental agencies, and p) -;,,ate employers
do likewise. As an example, I app" 'd i r 1 position with
a firm that had a Federal government, contra..t. The application
for employment asked about the type of discharge, and reason
for discharge. I did not want to lie, sc stated "less-than-
honorable discharge" "because of alleged homosexuality." :
was not accepted for the position, because 1 could not get a
"security clearance."

5. Further d-Amaae is done by volunteering the "less-than-honorable
discharge" information to the United ::tates, State, and '_n. cal
governmental employment agencies, who will pass its informa-
tion to both governmental and private Pmpoyers, when
inquiry is made about the servieer.pn, thus resulting in fur-
ther dissemin-i-,ion of this type of discharge,and subsequent
unemployment.

To the ex-s,.rvit.seman with a "less-than-honorable discharge",

you should eonc.mtrate on reviewing, and tr.,crading these di2-
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charges to Ltither "honorable", or "under honorable
conditions." Perhaps you should work in conjunction
with the military Discharge Review Boards, and the Board
for Correction of Military Records. ( I applied twice to
the Navy Discharge Review Board, and also to the Navy Board
for Correction of Naval Records. In all 3 cases, my ap-
plication to have my "less-than-honorable discharge" up-
graded to honorable, or under honorable conditions was
denied.)

In my case, the "less-than-honorable discharge" is con-
sidered "Under Dishonorable Conditions." As a result,
I am also denied ALL U. S. Veterans' b:Jnefits, rights,

. and privileges (after 11 years of honorable, faithful
service).



(Written on Back of ERC Inquirer Questionnaire)

Character Reference Forms required notarization which the people

felt was necessary and therefore did not want to go ahead with the

Character Reference. Trying to get an appointment with the Police

was like trying to pull an eye tooth. I cannot see why sn amended

discharge cannot be put into effect, as today there are quite a few

ex-servicemen who have been unduly punished over the years for their

wrongdoing. I for one feel that an injustice has been put upon these

men. While others are getting away with shirking and blaspheming th,

United States, we the penance doers are being given no alternatives.

How long does one have to suffer for what was done years ago? If

there is one thing that I abhor, it is being in prison while free.

Why can't amnesty be given instead of the OLD RED TAPE being offered.

Yes, I've tried to get the ERC papers filled out but to no avail.

The people I have as friends I still want as friends, and the employers

I had while I worked for them have since went out or business, so there

is my dilemma. What are you going to do about it? When you find -mt,

let me knew so that maybe I will try and try again.

I want to thank you for being attentive to my answer and hope

that in the near future sometning cen ba done to remedy the situation.

Thank you again.
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(Written on Back of ERC Inquirer Questionnaire)

Since my discharge I have been employed by the same company
for 11-1/2 years and have a.1 excellent record. I have been promoted
4 times. I have never had any dealings with,the police and have not
received so much as a driving violation.

I am married, have no debts and I believe I have been as good as
'itizen as anyone else in the country.

I see no reason why, because of minor infractions committed when
I was nineteen years old, I should have to go about on bended knee
pleading with people to attest to my character. If the facts stated
in my first paragraphs are not enough testimony to me, then your
program is blatently unfair and shoUld be scrapped. At any rate
thanks for caring enough to ask.

Sincerely,

New York
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Appendix H

ERC HOLDER COMMENTS AND LETTERS



HOLDER COMMENTS

(Showed ERC at state employment office)

Employment office knew nothing of it or any preference.
No help.

* * *

(Never showed ERC)

Afraid to. Nobody knows anything about it.

* * *

I was given the impression that the ERC was not
important, that all were entitled to job or employment help.

* * *

It has helped in a way of bettering my self respect,
but has had little of a practical value.

* * *

(Used ERC at state employment office)

I did not know it could help me get a job. The State
Employment in Trinidad, Colorado tole me it was just like
a reference. It did not help me get a job.

He told me this is just a recommendation to get a
job, but does not necessarily mean you are going to get a
job with it. Because there were no jobs available.

***

(Went to state employment office but didn't use ERC)

It doesn't qualify me as a veteran.

* * *

"No one knew of my discharge, ERC would be a form of publication
of it."

***

(Never used ERC)

Have been afraid of using it because of getting turned down on
a job because of it.

***

(Used ERC only when asked about discharge)

I was turned down. I found it was not worth the paper
it was printed on.

***

No help to me whatever. it was just like my Dishonorable Discharge.

* * *
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(Showed ERC only when asked about discharge)

Most prospective employers do not have any idea what

it's for.
* * *

(Never used ERC)

I was employed at the time. My employer made it a

part of my personal file.
* * *

Improved my confidence and it definitely helped me
at work.

***

(Used ERC only to apply for present position)

The ERC gave me the necessary confidence to step
forward to apply for a job.

As far as the employer and normal employer relationship;
however, I found that it made no difference.

* * *

Not many people know about it. I found out when I requested

a change of discharge.
* * *

I believe a clean slate is the best (erase record) where

it is not murder or rape. My family and children have had to

suffer. I believe nature and circumstance should be considered.
Just let me say I have been terminated from every meaningful

job or position in the past 25 years. A suggestion of letter
clearing all charges or have paid dept in full is only answer,

I believe.
* * *

I think the program needs more exposure and a booklet
published as to what we are and what we are not entitled to.
I think there is a lack of knowledge on the recipients' part
as to what he is entitled to and a broadening of the benefits

would be helpful.

* *

You must inform private employers as to what they are
(ERC's). The general public has lack of information when

interviewing a person who holds the certificate.
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ERC is unknown to most of people I approached. The
word "rehabilitation" starts people asking questions.

***

I only found out about ERC while reading an AA
magazine on alcoholism. I suggest TV or newspaper
publicity if obtainable.

* * *

At the time of discharge from service give the service-
man a miniature ERC and advise of requirements for making
application for same which would be an inducement to live a
life to qualify when the tine came.

***

I feel the requirements are highly lenient, if anything.
I would commend the Department of Labor on its compassion
and understanding.

***

Change to minimum of 5 years to prove validity. Make
requirements stronger so as to impress the Court of Military
Review the value of ERC for any possible re-evaluation on
their part towards discharges issued.

* * *

Ex-servicemen looking for jobs usually end up going to
the state employment office. That would be the ideal place
to get assistance.

* * *

The office here don't know anything about it. I had
to research everything myself.

* * *

Local help (state employment office) would he of
great help. Correspondence a lengthy procedure when making
an error.
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ERC HOLDER LETTERS
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August 15, 1972

Dear Sir:

It is my understanding that you have been researching the
effectiveness of the U. S. Department of Labor's Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certificate program. You may recall that you
interviewed my supervisor at his office recently.

As far as I can gather from all available information, the
Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate entitles the holder to

job placement counseling. It appears that the benefits end there,

and that no other veterans' benefits are available to one who
was discharged from the service with a bad conduct or dis-

honorable discharge.

I do not. believe that the certificate helped me in any way

when it came to applying for my present position as state fish

and game warden. I have been told that I was hired on the basis

of my post-discharge experience and behavior.

The certificate and a Presidential pardon does not in any
way help the holder of a bad conduct discharge to get an edu-

cational assistance allowance from the Veterans Administration.
I have included a letter sent to President Nixon for your infor-
mation, but have not as yet received an answer.

In an effort to develop my career potential to its fullest
maximum, I have completed 55 semester units of college education
during the last year. It is my desire to earn a bachelor of
arts degree in environmental studies and a master of arts degree

in public administration. As you probably know, the cost of

going to college is high, and thus reason for me trying to get
an education assistance allowance.

To sum it up, a person who leaves the service with a bad con-
duct discharge has a long lonely road to hoe. There isn't much

help available to him in spite of a certificate program and

Presidential pardon. In my case I have been lecky this far- -

my occupation is enjoyable, challenging and rewarding--but I

wonder how many bad conduct dischargeesare left to face total
failure, and eventually, a return to some ploce of confinement.

Perhaps as part of your research work you might recommend
that some provision he made that will allow important veterans'
benefits to had conduct and dishonorable dischargees aft., an
adequate showing of rehabilitation.
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If you return to California while still working on the certi-

ficate study project, I would appreciate meeting with you so

that I might be able to help you further.

Sincerely,

California
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Dear Sir:

The ERC was an exercise in futility for me from the time I
got it (Aug 1, '68) to the present date!

You see the NAVY'S, inqutious, socalled, undesirable dis-
charge is a lethal, atomic, 'personnel' bomb, with'fallout'
intended to last the lifetime of the recipient...regardless....

At least in my case this is true; I'm now 60.

By contrast the ERC is a small firecracker and comes with a
box of bandaids...intended; 1. To make a small report Q
a hostile State bureau; the bandaids to be used to alleviate
minor burns...if so sustained, playing with federal firecrackers,
pertaining to 'sinners' who have become 'minor saints' and wish
to leave the 'purgatory' of chronic unemployment.

To investigate, debate, explore and get the facts on the UD
discharge and the ERC matter, both highly complex, legally,
socially and from the point of view of medicine would require a
grant of about $50,000,000; the sustained attention of highly
distinguished professi..Inal people, as well as certain leaders
in the House and Senate...with a will of their own to seek
the truth in these matters (and let the cards fall where they
may!). It should be done.

There can be no doubt that the military will submit many
interesting...but highly prejudiced opinions, whether they are
asked for or not. For they are the ones who, now, would face
censure or worse...were all the facts in thousands of cases
brought into the light of day...finally.

Routine investigations by the Senate in the above matters
so far have produced little progress in this direction; they
did generate much heat, a good deal of 'chit chat' in high
places, much winking and hypocracy.

Recently the Senate has been very busy in fields long neglected;
perhaps they will 'get around' once again to the matters mentioned
above...and this time, go at with a will!

Sincerely,

California
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May 29, 1972

Mr. Malcolm R. Lovell, Jr.
Assistant Secretary for Manpower
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20210

Dear Mr. Lovell:

By way of explanation of question #20, I feel that I must
give you the reason behind my refusal to have my present employer questioned.

Approximately five years ago, when I began working for this
fine man, I was a patient in a mental institution. He knew all of this
and was willing to become a part of my rehabilitation program; however,
he did not question my military discharge. Therefore, I did not
volunteer the information. 1 was able to prove myself worthy of this
man's confidence and belief in me. I should not like anything to change

that at this point.

May I ask, Sir, if the ERC can do anything to help me have
my military discharge changed? I believe 1 want this more than anything
else. If you would advise me as to the proper procedure, I would be
so very grateful.

Sincerely,

Virginia
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June 3, 1972

Dear Sir:

Thank you for sending me the questionnaire. I think its
a wonderful idea. I am sorry I can't answer all of the questions.
I am working on the same job that I had when I applied for the ERC,
so I have not had to use it. But I think it will be a big help to
me when I do change jobs. The only thing I used it for was trying
to get my discharge changed. Evidently, it did not help there
for the Army Board of Correction would not review my case again.
Thank you for everything you have done for me, and if I can be of
any help in any way, please let me know.

Sincerely,

N.C.



June 15, 1972

Dear Sir:

I hope you don't mind me writing this letter in reference
to the questionnaire received for the purpose of evaluating the
ERC program. I have forwarded the questionnaire under separate cover
included with the questionnaire.

I find I can usually express my opinions of a subject much easier
than by answering multiple choice questions if I tell it in my own words.
The questionnaire was fine and I am pleased of the interest being taken
in the program; however, I think I can explain my personal experience
with the ERC better in my own writing.

First, I think the fact that we are given a chance to
redeem ourselves is a good thing in itself and could probably happen
nowhere but in the U.S.A. From this point of view, the ERC has been
a big boost to my self respect and given me the opportunity to prove
to my government that while I did some foolish things in the service,
I have become a good civilian.

I am now unemployed and I hope that I can put the program

to use. My only other time I inquired with the local employment office
"about two years" in reference to the program, nobody seemed to know
anything about it. This inquiry was made by phone and it may be just

that I got the wrong person.

I also took the Civil Service Test for Jr. Federal Assistant.
a year ago this month and even though I attached a copy of my ERC, I
still had to wait for an investigation by the investigating division,
and it was a few months before I was finally given my rating of 75.1,
no veteran preference or points allowed. The fact that I had a CRC did

not seem to be of m-ch help in this particular case. My Congressman,

Lawrence Coughlin, was very helpful in at least contacting the Civil
Service on my behalf. As yet, I have not received any notice for a job
and I just recently contacted them in reference to keeping my name on
the list for another year.

I am going to take the state Civil Service exam also hoping
that something might come through there.

In my case being separated in 1946 from the service, I never
bring up the fact of my BCD and I find that I am not usually asked

for a copy of my discharge. I had this problem during the first few
years of so after my discharge and lost a good many opportunities at
that time because of my BCD but, of course, they had no ERC program

then. I am now 45 and my service time was years ago, and most employers
are not concerned about my discharge at this stage of the game.
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It would, I feel, be helpful if the need arose to produce
my discharge to have the ERC, although I don't think it helped with

the Civil Service.

The ERC program is great in its concept, but I feel that it
needs more exposure as hardly anyone knows about it, or if they do, just
what one is entitled to or not entitled to.

I feel strongly about the ERC program and I would like to see
it expanded and get more exposure. There are many vets who arc capable of
living productive civilian lives and who, like myself, have regretted
these foolish and immature acts in the service.

I have lived with the stigma of my BCD for many years
and have lost out on some good opportunities because of it, and I'm
sure many others have also. While I can make no excuses for myself
or anyone who got into trouble in the service, I do feel that if one
has proven himself since his separation, he should be given an
opportunity to live as productive a life as possible without his past
continually throwing up roadblocks.

I appreciate the interest being taken in the program and I hope

I can make use of it in my present situation, or perhaps something
will come through frcm the Civil Service in the meantime.

I would appreciate also any booklets or other material
that may be available explaining the benefits or services available to
me.

In summary, the concept is good but I do feel the benefits
of the ERC program are not as they should be, either because of
ignorance of the benefits or the need for expansion of them.

Sincerely,

Pennsylvania
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Dear Sir:

I tried to answer your question to 0 ' best of my

knowledge. I am glad you send this message to me, hoping it will help

others. Your letter brings back memory. I just had to, and I

coilldn't keep my tears from my eyes. Now I could write a book of

r life. You see, I am going to make it short. I was just a plain

dum dum thrown around like a baseball.

Yours truly,

Mississippi



June 29, 1972

Dear Mr. Lovell, Jr.:

I received your undated letter of May 24, asking for help.
I was glad to hear from you, but I would have preferred hearing from
the Army, because that's where it all started.

I started this operation because I applied for a New York
City hack license. After several tests and months of waiting, I finally
received the taxi license, only tc., have it taken away before I could use
it because of my Army discharge. So, since 1947 the Army did a good job
of keeping me from getting a job. I would have answered sooner, but as
you can see, I had to xerox some of the more recent letters from my file.

After including copies of your questionnaire in my job
file, it is now two inches thick. I am thihking of writing a book. What
the purpose of the ERC Program is, I will never know. There are untold thousands
of drug addicts and convicts in this area that are given high paying jobs
and welfare without benefit of any examination. I have taken tests and
passed them all, but my discharge kept me from getting the position. What
will happen to the 200,000 draft evaders that left the country? Prominent
political people want to bring them all back without trying them. Included
are a few recent clippings of what honorably discharged veterans are doing.
Your questionnaire occasionally refers to the military. Why, I can't seem
to figure out. You ask several questions on how In improve or make it
easier to get an ERC. I didn't find it di:ficult. Most of the job
applications ask the same questions. The ERC did nothing for me, so I don't
see the purpose of it.

The Army had a system of letting a man soldier out in three
or six months with an honorable discharge, then he's on even par with
anybody. The Army needs guards in this area because they are bombing and
burning government parking lots and buildings.

I would only be too happy to keep the Radicals out of
Government property.

In closing, I again want to say the Department of Labor
has nothing to do with dishonorably discharged vets unless they themselves
have jobs for the vets.

I think after 25 years, the Army should see what happened
to the vets that were condemned. There might be some interesting stories.
If I ran be of any more help, please write.

Sincerely,

(NPw Y,)r!,)
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May 26, 1972

Dear Sir:

I filled out the questionnaire which you asked me to and
sent it off. However, I do not feel that my own feelings about the ERC
which I hold are covered enough in the questions you ask.

I am very proud of being able to show it when the needs
arise; however, I find it is not that often. I believe the certificate
offsets my military record but not enough to really sway a Board of
Review.

I have already experienced this with the Veterans Appeal
Board and Veterans Administration. It is a record of one's conduct as a
civilian not as a military, and this is why I believe it has no sway
with Boards concerned with discharges, etc. I am applying for a job with
the Park Service and will, I believe, have to use my Certificate so I hope
it stands.

As for the State Employment, they tried for me as I was
unemployed for some months, but I don't think the Certificate really meant
that much; as a counselor expressed it, "That and a nickel will get you
a cup of coffe" and she was the one that suggested I apply.

The job I now hold is in a hospital. I had no need for
the Certificate or was questioned-about Military Service.

I hope you are able to make its title and meaning more
forceful in areas where it would be needed, and in Military Boards more
consideration of same.

I might add that I got my present job from the local paper,
not the State Employment.

Sincerely,

New Jersey
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To whom it may concern:

Thank you for sending me this form. I tried to answer
it truthfully and sincerely as the way I feel about the ERC. There is
much to be said about "the dirt that was thrown at me by the U.S."
Yes, from the sound of this last statement, I sound rather bitter.
However, I am willing to discuss this with a representative if you feel
it be necessary. I owe this country nothing after how I found that
they can ruin a person. They wouldn't ev_n give me a chance to prove
myself to them, only they take the word of a few individuals, and cause
another figure of bitterness against the Government. I'm proud to
admit that I have nothing to do with politics; therefore, I don't
even vote. For what? To put another in office while
they stepped all over me? No way.

I am part of the silent majority who goes about making
an honest living; therefore, I owe noone anything. I hope my answering
this form will assist you. You tried to help and this is appreciated.
But I am sorry I can't say more for the politicians and military.

Thank you.

You could not imagine what I went through to change my
discharge. I was lead into one blank wall to another and to no avail.
That caused all my efforts to be in vain. I hope my doing this for you
is appreciated because I feel I did you justice in answering your
inquiry, less to be said about this Government.
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May 25, 1972

Malcolm R. Lovell, Jr.
Assistant Secretary for Manpower
Washington, D.C. 20210

Mr. Lovell:

When I applied for my ERC this was only one of numerous
steps involved to accomplish my goal.

When I was 17 years old, I did a foolish thing. I was
found guilty of a felony and sent to prison.

Then I evaluated myself and I did not like what I was or
what I was doing. So I sent off for the necessary forms and I applied for
a pardon. I was informed that I needed certain documents before I
would be able to apply for a pardon.

At the present time I am finishing my education. I have
set a goal and am working toward it. And I find that it isn't that hard
to accomplish. Through determination, I will reach my goal. I do not
feel that the government or anyone owes me a thing without me working
for it.

If at any time my experience or opinion will aid you or
anyone that may be applying for a ERC, please feel free to contact me.

Yours in Fire Dedication and Determination.

Florida
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May 28, 1972

U.S. Department of Labor
Project ERC
300 North Washington Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22324

Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find your copy of the questionnaire which
you requested that I fill out and return. This letter is to further

explain my position. It, of course, is not programmed for a computer, but
it may in some small way prove helpful.

I entered the USAF in 1957 as a very young man who had just
had his 17th birthday. I was running from a broken and later fatherless
home. While in the USAF I became a medic and from my work reports it would
appear that I did a good job as a medic. I needed to serve others so that

I could not feel how badly I was hurting. I began to drink more and more
and soon was in a prodromal stage of what was later to become a full case
of alcoholism. I became involved with some homosexual on the base and
was discharged under AFR 35-66 as an "undesirable" and for homosexual

association. A young man who had went into the USAF to learn more about:
himself left with less self-image. In 1959, I left and moved to Long
Beach. I was a failure with a bad discharge. I soon found help in the
bottom of a bottle. In 1962 I was in prison for armed robbery. I, who
has had no criminal record as a child was now doing time in a prison. I

became converted to Jesus Christ in prison, came out a high school drop
out still, but finished high school in 1966, Jr. college in 1969, college
in 1971, and have a M.A. degree given to me in BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE in 1972.
God has been good to me. I was pardoned in 1968 and in the year was given
your certificate of rehabilitation.

I found out one thing -- few people knew what to do with
this certificate. They still do look at me like I have eight heads. I

applied to the federal correctional institution and they told me that I was

involved with a history of "mental illness" and had -- of course -- a had
discharge. I am saying that e\,en the state employment office did not even

view me no differently. I was not given veteran's status. Your certificate

did not do anything different for or with my discharge. The workers just

looked at me and one another and wondered what to do. Where do we fit This

one in9
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What I am saying, gentlemen, is that perhaps there are some areas
which need to be worked out with the certificate. As for me, I just tell

people I am too old for the service. I hide 2 years, 2 months, and 22 days
of my life; but show them my prison sentence. As a behavioral scientist, I
would very much like to return to the USAF to make good what has happened.
Perhaps it is a problem of public knowledge. Can I try to get my discharge
changed? I had one attempt while in prison and it was denied.

'- I do not know if this has been helpful. If it has -- good.

Sincerely yours,

California
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Dear Sir:

I would like to say a fey things I couldn't put on the

form you sent. First of all, this Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate is

what really gave me the drive to put me where I am today. Now I am a

married man with three kids to take care of; also I am a man with a

Dishonorable Discharge. I made one mistake in the Army and have never

made no other one either. But yet I can't vote; no, I have any rights

to vote except in my union. But a man can go to a state penitentary for the

worst crimes and come out and get their vote rights back after a period

of time. Now, I think some things should be improved on this point in

ERC program.

But ERC is what really got me the feeling back far as

being a man again because before I got it, I was sinking down. Believe

me, I also think that local State Employment Offices should be made to

try and help guys out like myself with ERC's more better because when

after I got my ERC I went there, and nobody seems to care about my problem

at all, not anyone knew how to fill out the forms, either. I had to do

all this on my own and it was really rough, too. So what I am saying if

the people would help out more a man would feel a lot better knowing that

he could go and get help when he ever needed it. This is what we all need

in this world, that's knowing that somebody cares.

Thank you, sir.
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May 30, 1972

Dear Sir:

You wanted to know how the ERC could be more effective for

me; well, as for helping me get a job, I don't know because I haven't had to

use mine since I received it in 1968 because I haven't been asked for my

discharge, but I think it would have helped if I had reeded to show it.

I had my discharge reviewed in 1968 but the ERC didn't make any difference

and I tried to have it reviewed again in 1972 but they wouldn't review it

again. And, by the way, I don't have any police record of any kind for

the last 18 years and my work record ha.; been good and I sent the Navy

Review Board proof of that, but they told me that my record since

I got out of the Marine Corps has nothing to do with changing my discharge.

I think they are wrong because my record proves that I am not a criminal

but they have got me classified as one and they are not going to change that.

I tried to enlist in all the branches of the service, but they would not

accept me. I have received a form to fill out and send to the Department

of Correction of Naval Records, and I'm going to send it to them but I

think it is the run around which I have been getting for the last 18 years.

So you see . think the ERC is a good thing as far as someone trying to

get a job. But it is not enough, especially for someone like me who is

trying to clear up his record. If you people could come up with a certificate

of some kind that would help someone like me get my discharge changed or to

help get someone back into the military after he has proven himself, then

would say you have accomplished a great deal. Until you can come urn with

something that is good enough to get a man a job or get him back into the

service, these ERC are not worth the paper they are written on.

Sincerely,

Colorado
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I work at Bakery. I have been there over eight years. I like
my job. I would like to have better job.

After all the years I put in the service during the war, at least they
could give me good job.

I spent five years and three days in the Navy. They thrcv me out because
I come back to the ship late. Give me $25.00 and suit.
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Appendix I

RULES FOR SCORING OCCUPATIONS OF ERr HOLDERS



RULES FOR SCORING OCCUPATION

Occupation categories are those used by the 1970 Census of Population and

Housing. They are as follows:

01 Professional and technical

02 Managerial and administrative

03 Sales

04 Clerical

05 Craftsmen and Foremen

06 Operatives, except transportation

07 Transport equipment operatives

08 Laborers, except farm

09 Service workers, except private household

10 Private household workers

11 Farmers and farm managers

12 Farm laborers and foremen

Occupations were assigned to categories on the basis of the Di-tionary

of Occupational. Titles. However, for categories 05-08 and 11, 12, the

Dictionary's categories were not exactly analogous to -,.hose of the Census

and we developed our own rules for assigning jobs to those categories, as

outlined bet o'

We ases.3ed the job description, given under "Write what you do:",

rather than relying primarily on job title in order to assign Jobs to

categories.
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01 -rofessional and Technical DOT 01-15
Includes, for example, teacher, clergyman, laboratory technician.

02 Managerial and Administrative DOT 16-18
Includes men whose primary responsibility is managerial; includes
owner of a business unless it is a very small one.

Examples: service manager of an automobile dealership who
supervises 10 men, executive vice president of a transportation

company; owner of a grocery -tore.

03 Sales DOT 25-29
Includes men whose main occupation is selling of any sort, even if

they are managers or clerks to some extent.

Examples: insurance salesman, periodical supplier and salesman,

hardware store clerk.

04 Clerical DOT 20-24
Includes white collar workers who do not supervise; includes
students.

Examples: night auditor of a motel, file clerk, shipping and
receiving clerk.

05 Craftsmen and Foremen
Includes those who do highly skilled labor using tools or machines
and those who supervise workers; includes journeymen and
apprentices who have several years of exp2rience.

Examples: house painter, plumber, automobile mechanic, welder,

machinist, electrician.

06 Operativs except Transportation
Includes occupations involving work with machines and requiring a

lower level of skill than category 05.

Examples: fork-lift truck operator, operator of e:c evaporate in
a cheese factory, bulldozer driver, operator of shoe lasting machine.

07 Transport Equil,ment Operatives
Includes those who operate vehicles for transport of goods or
people, but only if driving is the main aspeA of the job.

Example,:: chauffeur, scnool bus driver, delivery truck drivpr.
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08 Laborer, except Farm

Includes those who do unskilled or semi-skilled physical labor
with their hands or simple tools; includes draftsmen's helpers
and beginning apprentices.

Examples: carpenter's helper, longshoreman, road construction
worker, truck driver's helper who delivers furniture.

09 Service Workers, except Private Household DOT 31-38
Includes food and beverage preparation and service, lodging
workers, recreation workers, janitorial services, protective
services, alparel and personal services.

Examples: seculity officer, custodian, barber, fireman.

10 Private Household Workers - category null

11 Farmers and Farm Managers

Includes those who have responsibility for planning and managing
an agricltural operation.

Examples: dairy farmer, landscape gardener.

12 Farm Laborers and Foremen
Includes those who mainly work on a farm but are not responsible
for its operation.

Examples: grape picker, sugar cane laborer.,

13 Not Working; Failed to give Previous Job
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Appendix J

QUESTIONNAIRES AND LETTER USED IN

MAIL SURVEYS OF ERC HOLDERS AND INQUIRERS

1. ERC Holder questionnaire with Department of Labor letter

2. ERC Holder questionnaire with Department of Labor letter Spanish version

3. ERC Inquirer questionnaire and Department of Labor letter



U.S DEPARTMENT OF I.ABOR
OFFICF OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY I-OR MANPOWER

WASHINGTON. DC 20210

The Department of Labor is studying the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate (FRC) program. You may recall that the Secretary or
Labor awards a certificate to ex-servicemen who can show that
their concuct has been outstinding for a period of at least three
years after discharge from ti-ye service. The reason flr studying
tne program is to see how it can be made more effective and useful
to you and other ex-servicemen,

Our recotds show that vou I.. -? received an Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certifica e. All individuals who have been :warded this certificate
are being ontacted for information. Woa'd you please give us the
benefit 0: your experience with your certificate by answering the
questions tilt follow? We hope today you ran take a few minutes
time to do this.

W( apprec.ate your help. We assure you tl'at comments will he
ke0_ corn:dot:Ay e,-nfidential.

Sincerely,i'1 i

/

/

,

1, I I 1 / ..r
/ /(,_Q-t--: , /_.. 7. ',=.L-( k I -

MALCOLM P. 1.,vr:r R.

Ass:st.an: Se:ret,iry for Manp-ier

curret* Mres,,
d:I' .rent fro" :he addrf,, on
t' o labei, wrl...e your

.1.1drw.,4 helw.

':I r ( rt numhc rur it route
and 10= )

(falle) (Zip)



1 How did you first learn about the Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certific..te (ERC)' (Mark one
answerlike this )

6 0D Friend or relative

State Employment Office

A lawyer

Military officer or NCO

" Red Cross

Veterans organization (An.VET, DAV,
VFW, others)

ElU.S. Veterans Administration
Congressman or Senator

0 I\IPwspaper or maazitine

91-10ther

7D

(write ir.)

2 Who helped you to fill out the forms and to get
the statements needed for the E RC? (Mark all
answers that apply to you)

0 Nobody h ''ped cre
0 A friend or relative

i0 in My employer
t t A lawyer

ea

IS

Ds,.. Employment Office Courselor

Red Cross worker

Li Veterans Organization rep.esentatcre
(Fm . DAV, VP.111,, and others)

U S Veterans Aoiniroistration councelor

nor'-.
in)

3. ; "!hy did yo:' harpcn to apply for an ERC?

r.0 h.re. !e! .11 t the tot) I .r.anied

j At, preen: gout! ,-.ioduct that could
for: siowo en :roc d,charge review
1,1,!.d

15 t1,., r 0)1,111 0 t pet:. it help from 'toe State.
F-toltlynwIt t :*tit

So I c o .'.1 lf .. job with the government
,it,%1 for v sewn ottson.ii satisfactionriit os n r !roff

4 srrol first aophd for the f P(., were you
nirtwil)

e

0 No

5. When you first heard of the ERC, what did you
think it could do for you? (Check any that apply.)

24 J Change my military c charge

25 0 Give me veterans benefits, such as G.I. Bill
26 Give me veterans preference at the State

Employment Office
27 Qualify me for special jot: help at the tree

Employment Office

6. After getting your ERC, did you ever go to a State
Employment Office (public employment office) for
help in finding a job?

21
I Iff'S

0 No

7. If you did gr, to a State Employment Office for help,
did you use your ERC?

29

3C

El Yes
If nn, why didn't you use your ERC'

(write reason)

DI have never been to a State Emptonnent Office
since oeuuog my ERC

8. If you :vent to a State Employment 3ffice and
showed your ERC, what happened?

I 01 got help
DI didn't get help

DI didn't use my ERC at a State Employment

9 If you showed your ERC at a State Employment
Office and got help, check all the kind: of help you
got at this employment office.

Help er finding out the lord of vverk I ,an

do

32

he,1

Help in getting ioh

DAdvor e cro how to explae: .ny military discharge
to employers and others

on whoei to go foo help with trvo.(31
et

tr

111,1w,

JN.0.1, .1(rd Ailfioes.0" ..! (nr,4.,(-1; Witt) 1,4)
:,.111(1%

33

34

E-31:' it ((lt1I.tt ;log .enol,yi irilmvw%, t D
DI d:do't get hot!,

I del nor ow my E PC .1: in 1.,.,1.)ymeot rrlhrr



p

1. How did you first learn about Vie Exemplary
Rehabilitation Certificate (ERC)' tMark one
answer-like this 12 )

6 no Friend or ".1.01Ve

S,att. Emplipprent Off.ri

A lawyer

officer of Nr.0

0 lied Cross
Lj Veterans orgamtatio.. (ArnVE T. DAV,

\'FW other.,
S Vezq.irvi, Aummistra;,

C.Jp!S5M.I1 of S.11.1:,,;

ewspap,. ,;.
" Otb,1

ItSTIr in)

2 'I'M; nefp,:d you 20 fill out the forms and to get
;`ir Jaterents needed for she ERC' (Mark all
lnsw,:-s that appli:

I

I i A r..

. ..rr;

e
L-7.1 trig .11`yr I : (.ntroseto

" .1 r-

-woody h :' 1-

II.

I

:4 Vet J.., 0:(10. -"entat,!:
Air Vir V. ati Ithe,$)

1

:5 ; V e.e.a: . .=arostr..:

- . ,':1

d,= o :1 -r tr ERC?

I 0) w i= .11 ' , .1 ; ti d

I ,. (22, 21,

. . 'h. . . y ralile WV.

i 1'r) 7 nrn

" ,I1y1 ;' 4;
- .

I ; (4.° , 1'1. ", 11.: VIII

4 ',".1 0..1 firs: ;,,, .1 f.,. th. 1 1,(. were. you

5. When you first hedril of the ERC, what did you
think it could do for you? tC11-ck cony that apply.)

2 4 0 Chant? -ry m.litary di charge
:5 El Give me veterans benefits such as G I. Bill

[] Give me veterari preference at the State
Emplovini.in ()ee

27 Qual14; -r.e for snectal !Lo help at the Sta:,
Emph,:nent Oftlre

6. :.fi- getting your ERC. did you ever go to a State
Employment Office (public employmnt office) for
help in finding a job?

ID Yec
:0 No

7. If you dr.-! to a Si.ite irplo..went Office for brig),
did yoa use your ERC?

29

,)11 use your t

1.V iPaSOI1

[II , hr-en to Sate :,,Ipisvrnent Office
;.It-1,- cR(:

8 If you ; a, a State Emoinment Office and
. -. . roc, .taejucpt).--,efil

Jo

telt, r-no!uvr,;

9 if you si 't: w- ERC ..t E-oployment

Offro ;, 7.: 4,4".4 1. check of help you
got a' V.P.-.ZYplo..111.tf office.

17 r- : no' ;. ..v,';
Zi Ps,

I

I 'ft::: .;*

urn ailiti

11,1 .

00:el :vivid.(:

140,

[ "1:,', " 1..1 11.1p, 11

1; I. .. I I ,110,1VIT.01).



10. If you hay.. used your ERC at a Stale Employment
Office wt ',in the last yea ?nil a half (since Ja, .iary
1971), please write the address of the office you
went to in the space below. (If you cannot remember
the street address, Just give he city and state.)

(St'et address of State Emp:(,,-w-z Office)

'.(.1ty)

---
(Stair:)

17 ''"en applying directly to a person or company
+yr a lob, how often have you shown your
Exemplary fit:habil:cation Certificate?

nom . .1101.j s rir harge

,

12. it to.. have nut used yr., : ..RC vft,. appl
fo i usb, ;.-,:hy not'

It r' dn't thrrk ' ;.'ii, ';
I svant tire, tr: = n .t ar aid of

tior hatrie t .:ae-
; F-1 :'''rher .e

1
JThis i, ; have u91

11: :::on yoto a applying for a

irtb rlo :ou think t you

rno t. rr

!, r trot: EnC h

! rror. 'he FR(; :oar:, r'..
4 i "; I ho.:^ never shown my ER( err.-rwers

15. What, if anything, do you think should be done
to improve ways of letting people know about the
Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate program?
(Mark more than one answer of you wart.)

loolove ways of make:: ex SenPI:Orlit.1

of the ERG program
52 tm;litAt kinds Of inhninatior, grtre.n

ex-servicemen who mighl t:te,ested
to anlRC

5 3 a.hanqa the name of the ,rtsficat.

it: continents on terns you checked
'abr...

51

Sy

16. What -hanges, if any, do you think should be made
in the rtquirements for the ERC?

ElLt-avie the reopired 3 yo pc.: lod55

EICh.:ny the required 1 1.( taxi:- your46

14%1 employer

Dh.wcip the return-cm( :mgt.:pi-I:41w:
li(Ir the o

Dc lo:.toireno ..-ts.

: f ....

r.errneetS on oo *-cft4 al;nte.

,

4 .1

:9

17. What ,trangEs if any, shook! be trade to help
ex r rvternen who are applyre', frr an ERC)
(Mark inure 1!:-.1 one ansor- of v)to want,:

FO

14 ".

4
7

I.

. belor.v ill .1.e v.,oys 1 .no n ERC has
o.:l!y iselned you (l'het:". .o tn.. 7iply i,, 44t:.)

Llttller r1 101) alit 00,

7 , toy.,
; t1.1.) Joh !

1:/, 7( It tl: ?1,.

2.1,1 1)1 I.:

r.

1,1

4

ii.r,.,,,,,,
f {he F air.

L
1_, al.' Enir rroi, ifL. "
.W./ h. irr r 0-4! fn' -. ;hr.
!pi, torms

j `,0, rilary Rllot, tor- t ''c a' .s

:dre Employ ot

'rlqr C

) I nip. h. Ili tlivi t. 'rt . ttl v.. ..1.1

"11,/.1 h., 4 1{' 1)1,01.11

(P, ;,,
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18. Please tell us here what you would like the
Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate to do

for you:
65-66

19. What kind of work do you do now? Look at
67-('A example be /ow before you answer (If now

unemployed, describe your last job.)

EXAMPLE

Your job title: : : . ..It Iv.s. r .:_ '7

C.H E.C., s.'. r C.
3 .

I Write what you do. i (' Fr ..17 i
I CASH- eEC.IS i : .", 4, -r .1 (-:-
i.

C if E(.4.Cl.'r t -...%. :. .'rf- t' 11. &At _ ;

i ,I LAC( 1..._ 1 It_:. 'Ai' I.- 7 k ! ;IC. 111. 1

You job title-

Write what you de

20. If you used your ERC in the Interview to get
your present job, may we speak to your employer
to see if the ERC was important to him in hiring
you? (WE WILL NOT SPEAK TO YOUR
EMPLOYER UNLESS YOU ANSWER YES.)

Yes, you may speak to r employer

0 No, please do not speak to my employer

If yes, ,~fiat is his name and ...Iciress at work'

21. What is your age?
69-70

22. What is your race?

71 1 0White
2 EIBlack
3 OSpanish-Amer ican

4 DOrrental
5 DOther

23. How much school have you completed'

I: Less than 8th grade

El Less than 12th grade

3 pHigh school graduate

4
Went to college but did not finish 4 years

5 I:Graduated from 4 year college

24. What year did you leave mili.iry service?
:3-74

(write yearl

(nam of ernplGver)
Thank you for answering these

questions. Please put this
!work addre,s1

in the envelope and mad it_,

ice)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MANPOWER

WASFUNGTON, D C 20210

HAY UNA TRADUCCION DE ESTA Cr TA EN LA PROXIMA PAGINA

The Department of Labor is studying the Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate (ERC) program. You may recall that the Secretary of
Labor awards a certificate to ex-servicemen who can show that
their conduct has been outstanding for a period of at least three
years after discharge from the service. The reason for studying
the program is to see how it can be made mr-e effective and useful
to you and other ex-servicemen.

Our records show that you have received an Exemplary Rehabilitation
Certificate. All individuals who have been awarded this certificate
are being contacted for information. Would you please give us the

benefit of your e%perience with your certificate by answering the
questions that follow? -!e hope today you can take a few minutes
time to do this.

We appreciate your help. We assure you that your comments will be
!opt completely confidential.

is

Since

LOVELL, J. .

Assistant Seciotary for Manpower

P.D. Recientemente so envi6 una carta Ud. del Secretario
Lovell. La carta tenia cuestionario acerca del Certificado de

Rehabilitacir,n f.iemplar. Todavla no hemos recibido el cuestionario

devuelto. E:,tamos pendiente:, de recibirlo porque sus respuestas
see5n dt. muci4, valor al Departarento de Labor.

En est.; ocasi6n le estamos enviando un cuestionario en espanol el
cual esperames lc sea miis faeil llenar. Favor de llenarlo lo ma's

antes posible y raandar!o a nosotros en el sobre provisto. Favor de

contest4r Ids prep,unta en espanol.
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U.S DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFPCE OF THY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR MAN POW! R

WASHINGTON. D C 2021u

El Departamento de Labor esta estudiando el programa del
Certificalo de Pehabilitacirin Ejemplar (CRE). Quiz5s Ud.
recuerde que el Secretar3o de Labor oterga un certificado
a ex soldados quienes pueden demostrar que su conducta ha
sido sobresalier.te por un periods de por lo menos tres afios
despugs de haber terminado .zu servicio militar. La raz6n
por el estudio de este programa es para ver corn el certifi
cado puede ser mrts efectivo y ritil a Ud. y a otros que estAn
en su condiciOn.

Nuestros registros indican que Ud. recibi6 un Cert.ficado de
Rehabilitaci6n Eiemplar. Todos los individuos quines poseen
este certificado recibir-An esta carta pidiendo informaciOn.
zPodria Cd. darnos el beneficio de su experiencia con su
certificado contestando las preguntas si lientes? Esperan:os

que hoy dia tome algunos nomentos de su tiempo para hacerlo.

Apreciarr's su ayuda. Le aseguramos que sus comentarios se
quedargn compietamente confiden,Hales.

Sinceramente,

:1/4tALC, [ R. LOVELL, JR.
Assi tnt Secretary for Manpower

P.D. Recientemente se le una carta a Ud. del Secretario
Lovell. La carta tenia un cuestionaria acerca del Certifi -ado de
RehabilitaciOn Ejemplar. Todavia no memos recibido el cuestienario
devuelto. Estamos pendientes de recibirlo porque sus respuesra!,
serZin de mucho valor al Departamento de Labor.

En esta ocasiOn le estamos enviando un cuestionario en espanol el
cual esperamos le sea nicis fgell llenar. Favor de llenarlo lo m5s
antes posible y mandarlo a nosotros en oi sobre provisto. Favor
de contester las preguntas en espaiol
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1. Zamo se vino a dar cuenta Ud. por primera vez acerca del
(Exemplary Rehabilitation Certificate) Certificado de
RehabilitaciOn Ejemplar? (Marque una sole respuesta asi )

6

1

2

3

7

8

Amigo o pariente
Oficina de empleo del estado
Un abogado
Jefe del ej4rcito o jefe .o comisionado
La Cruz Roja
Organizaci6n de veteranos (AmVET, DAV, VFW, otras)
Administraci5n de Veteranos de los Estados Unidos
Representante a la C5mara o el Comisionado

Peri6dico o revista
Otro: (Describalo)

2. Auien le ayud6 a llenar las formes y obtener las declaraciones
necesarias para el CRE? (Marque todas las respuestas que le
aplican)

8 Nadie me ayudC
9 Un amigo o pariente

10 patr6n
11 Un abogado
12 consejero de la oficina de empleo del estado
13 Trabaja.or de ,a Cruz Rota
14 rilleprosentante ae una organizaciOn de veteranos (AmVET, DAV,

VFW, otras)
15 Consejero de la Administraci6n de Veteranos de los Estados Unidos
16 1_1 Otro:

(Describalo)

3. aor qu5 aplic6 pare el CRE?

17 n Para ayudarme a obtener el empleo que queria
18 Li Como prdeba de mi buena conducta que podrla ser mostrada a la jurta

revisora militar (military discharge review board)
19 'Para as1 poder recibir ayuda especial de la oficina de em:Oeo del

estado
20 .11 Pala asi poder obtener un empleo con el gobierno
21 ,Solamenta por mi satisfacci6n personal
22 Por rezones no mencionadas arriba:

(Describalas)

4. astaba Ud. casado cuando aplico para el CRE?

23 1 D ST.
'No
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5. ,Qug .ens6 que el certificado le podrla pacer cuando oy6 por
ptimera ve4 de 'e l? (Marque cualquiera que se aplica)

24

25

26

27

F
E

Cambiar mi licencia absoluta .-tilitar (military discharge)
Darme beneficios veterans; como G.I. Bill
Darme preferencia en la oficina de empleo del estado
Calificarme para ayuda especial en cuanto a trabajo a

la oficina de empleo del estado

6. ,Fue Ud. a la oficina de empleo del estado para que le ayudaran
a encontrar un empleo despugs de recibir su CRE?

28 1 r-- Si

No

7. iUs6 lid. su CRE si fue en busca de ayuda a la oficina de empleo
del estado?

29

No Si no, .por qug no us6 su CRE?

30 EiYo no he visitado una oficina de empleo del estado depa.s
de haler lecibido mi CRE

6. Si Ud. visits la oficina de empleo del estado y mostr6 su CRE,
zqug paso?

31 1 I--

!--

"1--

Recibi ayuda

No, no recibi ayuda
No, no mostrg mi CRE en la oficina do empleo del estado

9. Si mc,crg su CRE en la oficina de empleo del estado y recibi6 ayuda,
indique cada forma de ayuda que recibig en esa oficina de empleo.

Ayuda para encontrar la clase de trabajo que mejor hago
J3 Ayuda para obten2r entrenamiento de empleo

Consejos en como poder explicar mi licencia absoluta milita
a patrones y otros

'Nombres y direcciones de patrones con vacantes de empleo
36 I Ayuda para ponerme en contacto con patrones r.ara entrevistas
37 ri No use mi CRE en una oficina de empleo del estado
38 Li No recihi avuda

10. Si 1,a m,ado ,;u CRE en una oficina de empleo del estado dentro del

Ultimo ano y medlo (desde enero de 1971), favor de escribir en el
espacLo al)ajo l., direcci6n de dicha oficina en donde asistig. (Si no
recuerda la direcciSn exacta, ponga la ciudad y estado no m5s.)

(Direccign)

174

(Ciudad) (Estado)

11. Al aplicar directamente a una pers ,a o compaiia para un empleo,

lctfintas veces ha mostrado su Certificado de Rehab4litaciOn

Ejemplar?

33 1 Siempre
2 Solamente cuando me preguntan acerca de mi licencia

absoluta militar (military discharge)

3 0 Nunca

12. Si no ha usado su CRE al ap]icar para un empleo, .por qug no?

1
40 Pensaba que no me ayudarla
41 No queria que ellos supicran de mi clase de licencia

absoluta militar (military discharge)
42 Otra raz6n:

43 0 La pregunta no se refiere a mi; he usado mi CRE

13. Cuando us6 su CRE al aplicar para un empleo, Lpensaba quc le ayudg?

44 1 Pensaba que el CRE me ayudg
2 Pensaba que el CRE mi hizo clan()
3 Pensaba que el CRE no hizo diferencia

Jams he demostrado mi CRE a patrones

14. Marque abajo todas las formas las cuales el tener el CRE le ha ayudado.
(Marque todas las respuestas que se refieren a Ud.)

43 :1 Obtener entrevistas de empleo
46 i Obtener emplc s
47

I Obtener entrenamiento de empleo
48 Li Contribuir a mi peticiOn de cambio de mi licencia absoluta military

(military discharge)
49 0 Otro beneficio del CRE: _

0 El CRE no ha sido de valor alguno para mi
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15. Oug piensa Ud. se deberia de hacer para mejorar las formas de dar
a conocer a la gente del programa del Certificado de RehabilitaciOn?
(Se puede marcar una, dos, tres o ninguna respuesta)

51 Mejorar las formas de dar cuenta a ex soldados del CRE
52

1.I
Mejorar la clase de informaciOn dada a los ex soldados quienes
podrian estar interesados en el CRE

53 0 Cambiar el nombre del certificado

54 Escriba sus comentarios correspondientes a cada respuesta:

16. Oug piensa Ud. se deberia de cambiar para mejorar los requisitos
del CRE? (Se puede marcar una, dos, tres o ninguna respuesta)

55 ---i Cambiar el period() de espera de tres aiios
56 Cambiar la referencia requirida de su ultimo patrOn
57 Cambiar kl requisito de tomar las huellas digitales y la

referencia de la policia
58 El Cambiar el requisito de cinco referencias de cargcter

59 Escriba sus comentar: correspondientes a cada respuesta:

17. Xugles cambios piensa Ud. se deberlan llevar a cabo park ayudar ex
soldados clue aplican para el CRE? (Se puede marcar una, dos, tres o

ninguna respuesta)

60 Cambiar las instrucciones para completar la aplicaciOn
61 L_J Requirir qui la oficina de empleo del estado provea cualenier

ayuda nece-aria pkra completar las formas de la aplicacie,,

del CRE
62 Otorgar Certificados de RehabilitaciOn Ejempiar de las oricinas

de empleo del estado (en vez de Washington, D.C.)
b3 D Mejorar la ayuda dada a aquellas personas que han escrito

a Washington acerca dcl CRE

64 Escriba su:; comentarios correspondientes a cada respuesta:
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18. Favor de decirnos abajo lo que Ud. le gustaria que el Certificado
de Rehabilitacign Ejempla- hiciera por Ud.

65 66

19. 1Que clase de trabajo hace Ud. ahora? tdemplo ab onte5

de responder. (Si estg desenpleado, describa su ultimo empleo)

67 58

Titulo de empleo:

EJEMPLO

t;t.kt),;' c

p
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J,

_pi tiktili e 114 :1 t: (47 v I
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e la_r_ith ct,,,fe_k4Lif
,

.fiL$ Lite evt
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20. Si Ud. use su CRE en la entrovista para iltencr su empleo actual,
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Si su respuesta es afirmativa, escriba abajo el nombre de su patr5n

y el lugar de empleo.

(Nombre)

(Ciuth,d)

21. iCugl es su edad:

09 70

22. LCu5. '_ es su rnza

11

(Direcci6n)

1 1 ,- Blanco
r"--2 Negro

3 ~ Americanollispano
4 i Oriental

Ot 11

23. i,Cugntos anus de escuelE hd terminado Ud.

(Estado)

7. 1 FDMenos dei octavo grado
2 Menos del doce grado

3. GraduAo de escuela superior
He atendido una universjdad pero no terming los cuatro anos
TermittZ Lttairo anos de estudios univrsitarios

24. En clue tito t ormi n5 su se ry c I o mul itar ?

73 :4

hser.pa c ,a-to act.]
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f- Appendix J

QUESTIONNAIRES AND LETTER USED IN

MAIL SURVEYS OF ERC HOLDERS AND INQUIRERS

1. ERC Holder questionnaire with Department of Labor letter

2. ERC Holder questionnaire with Department of Labor letter Spanish version

3. ERC Inquirer questionnaire and Department of Labor letter



OUTLINE FOR INTEKVIEW WITH EMPLO1ERS PROJECT ERC

1. Purpose of interview -- repeat contents of letter sent to employer.
SHOW ERC.

2. Military discharge and employment with company:

What information about military discharge is obtained during
application for job? Do you ask for DD 214?

How does the kin. of military cischarge affect chances of employ-
ment with your company? Does the effect of the military discharge
depend on type of job for which the person is applying?

GIVE RATING SHEET.

Besides military discharge, what other checks are made with the
applicants -- e.g., police record, previous employers?

3. Reactions to ERC:

Rating of ERC and employment.
SHOW ERC INFORMATION SHEET.

What questions do you have about the ERC?

Have you ever heard about the ERC?

4. Effect of ERC on employment of particular individual:

(a) What kinds of checks are usually made before hiring a man
for this position?

(b) Have any men with less than honorable discharge been hired
for this type of job in your company?

(c) Is there any personnel record of his ERC and his type of
discharge?

(d) What effect do you think the ERC had on Mr. being
hired? Would you have hired him if he didn't have an ERC?
Has his ERC had any effect on his retention or advancement?
What is evidence of ERC's effect?

5. What could be done to make ERC more effective with employers?

PROBES: publicity to employers; information accompanying FRC; USES
and employers; veterans orr.aizations and employers; role of NAB.



OUTLINE OF INFORMATION TO BE COLLECTED AT
STATE EMPLOYMENT OFFICES (SES) FOR PROJECT ERC

1. Experience of SES office with ERC program, since January 1971

(a) Number of ERC holders visiting office

(b) Inquiries and help with ERC application

1. How many copies of ERC information sheet have been

distributed? Are any available at present in office?

2. Number and nature of questions about ERC program

received in office

3. Have any men received help from SES personnel with

ERC applications?

4. Have SES personnel suggested that any ex-servicemen
apply for an ERC?

2. Familiarity of SES personnel with ERC

(a) How would a question to the SES office about the ERC be handled

(b) What personnel are familiar with ERC application? With

ERC benefits?

(c) What information concerning ERC program exists in office for

reference by SES personnel?

3. Interpretation of employment benefits of ERC Program by SES personnel

(office manager, vet rep)

(a) What employment help would ERC holder get from SES office?

How does this help differ from help without ERC?

(b) how can ERC help with employers?

4. Description of dealings of SES office with ERC holder who reported

that he visited specified SES office and showed ERC

(a) What any records exist of SES contract with this ERC holder?

(b) Was his status as an ERC holder noted?

kc) According to the record, what employment help did he receive

from SES office?

determination of aptitudes
help with job training
referral NI ether agencies

1 CI '1,
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list of job openin7
Wp in contacting c'4')-;yers
other help

icy' Evaluation of help received

How adeluate was aelp considering his experience
and his needs?

..s there any reason to believe that the kind of help
ne received was in any way affected by the icct that
he holds an ERC?

5. Peconmended changes in ERC program?

(a) What, if anything, do you think should be done to improve
ways of letting people know about the ERC program? SES role
in publicizig?

(b) what changes, if any, do you think should be made in the
requirements for the ERC?

(c) What changes, if any, should be made to help exseryicemen
who are applying for an ERC?

Should SES offices be designated to provide help to
applicants?

Should SES offices be designated to issue to ERC?

(4) What changes, if any, should be made in the benefits of the ERC?
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